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Abstract
Many mathematical models are governed by fast-slow systems. Such systems are difficult
to analyze using standard numerical methods, due to their stiffness, which is inversely
proportional to the value of the so-called small parameter . At  = 0 the problem
decomposes into two independent lower-dimensional differential equations known as the
slow subsystem and the fast subsystem. A famous technique, commonly referred to as
geometric singular perturbation theory, can then be applied in an attempt to describe the
dynamics in the full system, based on the properties of these two subsystems. In particular,
such methods can be used to prove existence of certain homoclinic and periodic trajectories
in a given system for  ∈ (0, 0], 0 “small enough”.
In this thesis we propose a framework, which allows to replace the words “small enough”
with an explicit value of 0. Our approach is based on a combination of two topological
methods. The first one is the method of covering relations, which is used to describe how
sets are mapped across each other under Poincare´ maps. This method has proved itself
to be very effective in several previous studies, though it requires rigorous integration
and cannot be applied in the stiff region driven by the dynamics of the slow subsystem.
There, we apply the second tool: the method of isolating segments. It allows to retrieve
topological information about Poincare´ maps based solely on the topology of the vector
field, without numerical integration. This approach is often more cumbersome to apply
than covering relations. However, in our scenario we can employ it easily, by exploiting the
high hyperbolicity generated by the slow dynamics.
We state a definition of isolating segments convenient to apply in autonomous systems
and in conjunction with covering relations. Then, we prove several theorems on how
suitable chains of isolating segments and covering relations imply existence of periodic
and connecting orbits in a given (not necessarily fast-slow) system. Finally, we apply our
theorems and conduct a computer assisted proof showing the existence of traveling waves
in the FitzHugh-Nagumo model in an explicit range of . For the case of the traveling pulse,
the proof involves a local estimate on the unstable and stable manifold of the stationary
point in the traveling wave equation, which is performed via an -dependent cone field.
Additionally, we extend the parameter range of existence of the periodic wave train by
a rigorous continuation procedure based on covering relations, with a varying number of
transversal sections. We achieve 0 large enough, so that a standard proof based on the
interval Newton-Moore method applied to a sequence of Poincare´ maps succeeds at that
parameter value.
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1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The work reported in this thesis lies on the intersection of several areas of research in the
qualitative theory of dynamical systems. This section serves as a very brief introduction to
these subjects.
Let us first recall the definitions of basic invariant sets in ordinary differential equation
(ODEs). Consider an ODE
x˙ = F (x), x ∈ RN , (1.1)
with a smooth right-hand side. A stationary point/solution (or an equilibrium) of (1.1)
is a solution satisfying dx(t)dt = 0 for all t ∈ R; a periodic orbit is a solution satisfying
x(t+ T ) = x(t) for all t ∈ R and some T > 0 and a connecting orbit (between equilibria) is
a nonstationary solution for which limt→∞ x(t) and limt→−∞ x(t) exist and are finite. In
such case the points limt→±∞ x(t) are equilibria of (1.1); if they are equal, we say that x
is a homoclinic orbit, elsewise we call it a heteroclinic orbit.
Throughout this section we, somewhat unfortunately, refer to several theorems stated in
subsequent parts of the thesis, and in particular statements of the main results are postponed
to Section 1.2. Our decision for such structure was motivated as follows. Statements of our
main theorems (especially Theorems 1.2.1 and 1.2.4) are merely examples of application
of a machinery developed through the whole thesis, and require a proper background
motivation. On the other hand, as we introduce the background theory, we would like to
comment on how our main results fit into it. To avoid unnecessary repetitions we refer
ahead and rely on goodwill of the reader to look up the referenced material, wherever it is
necessary.
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1.1.1 Fast-slow systems
Fast-slow systems are systems of ODEs of the form
x˙ = f(x, y, ),
y˙ = g(x, y, ),
(1.2)
with f : Rn × Rm × R→ Rn, g : Rn × Rm × R→ Rm smooth, and  such that 0 <  1.
The parameter  is usually referred to as the small parameter. Consequently, the velocities
of y’s are most often much lower than these of x’s, hence the former are called the slow
variables and the latter the fast variables. Such equations are difficult to study with
numerical methods, as small time steps are needed to accurately capture dynamics in
y. This phenomenon, known as stiffness, inevitably leads to long integration times and
significant propagation of numerical errors. In particular, sensitivity to initial conditions
encountered in simulation of chaotic or unstable trajectories of saddle type becomes even a
bigger problem than usual.
What is an obstacle to numerical methods, turns out to be advantageous to a certain
pen-and-paper analysis, which we will now outline. The first step is to separate the time
scales. By setting  to 0 one obtains a lower dimensional system
x˙ = f(x, y, 0), (1.3)
parameterized by y, called the fast subsystem. The fast subsystem can approximate the
dynamics of the full system with some degree of accuracy in regions away from the set of
its stationary solutions
C0 := {(x, y) ∈ Rn+m : f(x, y, 0) = 0} (1.4)
referred to as the slow manifold1. At the slow manifold one considers the slow subsystem
given by the following differential-algebraic equation:
0 = f(x, y, 0),
y˙ = g(x, y, 0).
(1.5)
A set of methods developed in 70s and 80s, known as geometric singular perturbation
theory (GSPT) was designed to give qualitative information on the dynamics of the full
system (1.2) by studying its slow and fast subsystems. The theory was founded on a set of
results of Fenichel [23] and its good overview is presented in [44] and [49], Chapter 3, see
also [6]. Typical assertions in applications of GSPT to (1.2) are valid for  ∈ (0, 0], where
0 is “small enough” and unspecified.
We note that the results on existence of bounded orbits in systems of the form (1.2),
for  ∈ (0, 0], 0 small enough can be proved using alternative, topological techniques,
developed even earlier than GSPT [9, 14] (cf. Subsection 1.1.3). One of the primary
goals of this thesis is to propose a computer assisted method of this type that allows to
reproduce these results with an explicit upper bound 0. Our sample results of this type
are Theorems 1.2.1, 1.2.4 concerning the existence of periodic and homoclinic orbits in the
FitzHugh-Nagumo fast-slow system, presented in Section 1.2.
1Sometimes in literature this manifold is referred to as the critical manifold, and the term slow manifold
refers to normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds in its close proximity.
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1.1.2 Rigorous numerics for differential equations
Numerical methods are a quick and convenient way to provide insight on dynamics of
nonlinear problems. However, can we trust nonrigorous computations? Many ODEs
exhibit a sensitive dependence to initial conditions, and numerical integration can produce
vastly differing results for very slight variations in initial values. Moreover, it has been
well-documented that a cumulation of round-off errors may occasionally lead to appearance
of artificial, spurious solutions [33,41].
Recent developments in the field of rigorous numerics address these issues. Its primary
principles are that the computations are performed on sets rather than points; and that
the result set of each operation has to contain all actual solutions, in other words the
algorithms need to form enclosures for the operations. It is particularly convenient to
use sets constructed from intervals with representable (e.g. double) endpoints. By an
appropriate adjustment of the processor rounding settings, the enclosure principle can be
realized for the elementary arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division on intervals as follows:
[a, b] + [c, d] ⊂ [↓ (a+ c), ↑ (b+ d)] ,
[a, b]− [c, d] ⊂ [↓ (a− d), ↑ (b− c)] ,
[a, b] · [c, d] ⊂ [min(↓ ac, ↓ ad, ↓ bc, ↓ bd),max(↑ ac, ↑ ad, ↑ bc, ↑ bd)] ,
[a, b]/[c, d] ⊂ [a, b] · [↓ (1/d), ↑ (1/c)], iff 0 /∈ [c, d]
(1.6)
where ↑ and ↓ are the operations of rounding up and down, respectively, to the nearest
representable number. Such framework is known under the name of interval arithmetics,
and can be used to provide rigorous enclosures of outputs for all algorithms formed by
these elementary arithmetic operations.
1.1.2.1 Rigorous integration
Interval arithmetics can be employed to give quantitative information on a given dynamical
system in terms of enclosures of vector fields, maps or their derivatives. It can also be used
to produce enclosures of solutions of initial value problems for differential equations. This
procedure is known as rigorous integration and heavily employed throughout the thesis.
Therefore we will now outline a basic rigorous integration algorithm, based on expansion
of the solution into Taylor series.
Consider the ODE (1.1) and assume that F : RN → RN is analytic and given by
elementary functions and elementary arithmetic operations. Values of the solution operator
ϕ(t, x) can be enclosed as follows
ϕ(h, [X0]) ⊂ [X0]+
r∑
k=1
∂kϕ(0, [X0])
∂tk
· h
k
k!
+
∂r+1ϕ(0, ϕ(θh, [X0]))
∂tr+1
· h
r+1
(r + 1)!
, θ ∈ [0, 1], (1.7)
where h > 0 and the initial condition [X0] can be a point as well as a product of intervals.
The following remarks hold:
• higher order derivatives of the flow with respect to t can be obtained by a repeated
differentiation of the equality ∂ϕ(0,x)∂t = F (x). An efficient way to implement this by
using automatic differentiation, see [61];
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• an enclosure for ϕ(θh, [X0]) can be generated by the following reasoning. If
[Y ] := [X0] + [0, h]F ([Z]) ⊂ int[Z] (1.8)
for some product of intervals [Z], then from the integral form of the solution to (1.1)
we obtain
ϕ([0, h], [X0]) ⊂ [Y ]. (1.9)
Such enclosure is very coarse, but for large r the last term in formula (1.7) will still
be negligibly small.
Similar methods can be applied to produce enclosures of time step maps for partial
derivatives of the flow. We remark that integration performed by a sequential evaluation of
formula (1.7) in interval arithmetics can lead to a rapid accumulation of overestimates, also
known as the wrapping effect. Different approaches can be used to suppress this problem;
one of them is the Lohner algorithm [52], which represents the sets in a suitable evolving
coordinate frame. Rigorous integration of the flow and its variational equations based on
the Lohner algorithm, and resulting rigorous computation of Poincare´ maps2 and their
derivatives is implemented in e.g. the CAPD library for rigorous computations [1] and
documented in [73,75].
In this thesis we use CAPD integrators for our proofs, however one should keep in mind
that our methods are independent of the integration scheme. Therefore, later on we will
often use Poincare´ maps without much reference to underlying numerical procedures, and
the reader should be aware that procedures for rigorous computation of enclosures of their
values are publicly available, and at our disposal.
1.1.2.2 Computer assisted proofs
Interval arithmetics can also be employed to give qualitative information, in form of
computer assisted proofs. For dynamical systems the typical setting is when we would
like to to verify some qualitative scenario in a specific system, based on an abstract
theorem, which assumptions would be tedious to check with pen-and-paper calculations. If
these assumptions are amenable to verification by a finite algorithm and endure a certain
amount of overestimates, then there is hope to conduct a proof with assistance of interval
arithmetics. Although such proofs are limited to concrete systems with preset values of
parameters, they are usually proofs of concept. Methods are often of a greater scientific
value than the properties of the particular equation, and a successful implementation in an
emblematic example “proves” that they should be applicable to all problems with similar
structure.
In the context of computer assisted proofs for differential equations, rigorous integration
becomes an immensely useful tool, as it allows to recast problems for continuous systems
as problems for (Poincare´) maps. For instance, one can use rigorous integration to verify
assumptions of the Brouwer fixed point theorem for a Poincare´ map of a given ODE
to prove the existence of an (apparently stable) periodic solution. Rigorous integration
has been successfully used to prove the existence of periodic orbits [26, 75], connecting
2First return maps to transversal sections, see Subsection 2.1.3.1.
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orbits [66,70], bifurcations [46,72] and chaos [28,55] in various ODEs. One of the famous
results obtained that way was the verification of existence of a strange attractor in Lorenz
equations, solving Smale’s 14th problem [68]. Certain scenarios have been also verified in
dissipative partial differential equations (PDEs) [4,15,76,78]. References provided by us in
this paragraph are in no way meant to be complete.
We remark, that there are other ways to design computer assisted proofs in differential
equations; one of them relies on rewriting the problem as a zero of an infinite-dimensional
operator in some function space, e.g. [50, 51], the other uses solely the topology of the
vector field e.g. [65].
It is clear that most computations using such methods will result in overestimates,
therefore it is impossible to use interval arithmetics to check equalities. However, a finite
number of strict inequalities is already suitable for such verification. Expressions in such
inequalities typically vary in a continuous fashion with system parameters; therefore
only assumptions for structurally stable scenarios3 can be readily verified in such setup.
Problems, which are not structurally stable (such as bifurcations) usually require additional
care in preparation of the inequalities.
Little attention has been given so far to computer assisted proofs for fast-slow systems.
One of the reasons is their numerically stiff nature, however this is not the biggest hurdle.
Typically solutions of interest to problems of the form (1.2) exist for ranges  ∈ (0, 0] and
are nonvanishing in the slow (i.e. y) variable. Designing a proof for such range yields a
problem that is certainly not structurally stable, as for  = 0 there can be no nonconstant
in y solutions. One of the main results of this thesis is a method to bypass this instability
and treat the whole range  ∈ (0, 0] in a computer assisted proof, with 0 explicit (e.g.
Theorems 1.2.1, 1.2.4). For this purpose, the inequalities in assumptions of our theorems
have to be carefully crafted, so the parameter  can be factored out before applying interval
arithmetic verification. To this end we have to resign from rigorous integration for certain
parts of the proof and substitute them with isolating segments described in the subsequent
subsection.
In previous computer assisted studies of fast-slow systems authors would consider only
a single value of  [5]; or use computer assistance only to aid the perturbation methods
and derive results for 0 “small enough” [36]. To the best of our knowledge the only
published paper that treats such type of range with computer assistance is on the existence
of homoclinic tangencies [34]. There, the authors exploit a different mechanism, most likely
inapplicable in our problems – in their scenario the proof for the whole range follows from
the (computer assisted) proof for its upper bound. Results similar to ours, with use of
similar methods have been recently, independently obtained by Matsue, and released as a
preprint [54] – in Subsection 1.2.5.2 we compare our approaches and address the question
of chronology in which the results of us and Matsue appeared online.
1.1.3 The topological method of isolating segments
A key component in our proofs is the construction of certain compact sets called isolating
segments. The precise definition of these objects is postponed to Subsection 2.2 and we
3That is scenarios, which persist under small perturbations to the system of some given class (e.g. C1).
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refer the reader to Figure 2.4a given therein to grasp some intuition behind their geometry.
In short, isolating segments are solids diffeomorphic to hypercubes, and akin to isolating
blocks from Conley index theory [12,13]. In our definition (Definition 2.2.3) the variables
given by the diffeomorphism to a cube induce new directions some of them we label as
exit, some as entry and one as central. It is required, that the faces in the exit direction
are immediate exit sets for the flow and the faces in the entry direction are immediate
entrance sets. Moreover, the projection onto the one-dimensional central direction has to
be monotone along the trajectories of the flow. The analogy between isolating segments
and isolating blocks can be seen as follows. While isolating blocks give information on the
structure of invariant sets in their interior, based on the direction of the vector field on
their boundary, isolating segments are designed to provide the same type of information
for certain Poincare´ maps defined on sections containing their faces. We emphasise that no
integration of initial value problems is needed to construct an isolating segment and deduce
this information. The computational cost of placing a segment lies mainly in evaluation of
scalar products of normals to their faces with the vector field.
Isolating segments were first introduced by Srzednicki [63,64] to obtain information about
the period shift map in time-periodic nonautonomous ODEs. The definition of Srzednicki
was restricted to nonautonomous equations with the central direction fixed to be the time
direction, in particular it was not adaptable to global problems in autonomous equations.
In this thesis we propose a definition of isolating segments suitable for use in autonomous
ODEs and in conjunction with the method of covering relations of Zgliczyn´ski [80] applied
to Poincare´ maps. In short, the method of covering relations is a transversality condition
describing how certain compact sets (called h-sets) are mapped across each other. To verify
a covering relation in and ODE one usually needs to perform rigorous integration. We
relate covering relations to isolating segments (Theorems 2.2.10 2.2.11, 2.2.15 and 2.2.16)
and include them in abstract theorems on existence of periodic and homoclinic orbits
(Theorems 2.3.2, 2.3.5, 2.3.10 and 2.3.11).
Our definition of an isolating segment is amenable to rigorous verification in interval
arithmetics and especially useful in verification of existence of strongly hyperbolic orbits.
This makes it ideal to employ in detection of strongly expanding orbits, where rigorous
integration suffers from a rapid growth of error bounds. In fast-slow systems such situation
is encountered in the proximity of the slow manifold. An important ingredient in the proofs
of Theorems 1.2.1, 1.2.4 is a construction of sequences of isolating segments enclosing
fragments of branches of the slow manifold, which allows us to avoid the problems connected
with rigorous integration in that region. By a suitable placement of the segments, parameter
 causing the major hindrance of structural instability of the problem can be factored
out in some computations. This would have been impossible to achieve using rigorous
integration alone.
We remark that in the early proofs of existence of periodic and homoclinic solutions to
the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation for small  by Conley and Carpenter [9, 14], the authors
employed sequences of isolating blocks to track the solutions. At a certain level of abstraction
our topological methods probably coincide with the ones of Carpenter and Conley. In
that context, the contribution of this thesis is that we provide a framework of definitions
and theorems which can be efficiently applied in computer assisted proofs of existence for
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explicit ranges of .
The original ideas of Srzednicki are still a subject of active research and evolved into
computer assisted proofs employing short-time integration [57,58]. However, at the current
stage their applications are still limited to low-dimensional nonautonomous ODEs.
1.1.3.1 Isolating segments in ill-posed PDEs – a digression
In this subsection we give a very brief digest of results from [18], which were obtained by
the author during his PhD studies, but have not been included in this thesis to keep its
exposition compact and devoted to fast-slow systems.
In the above-mentioned paper we consider the nonautonomously forced Boussinesq
equation [7]:
∂2u
∂t2
=
∂2u
∂x2
+ β
∂4u
∂x4
+ σ
∂2(u2)
∂x2
+ f(t, x), (1.10)
with t, x ∈ R and functions u and f 2pi-periodic and even in x. In addition, we assume
that f is smooth and T -periodic in t for some T > 0.
For β > 0 the equation (1.10) suffers from ill-posedness, i.e. almost all solutions of initial
value problems blow up to infinity in their high Fourier modes, and therefore immediately
lose smoothness. Therefore, any attempts of numerical (rigorous or not) integration of such
system to find time-periodic solutions is bound to fail. This behavior is caused by strong
hyperbolicity coming from the linear part. In the Fourier basis the linearized equation is
of a block-diagonal form with 2x2 blocks. Almost all blocks have eigenvalues of opposite
signs, which grow polynomially with respect to the block coordinate. This causes a strong
expansion in high frequencies, both forward and backward in time, which accumulates into
nonlinearities and initiates the blowup.
We adapted the “old” definition of periodic isolating segments for nonautonomous
ODEs from [63] to the framework of self-consistent bounds (cf. [78, 81]) to produce a
similar tool for infinite-dimensional nonautonomous systems. Then, we applied it to give a
computer assisted proof of existence of smooth T -periodic solutions of (1.10) for certain
choices of f , σ, β > 0 and certain (small, explicit) ranges of . High hyperbolicity of
the linear part allowed us to construct isolating segments in a suitable diagonalization
without much difficulty. These solutions continue from the zero equilibrium at  = 0 (a
trivial periodic solution itself) and as such are formed by a regular perturbation, contrary
to singular perturbations considered in this thesis.
This is the first computer assisted result of this type for an ill-posed system that we
are aware of. We remark that the choice of time-periodic forcing is somewhat artificial;
in future we would like to perform a similar proof for smooth, periodic, non-stationary
solutions of the “standard” autonomous Boussinesq equation (i.e. (1.10) for  = 0), perhaps
by applying (a suitable modification of) isolating segments for autonomous systems, defined
in this thesis.
14 Main results
1.2 Main results
1.2.1 The FitzHugh-Nagumo model
The FitzHugh-Nagumo model with diffusion
∂u
∂τ
=
1
γ
∂2u
∂x2
+ u(u− a)(1− u)− w,
∂w
∂τ
= (u− w),
(1.11)
was introduced as a simplification of the Hodgkin-Huxley model for the nerve impulse
propagation in nerve axons [24,59]. The variable u represents the axon membrane potential
and w a slow negative feedback. Traveling wave solutions (that is solutions that can be
represented as maps of argument x+ θτ only, for some θ 6= 0) of (1.11) are of particular
interest in neurobiology as they resemble an actual motion of the nerve impulse [38].
By plugging the traveling wave ansatz (u,w)(τ, x) = (u,w)(x+ θτ) = (u,w)(t), θ > 0
and rewriting the system as a set of first order equations we arrive at an ODE
u′ = v,
v′ = γ(θv − u(u− a)(1− u) + w),
w′ =

θ
(u− w),
(1.12)
to which we will refer to as the FitzHugh-Nagumo system or the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations.
The FitzHugh-Nagumo system is a fast-slow system with two fast variables u, v and one
slow variable w. The parameter θ represents the wave speed and, as usual, the parameter
 is the small parameter, so 0 <  1. To focus our attention, following [5, 11,35] we set
the two remaining parameters to
a := 0.1, γ := 0.2, (1.13)
throughout the rest of the thesis.
Aside from its physical meaning, the FitzHugh-Nagumo system is one of the most
prominent examples of its class, along with the van der Pol system. Their analysis led to
many important methodological innovations in the field of multiple time scale dynamics,
applicable to a wide range of biological and physical systems, and driven the development
of large portions of GSPT, see [44,49].
Bounded solutions of (1.12) yielding different wave profiles have been studied by many
authors both rigorously and numerically, see [3, 5, 9, 11, 14, 31, 35, 37, 39, 42, 43, 53, 59, 74]
and references given there. Periodic orbits leading to periodic wave trains exist for an
open range of θ’s and were treated in [5, 14, 31, 37, 39, 53]; traveling pulses generated by
homoclinic orbits exist for two isolated values of θ, and are sometimes referred to as the
slow pulse and the fast pulse. The slow pulse is generated by a regular perturbation from a
homoclinic of the fast subsystem [48] and forms an unstable wave [25]; as such it will not
be of our interest in this thesis. Existence of the fast pulse was proved in [3, 5, 9, 39, 42].
Stability of waves was discussed in [5, 43,53,74]. Proofs of existence use various methods,
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Figure 1.1: A numerical approximation of the periodic orbit close to the singular orbit,
the slow manifold in green.
but most share the same perturbative theme4. We outline it below, first for the periodic
orbit.
Consider the limit equation at  = 0. There, the velocity of w is zero and the phase
space can be fibrated into a family of two-dimensional fast subsystems parameterized by w.
These subsystems serve as a good approximation to the system with  > 0 small, except
for regions of phase space near the Z-shaped slow manifold
C0 = {(u, v, w) : v = 0, w = u(u− 0.1)(1− u)}, (1.14)
where the velocities of fast variables become small and the slow flow takes over. For a
range of w the slow manifold has exactly three branches - by looking from a perspective
of the respective u values the lower and the upper one are formed by saddles, and the
middle one is formed by sources. We denote the upper/lower branches of saddles by Λu(w)
4In [3, 5] authors use non-perturbative computer assisted methods for a single value  = 0.01 where the
system becomes a regular, although stiff ODE, cf. Subsection 1.2.5.1.
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Figure 1.2: A numerical approximation of the homoclinic orbit close to the singular orbit,
the slow manifold in green.
and Λd(w), respectively. For exactly two values w ∈ {w∗, w∗}, with w∗ < w∗ there are
heteroclinic connections from Λd(w∗) to Λu(w∗) and from Λu(w∗) to Λd(w∗) (a proof of
that phenomenon is given in [14]). It happens that in the range [w∗, w∗] the slow flow on
the branch Λu is monotonically decreasing and on the branch Λd monotonically increasing,
so by connecting the heteroclinics with pieces of the slow manifold one assembles the
singular periodic orbit, see Figure 1.1. The proof of existence of an actual periodic orbit
goes by perturbing to  > 0 small and using certain arguments based on topological
methods [9, 14,31] or Fenichel theory and differential forms [42,44].
The homoclinic orbit is formed in a similar scenario. As in the periodic case, it is
constructed by perturbing a singular homoclinic orbit at  = 0, consisting of two heteroclinic
connections in the fast subsystems and two fragments of the slow manifold, on which the
flow is monotone. However, since the we are looking for a homoclinic to the point (0, 0, 0),
to construct the singular orbit we need to set w∗ = 0, and another parameter needs to be
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varied to create a heteroclinic connection in the respective fast subsystem. Conveniently,
we have the wave speed θ, which is set to some θ∗ to create the desired connecting orbit
from Λd(0) to Λu(0). For such θ∗ the slow variable w can be varied to find w∗ > 0 such
that the second heteroclinic from Λu(w
∗) to Λd(w∗) is formed. These two are in turn
connected by pieces of the slow manifold, on which the slow flow is monotone, to assemble
the singular homoclinic, see Figure 1.2.
Using methods described above proofs of existence have been given for  ∈ (0, 0],
0 “small enough”. With aid of computer we are able to improve these results. We
give an explicit 0, such that for parameter range  ∈ (0, 0] there exists a periodic
orbit and a homoclinic orbit of (1.12). Our secondary goal is to make 0 as large as
possible. In particular, for the periodic orbit we show that for  ≥ 0 one can perform
further continuation using well-established computer-aided methods such as the interval
Newton-Moore method applied to a sequence of Poincare´ maps [2, 56,60].
Our main results concerning periodic solutions are:
Theorem 1.2.1. For each  ∈ (0, 1.5 × 10−4], for θ = 0.61 and other parameter values
given in (1.13) there exists a periodic orbit of (1.12).
Theorem 1.2.2. For each  ∈ [1.5 × 10−4, 0.0015], for θ = 0.61 and other parameter
values given in (1.13) there exists a periodic orbit of (1.12).
Theorem 1.2.3. For  = 0.0015, θ = 0.61 and other parameter values given in (1.13)
there exists a periodic orbit of (1.12), which is formed from a locally unique fixed point of
a Poincare´ map.
The reason we do not merge statements of Theorems 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 is a significant
difference in proof techniques. For the proof of Theorem 1.2.1 we exploit the fast-slow
structure and construct a sequence of isolating segments and covering relations around
the singular orbit. For Theorem 1.2.2 we perform a “regular ODE” type of proof, with a
parameter continuation method based on verifying covering relations around an approxi-
mation of the periodic orbit. Finally, in Theorem 1.2.3 we are far enough from  = 0, so
that a proof by the interval Newton-Moore method applied to a sequence of Poincare´ maps
succeeds, establishing both the existence and local uniqueness.
The motivation for this choice of wave speed was that in numerical simulations parts of
the periodic orbit near the slow manifold stretched relatively long, which allowed us to
fully exploit its hyperbolicity. In the program files a lot of values were hardcoded for this
particular θ, but we report that by substituting θ = 0.53, θ = 0.47, θ ∈ [0.55, 0.554] we were
also able to produce results like Theorem 1.2.1, for a (shorter) range of  ∈ (0, 5× 10−5].
We think that by spending time tuning the values in the proof, the range of  for these θ’s
could have been made wider. This is of course the very same orbit and if one had enough
patience, then continuation in θ would be theoretically possible.
Our analogue of Theorem 1.2.1 for the homoclinic loop is as follows.
Theorem 1.2.4. For each  ∈ (0, 5× 10−5] and for other parameter values given in (1.13)
there exists a wave speed θ = θ() ∈ [1.2624, 1.2675] such that the system (1.12) possesses a
homoclinic orbit to the zero equilibrium.
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Further continuation of the homoclinic solution (analogues of Theorems 1.2.2, 1.2.3) is
still an open problem due to computational, rather than theoretical, difficulties.
Let us observe that proofs employing interval arithmetics are fairly easy to adapt to
compact parameter ranges. A validated continuation can be performed by subdividing the
parameter interval finely and feeding the program with small parameter intervals instead
of one exact value [19, 26, 50, 72]. However, we emphasise again that when trying to prove
Theorems 1.2.1, 1.2.4 we are dealing with a half-open range and such straightforward
approach is bound to fail – as → 0+ the integration time along parts of these orbits near
the slow manifold grows to infinity (as does the period of the periodic orbit) and in the
singular limit  = 0 both of them are destroyed. Therefore not all premises in theorems
implying existence of such orbits can be verified for  ∈ [0, 0]; the assumptions need to be
formulated in such a way, that the ones which are computationally difficult are possible to
check with computer aid for  ∈ [0, 0], and the leftover ones are in a simple form where 
can be factored out “by hand”, assuming  > 0.
Full proofs are executed with computer assistance and described in detail in Section 3.3.
For the computer assisted assumption verification, in particular computation of enclosures of
Poincare´ maps and their derivatives, we use the previously mentioned CAPD library [1]. The
code which executes the necessary computations is available at the author’s homepage [16].
Below we outline the basic ideas of each proof.
1.2.2 Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.2.1
We conduct a phase space proof based on a reduction to a sequence of Poincare´ sections
and a fixed point argument for a sequence of Poincare´ maps. For  > 0 small the orbit
switches between two regimes - the fast one close to heteroclinics of the fast subsystem
and the slow one along the branches Λd,Λu of the slow manifold. The strategy is to form
a closed sequence of covering relations and isolating segments and deduce the existence of
a fixed point of a sequence of Poincare´ maps via a topological theorem – Theorem 2.3.5.
For the fast regime we employ rigorous integration to compute Poincare´ maps and check
covering relations among h-sets placed on Poincare´ sections near the points Λd(w∗),Λu(w∗),
Λu(w
∗),Λd(w∗). The h-sets come equipped with a coordinate system in which one direction
is specified as exit and the other as entry. To verify a covering relation by a Poincare´ map
between such two sets X, Y one needs to check that the exit direction edges of X are
stretched over Y in the exit direction and that the image of X is contained in the entry
direction width of Y , see Figure 2.1 in Section 2.1. The “shooting” in the exit direction is
in fact made possible by a non-degenerate intersection of stable and unstable manifolds of
the respective fixed points in the singular limit  = 0, as described in condition (P2) in
Section 3.2.1.
Around the slow manifold branches we place isolating segments, which allow us to track
the orbit in this region by additional coverings, see Theorems 2.2.10, 2.2.11. Recall, that
for each isolating segment one distinguishes three directions: exit, entry and central, and
it is required that the faces in the exit direction are immediate exit sets for the flow, the
faces in the entry direction are immediate entrance sets and the flow is monotone along the
one-dimensional central direction. The first two assumptions are checked by a computer
(for  ∈ [0, 1.5× 10−4]), exploiting the hyperbolicity of branches of the slow manifold. The
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last one we can easily fulfill by aligning the central direction of segments with the slow
variable direction. This setup reduces the central direction condition to a verification of
whether dwdt 6= 0 for all points in such segment. Under assumption  6= 0 we can then factor
out  from the slow velocities, and our condition reduces to a question whether u 6= w for
all points in each segment, which is straightforward to check. This is the only moment in
the proof when we need to assume that  is strictly greater than 0.
We place additional four “corner segments”, containing the corner points Λd(w∗),Λu(w∗),
Λu(w
∗),Λd(w∗), the role of which is to connect the h-sets with the segments around the
slow manifold. From the viewpoint of definition these are no different than regular isolating
segments. However, the mechanism of topological tracking of the periodic orbit here
is slightly distinct, as the central direction changes roles with the exit/entry ones, see
Theorems 2.2.15, 2.2.16.
To obtain a closed loop, the sizes of the first and the last h-set in the sequence have to
match. For that purpose isolating segments around the slow manifold may need to grow in
the exit direction and compress in the entry one as we move along the orbit. This way we
can offset the size adjustments of the h-sets, which may be necessary to obtain covering
relations in the fast regime. The analysis of a model example performed in Theorem 3.2.1
is devoted to providing an argument for why this should work for  small. The main idea
is that as → 0+ the vector field in the slow/central direction decreases to 0 and the slope
of the segment becomes irrelevant when checking isolation, see Figure 3.2 in Section 3.2.1.
A schematic drawing representing the idea of the proof for the model example is given
in Figure 3.1, in Section 3.2.1.
1.2.3 Outlines of the proofs of Theorems 1.2.2, 1.2.3
We are already at some distance from  = 0, but for small  the periodic orbit’s normal
bundle is consisting of one strongly repelling and one strongly contracting direction, so any
attempts of approximating the orbit by numerical integration, either forward or backward
in time, fail. On the other hand, the singular orbit at  = 0 no longer serves as a good
approximation for the purpose of a computer assisted proof. As we can see, the challenge
now is on the numerical, rather than the conceptual side. To find our good numerical guess
we introduce a large amount of sections, so that the integration times between each two of
them do not exceed some given bound and then apply Newton’s method to a problem of
the form
P1(x1)− x2 = 0,
P2(x2)− x3 = 0,
. . .
Pk(xk)− x1 = 0,
(1.15)
where Pi’s are the respective Poincare´ maps. Then, we construct a closed sequence of
h-sets on these sections and verify covering relations between each two consecutive ones, to
prove the periodic orbit by means of Theorem 2.3.1 (Corollary 7 in [80]). Since we control
the integration times, isolating segments are not needed anymore – in Theorem 1.2.1 they
were used for pieces of the orbit where the integration time tended to infinity.
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By a rigorous continuation with parameter , we are able to get an increase of one
order of magnitude for the upper bound of the range of ’s, for which the periodic orbit is
confirmed. Without much effort we show that for this value of  the classical (see [2,27,60,75]
and references given there) method of application of the interval Newton-Moore operator
to a problem of the form (1.15) succeeds. This requires a rigorous C1 computation, but
these are handled efficiently by the C1 Lohner algorithm implemented in CAPD [75].
1.2.4 Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.2.4
The main idea of the proof is to vary θ and create an intersection of the two-dimensional
stable manifold W s(0, 0, 0) and the one-dimensional unstable manifold W u(0, 0, 0) of the
zero equilibrium. For that we first need to obtain some (-independent) bounds on these
two objects in vicinity of (0, 0, 0). Let us observe that computing even these local bounds
results in a structurally unstable problem, as for  = 0 the stable manifold degenerates to
one dimension.
The steps below are performed for  fixed as a range of the form (0, 0], and same
considerations as for the periodic orbit on when in computations this range can be enclosed
by [0, 0] apply.
To produce the local bounds we use the method of isolating blocks with cones, described
in [77]. Details are provided in Section 3.1. In short, we have to estimate the directions of
the vector field on the boundary of such block and check positive definiteness of a matrix
formed from a symmetrization of a product of a certain quadratic form (the cone field)
and an enclosure of the derivative of the vector field over the block, see Theorem 2.1.25
(Theorem 4 in [66]). For the first task, we can factor out  wherever necessary in an
analogous way as for the isolating segments, by aligning one of the directions of the block
with the slow direction. For verifying the positive definiteness of the matrix, parameter 
can be factored out by a suitable choice of an -dependent cone field (3.9), again utilizing
that  > 0.
The above analysis is performed for a small range of θ containing θ∗. The next step is
to use a topological theorem – Theorem 2.3.11 – to connect W u(0, 0, 0) with W s(0, 0, 0).
Informally speaking, a part of the stable manifold is tracked backward in time through
neighborhoods of Λd(w
∗), Λu(w∗) and Λu(w∗) by a sequence of covering relations and
isolating segments around slow manifolds, in the same manner as the periodic orbit, and
for all θ in the preset range. Once we reach an h-set on a suitable section in proximity
of Λu(w∗) we propagate our upper bound on (a branch of) W u(0, 0, 0) to this section,
by a Poincare´ map computed with θ varying in our range. If the intersection with that
h-set is topologically transverse with respect to θ (i.e. a certain covering relation has to
be fulfilled), then, by continuity, W u(0, 0, 0) and W s(0, 0, 0) have to intersect for some
θ = θ() from the preset range of θ.
In Theorem 3.2.3 in Section 3.2.2 we show that our construction is bound to succeed
on a model system sharing certain properties with FitzHugh-Nagumo system. Figure 3.3
contains a schematic drawing of the strategy of that proof.
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1.2.5 Related works
In this subsection we compare our results with the ones reported in the [5, 54], where a
rigorous, computer assisted analysis of traveling waves in the FitzHugh-Nagumo model
was also performed.
1.2.5.1 Results for a single value of  by Arioli & Koch [5]
Authors perform a computer assisted proof of existence and stability of both the periodic
wave train and the fast pulse in the FitzHugh-Nagumo system for  set to 0.01. from
the point of view of applications this is a more realistic parameter value than the ranges
considered by us. Contrary to our approach, the analysis does not exploit the fast-slow
nature of the system and gives no insight on how to design a computer assisted proof
for  arbitrarily small, positive (which may be of interest in other systems coming from
applications, where  is much smaller and regular ODE tools suffer from stiffness, see [49]).
Existence of the periodic orbit in the traveling wave equation was proved by an
application of a Newton-like operator to find solutions of the system in a suitable space of
smooth periodic maps. The homoclinic orbit was constructed by expanding the stable and
unstable manifold of the zero equilibrium into power series and propagating them by a
rigorous integrator. What appears to be the central result of the paper is a rigorous computer
assisted proof of stability of both waves by the method of the Evans function [21,22]. The
Evans function has been previously used to determine stability for  ∈ (0, 0], 0 small
enough [43,53] and it would be interesting to see whether these proofs can also be adapted
to such range with an explicit 0.
1.2.5.2 Results for explicit parameter ranges by Matsue [54]
This recent preprint contains results very much alike ours. Namely, the author proves
the existence of invariant manifolds near the slow manifold and the existence of periodic,
homoclinic and heteroclinic cycles in explicit ranges  ∈ (0, 0]. Similar tools to ours are
used, sometimes under different names, e.g. isolating blocks of a certain form take place
of what we call isolating segments, and assumptions on chains of covering relations and
isolating segments are referred to as the covering-exchange property.
It seems that Matsue follows the methods of GSPT (see [44]) more closely than us and
also makes a more extensive use of cones. Even though no C1 claims, such as on uniqueness
or stability of the orbits (that is, as solutions of the traveling wave ODE), are made, such
analysis is certainly very helpful to solving these problems in future. In addition, the author
proves the existence of a heteroclinic cycle and the existence of invariant manifolds near
the slow (critical) manifold. These objects were not considered by us in this thesis, but we
remark that the method of proof for a heteroclinic cycle is not much different than for a
homoclinic orbit, and such result for sufficiently small  was previously known, see [20];
and the validation of invariant manifolds near slow manifolds is a regular perturbation
problem, which was previously discussed in e.g. [34], and as such, was not pursued by us.
On the other hand, the author restricts himself in many places to the fast-slow set-
ting, whereas statements of topological theorems presented in this thesis are general and
applicaple to other types of stiff ODEs. Moreover, our statements of Theorems 1.2.1
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and 1.2.4 are valid for ranges of  wider by over one order of magnitude than the ones in
corresponding theorems of Matsue. In addition, in Theorem 1.2.2 we extend the range of
existence of periodic orbit by an additional order of magnitude; such continuation is not
performed in [54] and it is not made clear whether further continuation would have been
computationally possible from such small upper bounds on .
Our first preprint [17] appeared online on arXiv in February 2015, approximately five
months before the one of Matsue (July 2015), and to the best of our knowledge is the first
computer assisted result for a fast-slow system of such type. Both papers are yet to be
published in a journal. We remark that in [17] we stated results for the periodic orbit only,
so Matsue was first with the proof for the homoclinic orbit (and the heteroclinic orbit,
which we did not consider). Our proof for the homoclinic orbit, presented for the first time
in this thesis was obtained independently; in fact for a long time we were unaware that
someone else is working on the same topic.
1.3 Organization of the thesis
The contents of this thesis are arranged as follows.
Chapter 1 is introductory, we motivate our research and announce the results for the
FitzHugh-Nagumo system. Even though we refer to these as our main theorems, they
are rather a demonstration of feasibility and significance of several abstract theorems and
concepts, stated and proved in subsequent chapters.
In Chapter 2 we provide a self-contained theory on how to incorporate isolating segments
into the method of covering relations. Contents of this chapter are independent of the
fast-slow structure of the FitzHugh-Nagumo system and can be applied to other types
of ODEs. Section 2.1 contains mostly prerequisites on h-sets, covering relations, cone
conditions and isolating blocks. Novel contributions start from Section 2.2, where we
introduce the definition of an isolating segment for an autonomous system and show
existence of certain covering relations among its faces (Theorems 2.2.10, 2.2.11, 2.2.15,
2.2.16). Based on these theorems, in Section 2.3 we prove theorems on how chains of
covering relations and isolating segments can be used to track orbits of ODEs and imply
the existence of periodic and connecting orbits (Theorems 2.3.2, 2.3.5, 2.3.8, 2.3.10, 2.3.11).
Theorems 2.3.2, 2.3.8 and 2.3.10 are valid in arbitrary dimensions, and stated mostly
for future reference. Theorems 2.3.5 and 2.3.11, restricted to 3-dimensional systems,
additionally employ a certain switch between directions in segments (see Theorems 2.2.15,
2.2.16), which can be viewed as a topological version of the Exchange Lemma (cf. Chapter
5 in [44]) from GSPT. These two theorems are in turn applied to prove Theorems 1.2.1
and 1.2.4.
Chapter 3 contains applications of the previously introduced theory to prove the
existence of traveling waves (i.e. suitable periodic and homoclinic orbits) in the FitzHugh-
Nagumo model. To use theorems for connecting orbits we first need some local estimates
on the stable and the unstable manifold of the equilibrium at origin. Section 3.1 deals
with the question of how to organize the computations to obtain these bounds from a
suitable isolating block with cones. Although this section does not contain qualitatively
new abstract theorems, we stress its importance, as it allows us to obtain -independent
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bounds in fast-slow systems for a range  ∈ (0, 0], with 0 explicit, and with tedious
estimates passed to the computer.
Section 3.2 contains two simplified, model fast-slow systems sharing some qualitative
properties with the FitzHugh-Nagumo system. We perform a pen-and-paper construction
of suitable chains of covering relations and isolating segments for  ∈ (0, 0], 0 “small
enough”. The purpose of this section is to give reader an insight on why our topological
methods are bound to work in certain singular perturbation scenarios, and its contents
are not necessary to prove any of the results outside of it. For that reason, and to make
this part reasonably short, the exposition is sometimes not very strict. In some sense, in
this section we repeat the methods and the results from [9,14, 38], recast in a language of
covering relations and isolating segments.
In Section 3.3 we give details of the computer assisted proofs of Theorems 1.2.1, 1.2.2,
1.2.3 and 1.2.4 and provide some numerical data from the programs. Let us remark that
description of the proof of Theorem 1.2.2 is quite concise as it did not contain any novel
mathematical theory. However, design and implementation of good heuristic algorithms
for rigorous continuation of a periodic orbit in a stiff problem was quite a challenge, and
we consider it a certain achievement from the numerical point of view.
In Chapter 4 we formulate several concluding remarks and outline possible future
directions for research, based on results from this thesis.
1.4 Notation
Most of the notation is introduced through definitions or at the beginning of the respective
chapters, sections, subsections and theorems. In the second case symbols are defined
“locally”, and outside the scope of a given part of the text they may be reused for other
purposes. Notation introduced here applies also to preceding sections.
By N, Z and R we will denote natural, integer and real numbers, respectively. We will
also write Z∗ for the set of non-zero integers and R+ for positive reals. By [a, b] we will
denote the closed interval {x ∈ R : a ≤ x ≤ b}.
Unless otherwise stated ||·|| can be any fixed norm in Rn. Sometimes we will restrict
ourselves to the max norm, that is the norm given by
||x||max = max{x1, . . . , xn},
x = (x1, . . . , xn).
(1.16)
Given a norm, by Bn(c, r) we will denote the ball of radius r centered at c ∈ Rn. By
〈·, ·〉 we will denote the standard dot product in Rn.
We assume that R is always equipped with the following norm: ||x|| = |x|.
Given a set Z, by intZ, Z, ∂Z and convZ we will denote the interior, closure, boundary
and the convex hull of Z, respectively.
Given a topological space X, a subspace D ⊂ R×X and a local flow ϕ : D → X, by
writing ϕ(t, x) we will implicitly state that (t, x) ∈ D, so for example by
ϕ(t, x) = y (1.17)
we will mean ϕ(t, x) exists and ϕ(t, x) = y.
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By idX we denote the identity map on X.
The symbol const denotes a constant – usually some uniform bound – the value of
which being not important to us, so for example the expression f(x) > const, x ∈ X,
means that there exists C ∈ R such that f(x) > C ∀x ∈ X.
The i-th partial derivative of a differentiable map f(x) = f(x1, . . . , xn), f : Rn → Rm
will be denoted by ∂f∂xi or
df
dxi
. By Dx0f , Df(x0) and
df
dx(x0) we will denote the matrix of
partial derivatives of f for x := x0. If n = 1, by f˙ we will denote the vector of derivatives
of f with respect to its only argument. If m = 1, ∇f(x0) will denote the gradient of f at
x0. In case n = m = 1 we will sometimes write f
′ instead of f˙ .
We use the big O notation exclusively to describe the limiting behavior near 0 and only
in a sublinear context – so the meaning of f(x) = O(x) is |f(x)| ≤ C|x| for some C > 0.
By smoothness we mean C1 smoothness. In some assumptions differentiability would
be enough, but we do not go into such details.
2
Topological tools
2.1 H-sets, covering relations and cone conditions
In this section we recall the definitions of h-sets, covering relations and backcovering
relations for maps as presented in [80]. We make a following change in the nomenclature:
in [80] various objects related to h-sets (directions, subsets, etc.) are being referred to as
unstable or stable. We will refer to them as exit and entry/entrance, respectively; we think
that this reflects better their dynamical nature and does not lead to misunderstandings.
However, we keep the original symbols u, s, so u should be connoted with exit and s with
entry.
Definition 2.1.1 (Definition 1 in [80]). An h-set is formed by a quadruple
X = (|X|, u(X), s(X), cX) (2.1)
consisting of a compact set |X| ⊂ Rn - the support, a pair of numbers u(X), s(X) ∈ N
such that u(X) + s(X) = n (the number of exit and entry directions, respectively) and a
coordinate change homeomorphism cX : Rn → Ru(X) × Rs(X) such that
cX(|X|) = Bu(X)(0, 1)×Bs(X)(0, 1). (2.2)
We set:
Xc := Bu(X)(0, 1)×Bs(X)(0, 1),
X−c := ∂Bu(X)(0, 1)×Bs(X)(0, 1),
X+c := Bu(X)(0, 1)× ∂Bs(X)(0, 1),
X− := c−1X (X
−
c ),
X+ := c−1X (X
+
c ).
(2.3)
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We will refer to X−/X+ as the exit/entrance sets, respectively. To shorten the notation
we will sometimes drop the bars in the symbol |X| and just write X to denote both the
h-set and its support.
Remark 2.1.2. Due to condition (2.2), it is enough to specify u(X), s(X) and cX to
unambiguously define an h-set X.
Let us recall the standard axiomatic definition of the Brouwer degree. We follow the
exposition given in [62].
Definition/Theorem 2.1.3 (Chapter III in [62]). Let Ω ⊂ Rn be bounded and open and
let g : Ω → Rn be continuous. Assume that p /∈ g(∂Ω). Then there is a unique integer
deg(p, g,Ω) with the properties:
(A1) Invariance under homotopy. If h(ξ, x) : [0, 1] × Ω → Rn is continuous and p /∈
h([0, 1], ∂Ω), then
deg(p, h(0, ·),Ω) = deg(p, h(ξ, ·),Ω), ∀ξ ∈ (0, 1]. (2.4)
(A2) Dependence on the boundary values. Let g˜ : Ω→ Rn be continuous. If g|∂Ω = g˜|∂Ω ,
then
deg(p, g,Ω) = deg(p, g˜,Ω). (2.5)
(A3) Continuity. There exists a neighbourhood U of g in the space of continuous maps
from Ω to Rn (with the sup norm topology), such that if g˜ ∈ U , then p /∈ g˜(∂Ω) and
deg(p, g,Ω) = deg(p, g˜,Ω). (2.6)
(A4) Degree is locally constant. If p /∈ g(Ω), then deg(p, g,Ω) = 0. If p and q belong to
the same connected component of Rn \ g(Ω), then
deg(p, g,Ω) = deg(q, g,Ω). (2.7)
(A5) Decomposition of the domain. Let Ω =
⋃
i∈I Ωi, where the family {Ωi}i∈I consists of
disjoint open sets, and ∂Ωi ⊂ ∂Ω ∀i. It holds that
deg(p, g,Ω) =
∑
i∈I
deg(p, g,Ωi) (2.8)
(A6) The excision property. If Ω˜ is an open subset of Ω, such that g−1(p) ∩ Ω ⊂ Ω˜, then
deg(p, g,Ω) = deg(p, g, Ω˜). (2.9)
(A7) The product property. Let Ω = Ω1 × Ω2 ⊂ Rn1 × Rn2 , g = (g1, g2), gi : Ωi → Rni ,
i ∈ {1, 2} and p = (p1, p2) ∈ Rn1 × Rn2 . Then
deg(p, g,Ω) = deg(p1, g1,Ω1) deg(p2, g2,Ω2), (2.10)
whenever the right-hand side is defined.
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(A8) Degree for smooth maps. Assume g is smooth (in the sense, that it has a smooth
extension to some neighborhood of Ω, and for all x ∈ g−1(p) the derivative Dxf is
nonsingular. Then
deg(p, g,Ω) =
∑
x∈g−1(p)
sgn detDxg. (2.11)
We remark, that only a subset of the axioms given above is needed to uniquely define
the degree. We are now ready to state the definition of the covering relation between
h-sets.
Definition 2.1.4 (Definitions 2, 6 in [80]). Assume that X,Y ⊂ Rn are h-sets, such that
u(X) = u(Y ) = u and s(X) = s(Y ) = s. Let g : Ω → Rn be a map with |X| ⊂ Ω ⊂ Rn.
Let gc = cY ◦ g ◦ c−1X : Xc → Ru × Rs and let w be a non-zero integer. We say that X
g-covers Y with degree w and write
X
g,w
===⇒ Y (2.12)
iff g is continuous and the following conditions hold
1. there exists a continuous homotopy h : [0, 1]×Xc → Ru × Rs, such that
h0 = gc, (2.13)
h([0, 1], X−c ) ∩ Yc = ∅, (2.14)
h([0, 1], Xc) ∩ Y +c = ∅. (2.15)
2. There exists a continuous map A : Ru → Ru, such that
h1(p, q) = (A(p), 0) ∀p ∈ Bu(0, 1) and q ∈ Bs(0, 1),
A(∂Bu(0, 1)) ⊂ Ru \Bu(0, 1),
deg
(
0, A|
Bu(0,1)
, Bu(0, 1)
)
= w.
(2.16)
In case A is a linear map, from (A8) we get deg
(
0, A|
Bu(0,1)
, Bu(0, 1)
)
= sgn detA = ±1.
In such situation we will often say that X g-covers Y , omit the degree and write X
g
===⇒ Y .
Remark 2.1.5 (Remark 3 in [80]). For u = 0 we have Bu(0, 1) = ∅ and X g-covers Y iff
g(|X|) is a subset of int |Y |. In that case, we formally set the degree w to 1.
Definition 2.1.6 (Definition 3 in [80]). Let X be an h-set. We define the transposed h-set
XT as follows:
• |X| = |XT |,
• u(XT ) = s(X) and s(XT ) = u(X),
• cXT (x) = j(cX(x)), where j : Ru(X) × Rs(X) → Rs(X) × Ru(X) is given by j(p, q) =
(q, p).
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Observe that (XT )+ = X− and (XT )− = X+, thus transposition changes the roles of
exit and entry directions.
Definition 2.1.7 (Definition 4, 7 in [80]). Let X,Y be h-sets with u(X) = u(Y ) and
s(X) = s(Y ). Let g : Ω ⊂ Rn → Rn. We say that X g-backcovers Y with degree w and
write X
g,w⇐=== Y iff
• g−1 : |Y | → Rn exists and is continuous,
• Y T g−1-covers XT with degree w.
Definition 2.1.8 (Definition 5 in [80]). We will use the notation X
g,w⇐=⇒ Y and say that
X generically g-covers Y with degree w iff any of these two hold:
• X g-covers Y with degree w,
• X g-backcovers Y with degree w.
Again, we will sometimes omit the degree in our notation, in case the homotopy can be
given to a linear map.
In the next chapters we will sometimes work with parameter-dependent maps. Let
g : Ω× Z → Rn, where Ω ⊂ Rn and Z ⊂ Rp represents a set of parameters. The meaning
of the expression X
g(·,z),w
====⇒ Y ∀z ∈ Z is clear, however the meaning of X g(·,z),w⇐==⇒ Y ∀z ∈ Z
can be ambiguous. A strict interpretation would imply that the parameter domain Z be
split so the map g produce a covering relation only for some z ∈ Z and a backcovering
relation for others. We would like to have an either-or relation, therefore to shorten the
formulation of several theorems we (re)define the parameter-dependent generic covering as
follows.
Definition 2.1.9. We will use the notation X
g(·,z),w⇐==⇒ Y ∀z ∈ Z and say that X generically
g-covers Y with degree w for all z ∈ Z, iff any of these two hold:
• g is continuous on |X| × Z and X g(·, z)-covers Y for all z ∈ Z with degree w,
• for any fixed z ∈ Z g−1(y, z) is defined for all y ∈ |Y | and is continuous as a map on
|Y | × Z. Moreover X g(·, z)-backcovers Y for all z ∈ Z with degree w.
2.1.1 Verification of covering relations in low dimensions
For an h-set X with u(X) = 1, s(X) = s we have:
Xc = [−1, 1]×Bs(0, 1),
X−c = ({−1} ×Bs(0, 1)) ∪ ({1} ×Bs(0, 1)).
(2.17)
We will often use the following geometrical criterion for verifying of the covering relation
in such case:
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Yc
(cY ◦ g) (|X|)
(cY ◦ g)(X−,r)
(cY ◦ g)(X−,l)
xs
xu
Figure 2.1: A covering relation X
g
===⇒ Y .
Lemma 2.1.10 (Theorem 16 in [80]). Let X,Y be h-sets with u(X) = u(Y ) = 1, s(X) =
s(Y ) = s. Let g : X → Rs+1 be a continuous map. Assume that both of the following
conditions hold:
(C1) We have
gc(Xc) ⊂ int(((−∞,−1)× Rs) ∪ Yc ∪ ((1,∞)× Rs)), (2.18)
(C2) either
gc({−1} ×Bs(0, 1)) ⊂ (−∞,−1)× Rs and gc({1} ×Bs(0, 1)) ⊂ (1,∞)× Rs
or
gc({−1} ×Bs(0, 1)) ⊂ (1,∞)× Rs and gc({1} ×Bs(0, 1)) ⊂ (−∞,−1)× Rs.
(2.19)
Then
X
g
===⇒ Y. (2.20)
Remark 2.1.11. In applications it is convenient to introduce the notation X−,l =
c−1X ({−1} × Bs(0, 1)) (the left exit edge) and X−,r = c−1X ({1} × Bs(0, 1)) (the right exit
edge) and check (C1), (C2) by putting
gc(Xc) = (cY ◦ g)(|X|),
gc({−1} ×Bs(0, 1)) = (cY ◦ g)(X−,l),
gc({1} ×Bs(0, 1)) = (cY ◦ g)(X−,r),
(2.21)
see Figure 2.1.
Analogously, if for an h-set Y we have u(Y ) = u and s(Y ) = 1, then
Yc = Bu(0, 1)× [−1, 1],
Y +c = (Bu(0, 1)× {−1}) ∪ (Bu(0, 1)× {1}),
(2.22)
and we can apply the same principle to transposed sets:
Lemma 2.1.12. Let X,Y be h-sets with u(X) = u(Y ) = u and s(X) = s(Y ) = 1. Let
Ω ⊂ Ru+1 and g : Ω → Ru+1 be continuous. Assume, that g−1 : |Y | → Ru+1 exists, is
continuous and that both of the following conditions hold:
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(C1a) We have
g−1c (Yc) ⊂ int((Ru × (−∞,−1)) ∪Xc ∪ (Ru × (1,∞))); (2.23)
(C2a) either
g−1c (Bu(0, 1)× {−1}) ⊂ Ru × (−∞,−1) and g−1c (Bu(0, 1)× {1}) ⊂ Ru × (1,∞)
or
g−1c (Bu(0, 1)× {−1}) ⊂ Ru × (1,∞) and g−1c (Bu(0, 1)× {1}) ⊂ Ru × (−∞,−1).
(2.24)
Then
X
g⇐=== Y. (2.25)
In such case we will sometimes operate with the notation Y +,l = c−1Y (Bu(0, 1)× {−1})
(the left entrance edge) and Y +,r = c−1Y (Bu(0, 1)×{1}) (the right entrance edge). Conditions
(C1a) and (C2a) can then be rephrased in the same manner as in Remark 2.1.11.
2.1.2 Horizontal and vertical disks
Below we recall the definitions of cone conditions and horizontal and vertical disks, as
introduced in [77]. These tools will be later used to represent and control unstable and
stable manifolds (to be introduced in Definition 2.1.24) of a stationary point of a flow.
Our exposition with regard to cone conditions is very brief. We only give the definitions
of cone conditions for horizontal and vertical disks, and our only purpose is to enjoy
the convenient parametrization of these disks as graphs of Lipschitz maps, given by
Theorem 2.1.18. There is a quite developed theory of cone conditions for maps, with
applications to proving existence and uniqueness of invariant manifolds, which we omit in
our presentation (cf. [8, 77]). For instance, the proof of theorem about the existence of the
stable and the unstable manifold within an isolating block with cones, cited by us in the
next subsection (Theorem 2.1.25) follows from an application of cone conditions to time
step maps of a flow.
Definition 2.1.13 (Definition 5 in [77]). Let X be an h-set with u(X) > 0. Let b :
Bu(X)(0, 1)→ |X| be continuous and set bc := cX ◦ b. We say that b is a horizontal disk in
X if there exists a homotopy h : [0, 1]×Bu(X)(0, 1)→ Xc, such that
h0 = bc, (2.26)
h1(x) = (x, 0) ∀x ∈ Bu(X)(0, 1), (2.27)
h ([0, 1], x) ⊂ X−c ∀x ∈ ∂Bu(X)(0, 1). (2.28)
Definition 2.1.14 (Definition 6 in [77]). Let X be an h-set with s(X) > 0. Let b :
Bs(X)(0, 1)→ |X| be continuous and set bc := cX ◦ b. We say that b is a vertical disk in X
if there exists a homotopy h : [0, 1]×Bs(X)(0, 1)→ Xc, such that
h0 = bc, (2.29)
h1(y) = (0, y) ∀y ∈ Bs(X)(0, 1), (2.30)
h ([0, 1], y) ⊂ X+c ∀y ∈ ∂Bs(X)(0, 1). (2.31)
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X−,rX−,l
X+,r
X+,lxs
xu
Figure 2.2: A horizontal (blue) and a vertical (red) disk satisfying the cone condition in
an h-set X with cones Q(xu, xs) = x
2
u − x2s.
For an h-set X, we will sometimes say that the subset of its support Y ⊂ |X| is a
horizontal/vertical disk. By that we mean, that there exists a horizontal/vertical disk b in
X, such that Y is the image of b.
Definition 2.1.15 (Definition 8 in [77]). Let X ⊂ Rn be an h-set and let Q be a quadratic
form given by
Q(x, y) = α(xu)− β(xs), (xu, xs) ∈ Ru(X) × Rs(X), (2.32)
where α : Ru(X) → R and β : Rs(X) → R are positive definite quadratic forms. The pair
(X,Q) will be called an h-set with cones.
Definition 2.1.16 (Definition 9 in [77]). Let (X,Q) be an h-set with cones and let b be a
horizontal disk in X. We will say that b satisfies the cone condition (with respect to Q) iff
for any xu,1, xu,2 ∈ Bu(X)(0, 1), xu,1 6= xu,2 we have
Q(bc(xu,1)− bc(xu,2)) > 0. (2.33)
Definition 2.1.17 (Definition 10 in [77]). Let (X,Q) be an h-set with cones and let b be
a vertical disk in X. We will say that b satisfies the cone condition (with respect to Q) iff
for any xs,1, xs,2 ∈ Bs(X)(0, 1), xs,1 6= xs,2 we have
Q(bc(xs,1)− bc(xs,2)) < 0. (2.34)
The geometrical intuition behind the notion of a horizontal and a vertical disk satisfying
the cone condition is portrayed in Figure 2.2.
Theorem 2.1.18 (Lemma 5 in [77]). Let (X,Q) be an h-set with cones and let b be a
horizontal disk in X satisfying the cone condition. Then there exists a Lipschitz map
y : Bu(X)(0, 1)→ Bs(X)(0, 1) such that
bc(xu) = (xu, y(xu)). (2.35)
Analogously, if b is a vertical disk in X satisfying the cone condition, then there exists a
Lipschitz map y : Bs(X)(0, 1)→ Bu(X)(0, 1) such that
bc(xs) = (y(xs), xs). (2.36)
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2.1.3 H-sets for vector fields and isolating blocks
In this subsection we will consider an ODE
x˙ = f(x),
x ∈ RN (2.37)
given by a smooth vector field f , and describe how h-sets and covering relations can be
used in such setting.
2.1.3.1 Transversal sections and Poincare´ maps
Assume, that we are given a diffeomorphism Φ : RN → RN , and let Σ ⊂ RN be a subset
of the hypersurface Ξ := Φ−1({0} × RN−1). A point x ∈ Ξ is regular iff 〈n(x), f(x)〉 6= 0,
where n(x) is a normal to Ξ at x. If every point x ∈ Σ is regular, then we will say that Σ
is a transversal section.
For a given x0 ∈ RN we will denote by
ϕ(t, x0) (2.38)
the local flow generated by f , that is the value of the solution x(t) to (2.37) with the initial
condition x(0) = x0.
Let Σ1, Σ2 be two transversal sections such that:
• either Σ1 ⊂ Σ2 or Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅,
• we have int Σ1 = Σ1 and int Σ2 = Σ2, where closures and interiors are taken in the
hypersurface topology,
• for each x ∈ Σ1 there exists a τ > 0 such that ϕ(τ, x) ∈ Σ2
It is well known that the Poincare´ map:
P : Σ1 3 x→ inf
τ :ϕ(τ,x)∈Σ2
ϕ(τ, x) ∈ Σ2 (2.39)
is well-defined and smooth for points x ∈ int Σ1 such that P (x) ∈ int Σ2 (interiors in the
hypersurface topology). The proof can be found in e.g. [45].
To make the formulation of some theorems in future shorter, we extend the above
definition of a Poincare´ map in the scenario Σ1 ⊂ Σ2 to also cover the embedding by
identity id : Σ1 → Σ2. In such case we will always specifically refer to such map as the
identity map, to differentiate from a Poincare´ map P given by (2.39).
For such a Poincare´ map we define the h-sets in a natural manner. We can identify
Σ1,Σ2 with two copies of RN−1. Then we can proceed to describe the h-sets on each of
these copies - note that they will be h-sets in RN−1, not RN .
Remark 2.1.19. Treating h-sets as subsets of sections is a slight abuse when compared
to Definition 2.1.1, where they were subsets of the Euclidean space RN . Nevertheless,
we can always compose the change of coordinates homeomorphism for the h-set with the
global coordinate frame on the section to get back to the Euclidean space. Therefore, given
a section Σ ⊂ RN , for an h-set X ⊂ Σ the actual coordinate change will take the form
cX = c˜X ◦Φ, where Φ : Σ→ {0}×RN−1 is the global coordinate frame for the section and
c˜X : RN−1 → Ru(X) × Rs(X) is a coordinate change homeomorphism satisfying (2.2).
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2.1.3.2 Isolating blocks
In this subsection we will give a working definition of an isolating block for (2.37), which is
a special case of the classical definition from Conley theory used in [66], and cite a theorem
from that paper on the existence of unstable and stable manifolds in blocks.
For convenience of formulation we assume, that we only work in the max norm. Let pii
denote the projection onto i-th coordinate in RN .
Definition 2.1.20 (cf. Lemma 16 in [77]). Let B ⊂ RN be an N -dimensional h-set in RN
with cB given by a diffeomorphism. We say that B is an isolating block, iff the following
conditions hold for all:
(B1) ddt |piicB(ϕ(t, x))||t=0 > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , u(B)} and all x ∈ B− such that |piicB(x)| =
1 (exit set isolation),
(B2) ddt |piicB(ϕ(t, x))||t=0 < 0 for all i ∈ {u(B) + 1, . . . , N} and all x ∈ B+ such that
|piicB(x)| = 1 (entrance set isolation).
Note, that contrary to h-sets on transversal sections, isolating blocks are objects of
dimension N . The following remark gives alternative conditions for isolation.
Remark 2.1.21. The conditions (B1)-(B2) are equivalent to:
(B1a) 〈∇|(pii ◦ cB)(x)|, f(x)〉 > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , u(B)} and all x ∈ B− such that
|piicB(x)| = 1,
(B2a) 〈∇|(pii ◦ cB)(x)|, f(x)〉 < 0 for all i ∈ {u(B) + 1, . . . , N} and all x ∈ B+ such that
|piicB(x)| = 1,
respectively.
SinceB−, B+ are formed of subsets of the level sets of the form {x ∈ RN : |piicB(x)| = 1},
and gradients are normals to level sets, (B1) and (B2) can also be expressed as as:
(B1b) 〈ni(x), f(x)〉 > const > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , u(B)} and all x ∈ B− such that
|piicB(x)| = 1,
(B2b) 〈ni(x), f(x)〉 < const < 0 for all i ∈ {u(B) + 1, . . . , N} and all x ∈ B+ such that
|piicB(x)| = 1 ,
respectively, where ni(x) are normals to {x ∈ RN : |piicB(x)| = 1}, pointing in the outward
direction of |B|.
Put simply, an isolating block is a set diffeomorphic to a ball, faces of which being
transversal sections. In addition, the vector field on opposite faces is required to point in
opposite directions, see Figure 2.3.
Definition 2.1.22 (Definition 11 in [66]). Let B be an h-set in RN such that cB is given
by a diffeomorphism. We define a vector field fc on Bc by
fc(x) = DcB(c
−1
B (x))f(c
−1
B (x)). (2.40)
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xs
xu
Figure 2.3: An isolating block.
The new field fc is in fact the vector field (2.37) expressed in variables given by cB.
Definition 2.1.23 (Definition 12 in [66]). Let U be a closed subset of RN with a nonempty
interior. Let g : U → RM be a smooth map. We define the interval enclosure of Dg(U) by
[Dg(U)] :=
{
A ∈ RN×M : Aij ∈
[
inf
x∈U
∂gi
∂xj
, sup
x∈U
∂gi
∂xj
]
∀i, j
}
. (2.41)
We say that [Dg(U)] is positive definite, iff for all A ∈ [Dg(U)] the matrix A is positive
definite.
We recall the definition of the unstable and stable manifold of an equilibrium point.
Definition 2.1.24. Let B ⊂ RN and let x0 ∈ B be such that f(x0) = 0. We define the
sets
W u(x0) := {x : lim
t→−∞ϕ(t, x) = x0}, (2.42)
W s(x0) := {x : lim
t→∞ϕ(t, x) = x0}, (2.43)
W uB(x0) := {x : ∀t ≤ 0 ϕ(t, x) ∈ B and lim
t→−∞ϕ(t, x) = x0}, (2.44)
W sB(x0) := {x : ∀t ≥ 0 ϕ(t, x) ∈ B and lim
t→∞ϕ(t, x) = x0}. (2.45)
We say that W u(x0) is the unstable manifold of x0 and W
s(x0) is the stable manifold of
x0. We will use the same names for W
u
B(x0) and W
s
B(x0), respectively, but it will always
be clear from the context, to which object we are referring to.
The statement of the following Theorem was given in [66]. The proof follows from the
proof of the stable manifold theorem given in [77] (Theorem 26).
Theorem 2.1.25 (Theorem 4 in [66]). Let (B,Q) be an h-set with cones, such that B is
an isolating block for (2.37) and the matrix
[Dfc(Bc)]
TQ+Q[Dfc(Bc)] (2.46)
is positive definite. Then, there exists a unique stationary point x0 ∈ |B| of (2.37).
Moreover, W uB(x0) is a horizontal disk in B satisfying the cone condition and W
s
B(x0) is a
vertical disk in B satisfying the cone condition.
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Definition 2.1.26. In a situation when B is an isolating block that can be equipped with
cones Q, such that the condition (2.46) is satisfied, we will sometimes say that B is an
isolating block satisfying the cone condition.
Remark 2.1.27 (Lemma 27 in [77]). The geometrical meaning of positive definiteness of
the matrix (2.46) is that it implies the following condition, known as the cone condition
for flows:
d
dt
Q(x1(t)− x2(t))|t=0 > 0, (2.47)
for any two distinct solutions x1, x2 : [0, T ]→ RN of x˙ = fc(x) such that x1(0), x2(0) ∈ Bc.
The following theorem follows from combined proofs of Theorems 26 and 20 (on
continuous dependence of the manifolds on parameters) in [77]. Continuous and smooth
dependence of unstable/stable manifolds of hyperbolic equilibria on parameters is in fact a
standard result in dynamical systems theory, e.g. Theorem 4.1 in [40].
Theorem 2.1.28. Assume that (B,Q) is an h-set with cones and let
x˙ = f(x, z), x ∈ RN , z ∈ Rp (2.48)
be a vector field depending on parameter z, given by a smooth map f . Assume that for
all z ∈ Z ⊂ Rp the vector field f(·, z) together with the pair (B,Q) satisfy assumptions of
Theorem 2.1.25. Then, the horizontal and vertical disks W uB,z, W
s
B,z parameterizing the
unstable and the stable manifold of the equilibrium x0(z) ∈ |B| are continuous as maps
from Bu(B)(0, 1)× Z and Bs(B)(0, 1)× Z to |B|, respectively.
In what follows, we will show that the intersection of a horizontal/vertical disk satisfying
the cone condition with a part of the block boundary is a horizontal/vertical disk within
h-sets on the boundary of the block. We will use that lemma later, to conclude that
the two-dimensional stable manifold of an equilibrium of the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation
generates a one-dimensional vertical disk on a transversal section.
Till the rest of this subsection pˆii will denote the projection from RN onto RN−1 given
by omitting the i-th coordinate.
Definition 2.1.29. Let B be an h-set such that B is an isolating block for (2.37). We
define its i-th boundary h-set (see Remark 2.1.19) by
|XB,i| := {x ∈ ∂|B| : (pi|i| ◦ cB)(x) = sgn i},
cXB,i := pˆi|i| ◦ cB,
i ∈ {−N, . . . ,−1, 1, . . . , N}.
(2.49)
For |i| ≤ u(B) we set u(XB,i) := u(B) − 1, s(XB,i) := s(B), elsewise u(XB,i) := u(B),
s(XB,i) := s(B)− 1.
Lemma 2.1.30. Let (B,Q) be an h-set with cones, such that B is an isolating block
for (2.37) and u(B) > 1 . Let b be a horizontal disk in B satisfying the cone condition.
Then the sets b(Bu(B)(0, 1)) ∩ |XB,i| are horizontal disks in XB,i, for |i| ∈ {1, . . . , u(B)}.
Analogously, if s(B) > 1 and b is a vertical disk satisfying the cone condition, then the
sets b(Bs(B)(0, 1)) ∩ |XB,i| are vertical disks for |i| ∈ {u(B) + 1, . . . , N}.
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Proof. We will only prove the first assertion, the case i = 1. Proofs of all the other cases
are analogous.
We define a disk b˜ : Bu(B)−1(0, 1)→ |XB,1| by
b˜(x) = b
(
1, x1, . . . , xu(B)−1
)
for x = (x1, . . . , xu(B)−1). (2.50)
By Theorem 2.1.18 we have bc(x) = cB(b(x)) = (x, y(x)) for all x ∈ Bu(B)(0, 1) and
some Lipschitz map y. Therefore, b˜ indeed maps into |XB,1|, moreover
b˜c(x) = (cXB,1 ◦ b˜)(x) = (pˆi1 ◦ cB ◦ b˜)(x) = pˆi1(1, x, y(x)) = (x, y(1, x)), (2.51)
for all x ∈ Bu(B)−1(0, 1). The homotopy required in the definition of a horizontal disk can
now be given by
h˜(ξ, x) = (x, (1− ξ)y(1, x)). (2.52)
Indeed, we have
h˜
(
[0, 1], ∂Bu(B)−1(0, 1)
) ⊂ ∂Bu(B)−1(0, 1)×Bs(B)(0, 1), (2.53)
hence b˜ is a horizontal disk.
2.2 Isolating segments
In this section we will give a definition of isolating segments in an autonomous ODE and
prove several useful theorems about them. Such objects will be geometrically similar to
isolating blocks, and can be used to track trajectories of the given system without need for
rigorous integration.
Assume, that we are given a smooth vector field
x˙ = f(x),
x ∈ RN , (2.54)
an associated local flow ϕ(t, x) and a pair of transversal sections Σin, Σout.
Definition 2.2.1. A segment between two transversal sections Σin and Σout is formed
by a quadruple S = (|S|, u(S), s(S), cS), consisting of a compact set |S| ⊂ RN (the
support), a pair of numbers u(S), s(S) ∈ N with u(S) + s(S) = N − 1 (the number
of exit and entrance directions, respectively) and a coordinate change diffeomorphism
cS : RN → Ru(S) × Rs(S) × R such that:
cS(|S|) = Bu(S)(0, 1)×Bs(S)(0, 1)× [0, 1],
c−1S (Bu(S)(0, 1)×Bs(S)(0, 1)× {0}) ⊂ Σin,
c−1S (Bu(S)(0, 1)×Bs(S)(0, 1)× {1}) ⊂ Σout.
(2.55)
We set:
Sc := Bu(S)(0, 1)×Bs(S)(0, 1)× [0, 1],
S−c := ∂Bu(S)(0, 1)×Bs(S)(0, 1)× [0, 1],
S+c := Bu(S)(0, 1)× ∂Bs(S)(0, 1)× [0, 1],
S− := c−1S (S
−
c ),
S+ := c−1S (S
+
c ).
(2.56)
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We will refer to S−/S+ as the exit/entrance sets, respectively. Again, to shorten the
notation sometimes we will drop the bars in the symbol |S| and just write S to denote
both the segment and its support.
Remark 2.2.2. As with h-sets, it is enough to give u(S), s(S) and cS to define a segment
S.
Given a segment S we introduce the following notation for projections:
piu : Ru(S) × Rs(S) × R 3 (xu, xs, xµ)→ xu ∈ Ru(S),
pis : Ru(S) × Rs(S) × R 3 (xu, xs, xµ)→ xs ∈ Rs(S),
piµ : Ru(S) × Rs(S) × R 3 (xu, xs, xµ)→ xµ ∈ R.
(2.57)
Definition 2.2.3. We say that S is an isolating segment between two transversal sections
Σin and Σout if S is a segment, the functions x → ||piu(x)||, x → ||pis(x)||, x → ||piµ(x)||,
x ∈ Ru(S) × Rs(S) × R are smooth everywhere except at 0 and the following conditions are
satisfied:
(S1) ddtpiµcS(ϕ(t, x))|t=0 > 0 for all x ∈ |S| (monotonicity),
(S2) ddt ||piucS(ϕ(t, x))|||t=0 > 0 for all x ∈ S− (exit set isolation),
(S3) ddt ||piscS(ϕ(t, x))|||t=0 < 0 for all x ∈ S+ (entrance set isolation).
As one can see, our definition of an isolating segment S relies on splitting the phase
space into:
• the exit directions piu ◦ cS ,
• the entry directions pis ◦ cS ,
• the one-dimensional central direction piµ ◦ cS .
In that sense, it is a simplification of the concept of periodic isolating segments in nonau-
tonomous systems, as originally introduced in [64] (also, under the name of periodic
isolating blocks in [63]), where a wider range of boundary behavior was considered. On the
other hand, contrary to [64], we are able to work with an autonomous ODE – in [64] the
central direction had to be given by time.
When introducing an isolating segment, we will sometimes omit specifying the transver-
sal sections Σin,Σout – in such situation we consider the suitable sections implicitly defined
by cS .
Remark 2.2.4. Each of the conditions (S1)-(S3) is equivalent to its following counterpart:
(S1a) 〈∇(piµ ◦ cS)(x), f(x)〉 > 0 for all x ∈ |S|,
(S2a) 〈∇ ||piu ◦ cS || (x), f(x)〉 > 0 for all x ∈ S−,
(S3a) 〈∇ ||pis ◦ cS || (x), f(x)〉 < 0 for all x ∈ S+.
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Since S−, S+ are subsets of the level sets {x ∈ RN : ||piu ◦ cS(x)|| = 1}, {x ∈ RN :
||pis ◦ cS(x)|| = 1}, respectively, and gradients are normals to level sets, (S2a) and (S3a)
can also be rewritten as:
(S2b) 〈n−(x), f(x)〉 > const > 0 for all x ∈ S−,
(S3b) 〈n+(x), f(x)〉 < const < 0 for all x ∈ S+,
respectively, where n∓(x) are normals to S∓, pointing in the outward direction of |S|1.
In our applications the faces of segments will always lie in affine subspaces, hence
conditions (S2b) and (S3b) are easy to check by an explicit computation. Let pii be
the projection onto i-th variable, i ∈ 1, . . . , N . In the central direction our changes of
coordinates will take an affine form
piµcS(x) = apii(x) + b, (2.58)
for a 6= 0, b ∈ R. In that situation (S1a) is equivalent with
sgn(a)pii(f(x)) > 0, ∀x ∈ |S|, (2.59)
which again is easily established. In particular, if the sign of pii(f(x)) is negative, one needs
to orient the segment in the direction reverse to the i-th coordinate direction by giving a a
negative sign.
We will now introduce the notion of the transposed segment, analogous to the transposed
h-set.
Definition 2.2.5. Given a segment S between two transversal sections Σin and Σout we
define the transposed segment ST between Σout and Σin by setting:
|ST | := |S|,
u(ST ) := s(S),
s(ST ) := u(S),
cST := o ◦ cS ;
(2.60)
where o : Ru(S) × Rs(S) × R→ Ru(ST ) × Rs(ST ) × R, o(p, q, r) = (q, p, 1− r).
Observe that
(ST )− = S+,
(ST )+ = S−.
(2.61)
Proposition 2.2.6. Let S be an isolating segment between transversal sections Σin and
Σout for x˙ = f(x). Then S
T is an isolating segment between Σout and Σin for the inverted
vector field x˙ = −f(x). The sections Σout and Σin are transversal for the inverted vector
field.
1The sets S∓ are manifolds with boundary, so by normals at the boundary points we mean normals to
any smooth extension of S∓ to a manifold without boundary.
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2.2.1 Isolating segments imply coverings
Given a segment S between transversal sections Σin and Σout there is a natural structure
of h-sets defined on the faces given by intersections Σin ∩ |S| and Σout ∩ |S|.
Definition 2.2.7. We define the h-sets:
• XS,in ⊂ Σin (the front face),
• XS,out ⊂ Σout (the rear face),
as follows:
• u(XS,in) = u(XS,out) := u(S) and s(XS,in) = s(XS,out) := s(S);
• |XS,in| = Σin ∩ |S| and |XS,out| = Σout ∩ |S|;
• cXS,in := (piu, pis) ◦ cS |Σin and cXS,out := (piu, pis) ◦ cS |Σout .
Definition 2.2.8. Let S be an isolating segment. We define the exit map ES : |XS,in| →
S− ∪ |XS,out| by
ES(x) = ϕ(te, x), te = min
{
t ∈ R+ ∪ {0} : ϕ(t, x) ∈ S− ∪ |XS,out|
}
, (2.62)
and the persistent set by
S0 := {x ∈ |XS,in| : ES(x) ∈ |XS,out|}. (2.63)
Remark 2.2.9. From (S1), (S2), (S3) it follows that the function ES is well-defined and
a homeomorphism onto its image.
Theorem 2.2.10. Let S be an isolating segment between transversal sections Σin and
Σout. Define V := {x ∈ Σin : ∃τ > 0 : ϕ(τ, x) ∈ Σout} and a Poincare´ map P : V → Σout
as in equation (2.39). Then
• V 6= ∅;
• there exists a diffeomorphism R : Σin → Σout such that we have a covering relation
XS,in
R
===⇒ XS,out (2.64)
and
P (x) = R(x) ∀x ∈ S0; (2.65)
• it holds that
S0 = {x ∈ |XS,in| : R(x) ∈ |XS,out|}. (2.66)
In particular, for every x ∈ |XS,in| such that R(x) ∈ |XS,out| the part of the trajectory
between x and P (x) = R(x) is contained in |S|.
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R(XS,in)
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Figure 2.4: Schematic drawings of covering relations in a three-dimensional isolating
segment S with u(S) = s(S) = 1.
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The intuition behind this theorem is portrayed in Figure 2.4. The proof was inspired
by the algorithm for integration of ill-posed PDEs, presented in [79].
Proof. To make the formulas clearer, without any loss of generality we assume that
cS = idRN . Define
g(x) =
d
dt
ϕ˜(t, x)|t=0 , (2.67)
where
ϕ˜(t, x) =
 etpiu(x)e−tpis(x)
t+ piµ(x)
 (2.68)
is a global flow on Ru(S) × Rs(S) × R.
We have
〈∇ ||piu(x)|| , g(x)〉 = d
dt
||piuϕ˜(t, x)|||t=0 = ||piu(x)|| , (2.69)
〈∇ ||pis(x)|| , g(x)〉 = d
dt
||pisϕ˜(t, x)|||t=0 = − ||pis(x)|| , (2.70)
for all x 6= 0 and
〈∇piµ(x), g(x)〉 = d
dt
piµϕ˜(t, x)|t=0 = 1, (2.71)
for all x ∈ RN .
Let U be a bounded, open neighborhood of |S|, small enough so that the following
conditions are satisfied:
〈∇ ||piu(x)|| , f(x)〉 > const > 0 ∀x ∈ U : ||piu(x)|| ≥ 1, (2.72)
〈∇ ||pis(x)|| , f(x)〉 < const < 0 ∀x ∈ U : ||pis(x)|| ≥ 1, (2.73)
〈∇piµ(x), f(x)〉 > const > 0 ∀x ∈ U. (2.74)
Let η : RN → [0, 1] be a C∞ function equal to 1 on |S| and equal to 0 on RN\U . Put
fˆ(x) = η(x)f(x) + (1− η(x))g(x). Denote by ϕˆ(t, x) the local flow generated by
x˙ = fˆ(x), x ∈ RN . (2.75)
Since ϕˆ(t, x) = ϕ˜(t, x), x ∈ RN\U and U is bounded, ϕˆ is also a global flow. From (2.71)
and (2.74) we have:
〈∇piµ(x), fˆ(x)〉 = η(x)〈∇piµ(x), f(x)〉+ (1− η(x))〈∇piµ(x), g(x)〉
> const > 0
(2.76)
for all x ∈ RN . Therefore, the Poincare´ map
Pfˆ : R
u(S) × Rs(S) × {0} → Ru(S) × Rs(S) × {1}, (2.77)
is a well-defined diffeomorphism. We set R := Pfˆ .
First, we will prove that XS,in R-covers XS,out, cf. Figures 2.4a and 2.4b. In what
is below we identify the spaces Ru(S) × Rs(S) × {0} and Ru(S) × Rs(S) × {1} with two
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copies Ru(S) × Rs(S) wherever necessary, by projecting/embedding the first u(S) + s(S)
coordinates.
We need a homotopy of R to a linear map. Consider the parameterized family of vector
fields
fξ(x) = (1− ξ)fˆ(x) + ξg(x), x ∈ RN , (2.78)
where ξ ∈ [0, 1]. By the same reasoning as with fˆ each of these vector fields generates a
global flow and induces an associated Poincare´ map
Pfξ : R
u(S) × Rs(S) × {0} → Ru(S) × Rs(S) × {1}. (2.79)
We define a continuous homotopy of maps h : [0, 1]× Ru(S) × Rs(S) → Ru(S) × Rs(S):
h(ξ, ·) := Pf2ξ , ξ ∈ [0, 1/2],
h(ξ, ·) :=
[
e idRu(S) 0
0 (2− 2ξ)e−1 idRs(S)
]
, ξ ∈ [1/2, 1]. (2.80)
Indeed, the homotopy agrees at 1/2. Moreover, h(0, ·) = R and h(1, ·) is a linear map
satisfying the requirements given by (2.16). Since it is also clear that (2.14) and (2.15)
hold for ξ ∈ [1/2, 1], we proceed to check these two conditions on the other half of the
interval.
Denote by ϕξ the family of global flows generated by x˙ = fξ(x). From (2.72) and (2.69),
for ξ ∈ [0, 1] and x : ||piu(x)|| ≥ 1 we get
d
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣piuϕξ(t, x))∣∣∣∣∣∣|t=0
= 〈∇ ||piu(x)|| , fξ(x)〉
= (1− ξ)〈∇ ||piu(x)|| , fˆ(x)〉+ ξ〈∇ ||piu(x)|| , g(x)〉
= (1− ξ)η(x)〈∇ ||piu(x)|| , f(x)〉+ (1− η(x) + ξη(x))〈∇ ||piu(x)|| , g(x)〉
> const > 0.
(2.81)
Therefore, ||piu(x)|| = 1 implies
∣∣∣∣piu(Pfξ(x))∣∣∣∣ > 1 for all ξ ∈ [0, 1] and proves (2.14).
By a mirror argument, from (2.73) and (2.70) we obtain
d
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣pisϕξ(t, x))∣∣∣∣∣∣|t=0 < const < 0, x : ||pis(x)|| ≥ 1, (2.82)
hence
∣∣∣∣pis(Pfξ(x))∣∣∣∣ = 1 implies ||pis(x)|| > 1 for all ξ ∈ [0, 1]. This proves (2.15).
We are left to prove (2.65) and (2.66). Let us start with the latter.
Observe, that fˆ||S| = f||S| , which proves the “⊂” inclusion. For the other one we proceed
as follows. Since ϕ0 = ϕˆ, from (2.81) and (2.82) we obtain the forward invariance of the
sets {x ∈ RN : ||piux|| ≥ 1}, {x ∈ RN : ||pis(x)|| ≤ 1} under ϕˆ. Therefore, for x ∈ |XS,in|
such that R(x) ∈ |XS,out| we have
||piuϕ(t, x)|| ≤ 1, ∀t ≥ 0 : piµϕ(t, x) ≤ 1,
||pisϕ(t, x)|| ≤ 1, ∀t ≥ 0 : piµϕ(t, x) ≥ 0.
(2.83)
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As a consequence the part of the trajectory between x and Pfˆ (x) is wholly contained
in |S|, where the vector field fˆ is equal to f , hence x ∈ S0. By the same argument (2.66)
implies (2.65).
One can also prove a backcovering lemma, which is superfluous in the context of our
applications but illustrates that covering and backcovering occur simultaneously in isolating
segments.
Theorem 2.2.11. Let S be as in Theorem 2.2.10. Then, there exists a diffeomorphism
R˜ : Σin → Σout such that there is a backcovering relation:
XS,in
R˜⇐=== XS,out. (2.84)
Moreover
R˜(x) = P (x) ∀x ∈ S0, (2.85)
and it holds that
S0 = {x ∈ |XS,in| : R˜(x) ∈ |XS,out|}. (2.86)
In particular, for every x ∈ |XS,in| such that R˜(x) ∈ |XS,out| the part of the trajectory
between x and P (x) = R˜(x) is contained in |S|.
Proof. Consider the reversed flow given by x˙ = −f(x) for which the transposed segment
ST is an isolating segment (see Proposition 2.2.6). We have:
XST ,in = XS,out,
XST ,out = XS,in.
(2.87)
Backcovering is now a consequence of applying Theorem 2.2.10 to ST and inverting the
obtained diffeomorphism.
2.2.1.1 Additional coverings within an isolating segment – the “fast-slow
switch”.
Let us first explain the ideas behind this subsection without formality. Consider a three-
dimensional isolating segment S with one exit and one entry direction let us write XS,lu,
XS,ru for the two connected components of the exit set S
− a “left exit” and a “right exit”
one, respectively. Each of them lies within a level set given by fixing the exit direction
level to ∓1. They can be equipped with an h-set structure with one exit and one entry
direction by setting the entry direction of the segment as the entry one and the central
direction of the segment as the exit one.
If we now consider the function ES , which maps each point of the front face XS,in to
the point of ∂S where the trajectory leaves S, then its image will give a similar alignment
as in Lemma 2.1.10, see Figures 2.4a and 2.4c. The left/right exit edges of XS,in remain
stationary and coincide with the left exit edges of XS,lu, XS,ru, so to get an actual covering
one needs to constrict the h-sets in the image in the exit direction by a small factor.
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For the two connected components of S+ – the “left/right entrance” h-sets XS,ls, XS,rs
one needs to fix the entry direction height in the segment coordinates so the central
direction of the segment takes its role, while the exit direction of the segment induces
the exit direction for the h-set. Then one can prove similar theorems with backcovering
relations, by reversing the vector field.
In the context of the FitzHugh-Nagumo model such relations allow us to describe the
passage between the slow and the fast dynamics where the periodic orbit detaches from the
slow manifold and starts following a heteroclinic connection of the fast subsystem. With
an eye on this application we will state the subsequent results for a range of dimension
combinations which allows an easy proof by Lemma 2.1.10. We suspect similar theorems
hold for all dimension combinations, and it will be a subject of further studies to formulate
adequate proofs.
Definition 2.2.12. Let S be a segment with u(S) = 1 and s(S) = s. We define the h-sets:
• XS,lu ⊂ c−1S ({−1} × Rs × R) (the left exit face),
• XS,ru ⊂ c−1S ({1} × Rs × R) (the right exit face)
as follows:
• u(XS,lu) = u(XS,ru) := 1 and s(XS,lu) = s(XS,ru) := s;
• we set
|XS,lu| := c−1S ({−1} × Rs × R) ∩ |S|,
|XS,ru| := c−1S ({1} × Rs × R) ∩ |S|;
(2.88)
• we identify {∓1} × Rs × R with Rs+1 and then set
cXS,lu := ρu ◦ cS |
c−1
S
({−1}×Rs×R)
,
cXS,ru := ρu ◦ cS |
c−1
S
({1}×Rs×R)
,
(2.89)
where ρu(p, q, r) = (2r − 1, q).
In the above definition the role of ρu is to change the order of coordinates, as the third
center variable in S becomes an exit variable in XS,lu and XS,ru.
Definition 2.2.13. Let S be a segment with u(S) = u and s(S) = 1. We define the h-sets:
• XS,ls ⊂ c−1S (Ru × {−1} × R) (the left entrance face),
• XS,rs ⊂ c−1S (Ru × {1} × R) (the right entrance face)
as follows:
• u(XS,lu) = u(XS,ru) := u and s(XS,ls) = u(XS,rs) := 1;
• we set
|XS,ls| := c−1S (Ru × {−1} × R) ∩ |S|,
|XS,rs| := c−1S (Ru × {1} × R) ∩ |S|;
(2.90)
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• we identify Ru × {∓1} × R with Ru+1, then set
cXS,ls := ρs ◦ cS |
c−1
S
(Ru×{−1}×R)
,
cXS,rs := ρs ◦ cS |
c−1
S
(Ru×{1}×R)
;
(2.91)
where ρs(p, q, r) = (p, 2r − 1).
The role of ρs is to change the center variable in S to an entry variable in the h-sets
XS,ls and XS,rs.
Definition 2.2.14. Let X be an h-set with u(X) = u and s(X) = s and let δ > 0. We
define:
• the δ-constricted in the exit direction h-set Xδ,uc,
• the δ-constricted in the entry direction h-set Xδ,sc,
by setting:
cXδ,uc = υuc ◦ cX ,
cXδ,sc = υsc ◦ cX ,
u(Xδ,uc) = s(Xδ,sc) = u,
u(Xδ,uc) = s(Xδ,sc) = s;
(2.92)
where υuc, υsc : Ru × Rs → Ru × Rs and:
υuc(p, q) = ((1 + δ)p, q),
υsc(p, q) = (p, (1 + δ)q).
(2.93)
Geometrically, δ-constriction shortens the h-set by a factor 1/(1 + δ) in the exit/entry
direction. Our notation uc, sc stands for constricted in the “unstable”/“stable” (i.e.
exit/entry) direction.
Theorem 2.2.15. Let S be an isolating segment between transversal sections Σin and Σout
with u(S) = 1 and s(S) = s. We have the following covering relations:
XS,in
ES===⇒ Xδ,ucS,lu ,
XS,in
ES===⇒ Xδ,ucS,ru,
(2.94)
for all δ > 0.
Proof. We will only prove XS,in
ES===⇒ Xδ,ucS,lu , the other case is analogous. The idea of the
proof should become immediately clear by looking at Figure 2.4c. We embed the codomain
of ES in a folded a folded hyperplane ΣS,u consisting of three parts:
• The “upper part” ΣuS,u := c−1S ({1} × Rs × (−∞, 1]);
• the “middle part” ΣmS,u := c−1S ([−1, 1]× Rs × {1});
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• the “lower part” ΣlS,u := c−1S ({−1} × Rs × (−∞, 1]).
It can be regarded as a piecewise smooth section homeomorphic to Rs+1, transversal in the
sense that there exist smooth extensions of its smooth pieces ΣuS,u, Σ
m
S,u, Σ
l
S,u to manifolds
without boundary which are transversal sections for the vector field.
We equip ΣS,u with a coordinate system which is given by any homeomorphic extension
of coordinates given on ΣlS,u by cXS,lu |
Σl
S,u
to all ΣS,u – we denote this extension by cΣS,u .
The plan is to use Lemma 2.1.10 and prove conditions that give the same topological
alignment as needed for a covering relation.
Recall, that by ES,c we denote the exit map expressed in local coordinates of the h-set
XS,in and the section ΣS,u. In the ΣS,u coordinates the support of X
δ,uc
S,lu is a product of two
balls [ −11+δ ,
1
1+δ ]×Bs(0, 1). To be in formal agreement with the definition of the support
we would need to stretch out the first ball to [−1, 1] but it is clear that assumptions of
Lemma 2.1.10 are given by geometrical conditions which persist under such rescaling.
Therefore we omit this transformation to keep the notation simple.
By definition of ΣS,u we have
|XS,in| ∩ ΣS,u = X−S,in, (2.95)
hence ES |
X−
S,in
= idX−S,in
. Coupled with the coordinate system we have chosen on ΣS,u we
get
ES,c
(
{−1} ×Bs(0, 1)
)
= {−1} ×Bs(0, 1),
piuES,c
(
{1} ×Bs(0, 1)
)
> 1.
(2.96)
This, after the aforementioned rescaling of the exit coordinate, implies Condition (C2) in
Lemma 2.1.10.
Condition (C1) follows easily. From (2.95) and (S3a) we have
pis (ES,c(XS,in,c) ∩ [−1/(1 + δ), 1/(1 + δ)]× Rs) ⊂ Bs(0, 1), (2.97)
since we need non-zero positive time to reach ΣS,u.
If we consider the exit map EST for the reversed flow x˙ = −f(x) in a transposed
segment ST , we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.16. Let S be an isolating segment between transversal sections Σin and Σout
with u(S) = u and s(S) = 1. We have the following covering relations
XS,out
E−1
ST⇐=== Xδ,scS,ls ,
XS,out
E−1
ST⇐=== Xδ,scS,rs
(2.98)
for all δ > 0.
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2.3 Applications
2.3.1 Theorems for periodic orbits
Let us recall the fundamental theorem motivating the use of covering relations for finding
periodic points of sequences of maps.
Theorem 2.3.1 (Theorem 9 in [80]). Let Xi, i ∈ {0, . . . , k} be h-sets with u(X0) = · · · =
u(Xk), s(X0) = · · · = s(Xk) and set n = u(X0)+s(X0). Assume that we have the following
chain of covering relations:
X0
g1,w1⇐==⇒ X1 g2,w2⇐==⇒ X2 g3,w3⇐==⇒ . . . gk,wk⇐==⇒ Xk. (2.99)
for some wi ∈ Z∗. Then there exists a point x ∈ intX0 such that
(gi ◦ gi−1 ◦ · · · ◦ g1)(x) ∈ intXi, i ∈ {1, . . . k}. (2.100)
Moreover, if Xk = X0, then x can be chosen so that
(gk ◦ gk−1 ◦ · · · ◦ g1)(x) = x. (2.101)
We will now state and prove a theorem for finding periodic trajectories of systems given
by vector fields, which allows to use both covering relations and isolating segments.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let x˙ = f(x), x ∈ RN be given by a smooth vector field. Assume that
there exists a sequence of transversal sections {Σi}ki=0, k ∈ N and a sequence of h-sets
X = {Xi : |Xi| ⊂ Σi, i = 0, . . . , k}, (2.102)
such that for each two consecutive h-sets Xi−1, Xi ∈ X we have one of the following:
• there exists a Poincare´ map Pi : Ωi−1 → Σi with Ωi−1 ⊂ Σi−1 and an integer wi ∈ Z∗
such that
Xi−1
Pi,wi⇐==⇒ Xi, (2.103)
• there exists an isolating segment Si between Σi−1 and Σi such that XSi,in = Xi−1
and XSi,out = Xi.
Then, there exists a solution x(t) of the differential equation passing consecutively through
the interiors of all Xi’s. Moreover:
• whenever Xi−1 and Xi are connected by an isolating segment, the solution passes
through S0i ;
• if X0 = Xk the solution x(t) can be chosen to be periodic.
Proof. By applying Theorem 2.2.10 we get a chain of covering relations
X0
g1,w1⇐==⇒ X1 g2,w2⇐==⇒ X2 g3,w3⇐==⇒ . . . gk,wk⇐==⇒ Xk, (2.104)
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where gi = Pi or gi = Ri, Ri being the diffeomorphism given by Theorem 2.2.10 associated
with the segment Si (then wi = ±1). From Theorem 2.3.1 there exists a sequence
{xi : xi ∈ int |Xi|, i = 1, . . . , k} such that gi(xi−1) = xi and we can choose x0 = xk
whenever X0 = Xk.
Suppose that for certain i’s we have gi = Ri. Since xi−1 ∈ |Xi−1| and Ri(xi−1) = xi ∈
|Xi|, Theorem 2.2.10 implies that xi−1 ∈ S0i−1 and Ri(xi−1) = Pi(xi−1), Pi : Vi−1 → Σi
being a Poincare´ map defined on a subset of Σi−1. This proves that this orbit is an orbit
of a full sequence of Poincare´ maps, hence a real trajectory for the flow. Furthermore, it is
a periodic trajectory if x0 = xk (notice that it cannot be an equilibrium as the vector field
on transversal sections cannot equal 0).
Corollary 2.3.3. For an isolating segment S the set S0 is nonempty.
Remark 2.3.4. Backward covering in conditions like (2.103) can be verified by computa-
tion of a Poincare´ map from Σi to Σi−1 for the inverse vector field x˙ = −f(x), denoted by
us with some abuse of notation by P−1i . This is indeed an inverse of some Poincare´ map
Pi for x˙ = f(x), provided the domain of Pi is taken to be the image of P
−1
i .
We consider Theorem 2.3.2 as a prototypical theorem for application of methods of
covering relations and isolating segments. However, in the context of periodic orbits
in FitzHugh-Nagumo equations (and fast-slow systems in general) we will use a follow-
ing three-dimensional modification that makes use of the fast-slow switch described in
Subsection 2.2.1.1.
Theorem 2.3.5. Let x˙ = f(x), x ∈ R3 be given by a smooth vector field. Assume that
there exists a sequence of transversal sections {Σi}ki=0, k ∈ N, and sequence of h-sets
X = {Xi : u(Xi) = s(Xi) = 1, i = 0, . . . , k} (2.105)
such that for each two consecutive h-sets Xi−1, Xi ∈ X we have one of the following:
• Xi−1 ⊂ Σi−1, Xi ⊂ Σi and there exists a Poincare´ map Pi : Ωi−1 → Σi with
Ωi−1 ⊂ Σi−1 and an integer wi ∈ Z∗ such that
Xi−1
Pi,wi⇐==⇒ Xi, (2.106)
• there exists an isolating segment Si between Σi−1 and Σi such that XSi,in = Xi−1
and XSi,out = Xi;
• there exists an isolating segment Si between Σi−1 and Σi such that XSi,in = Xi−1
and either XSi,lu = Xi or XSi,ru = Xi;
• there exists an isolating segment Si between Σi−1 and Σi such that XSi,out = Xi and
either XSi,ls = Xi−1 or XSi,rs = Xi−1.
Then there exists a solution x(t) of the differential equation passing consecutively through
the interiors of all Xi’s. Moreover:
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• whenever Xi−1 and Xi are connected by an isolating segment as its front and rear
faces, respectively, the solution passes through S0i ;
• if X0 = Xk the solution x(t) can be chosen to be periodic.
Proof. First, we replace all the h-sets Xi of the form XSi,lu, XSi,ru by the constricted
versions Xδi,ucSi,lu , X
δi,uc
Si,ru
and the h-sets of the form XSi,ls, XSi,rs by X
δi,sc
Si,ls
Xδi,scSi,rs. Let us
denote the new h-sets by X˜i. The replacement procedure is done one by one. Each time
an h-set Xi needs to be replaced we choose δi > 0 small enough, such that
(1.) any covering relation Xi was involved in is preserved for X˜i,
(2.) any isolating segment that was built including Xi as either the front or the rear face
can be reconstructed as an isolating segment S˜i/S˜i+1 with the face X˜i.
It is intuitively clear that both should hold for a sufficiently small perturbation. To show
(1.) it is enough to observe that a covering relation is a C0-open condition with respect to
homeomorphisms defining the h-sets and persists after constricting one (or both) h-sets
with δ small enough. The proof of such proposition would be almost the same as the proof
of Theorem 13 in [80] stating stability of covering relations under C0 perturbations, and
therefore we omit it.
For (2.) the segment S˜i is constructed so that cSi is O(δi)-close in the C
1 norm to cS˜i .
We omit the details; describing the construction by precise formulas would introduce a lot
of unnecessary notation. It is easy to see that for δi small enough the conditions (S1)-(S3)
(or their counterparts) will still hold.
We apply Theorems 2.2.10, 2.2.15, 2.2.16 to get and a chain of covering relations
X˜0
g1,w1⇐==⇒ X˜1 g2,w2⇐==⇒ X˜2 g3,w3⇐==⇒ . . . gk,wk⇐==⇒ X˜k, (2.107)
where for each gi we have one of the following:
• gi = Pi,
• gi = Ri, Ri given by Theorem 2.2.10,
• gi = ESi ,
• gi = E−1STi .
From here, the proof continues in the same way as the proof of Theorem 2.3.2. We obtain a
sequence of points {xi : xi ∈ intXi, i = 1, . . . , k} such that gi(xi−1) = xi and we can choose
x0 = xk whenever X0 = Xk. By the same argument as in Theorem 2.3.2 the sequence lies
on a true trajectory of the flow; the trajectory is periodic if x0 = xk.
We note that the formulation of Theorem 2.3.5 is not aimed at full generality. By using
only Theorem 2.2.15 or 2.2.16 one can produce similar theorems when one direction is
expanding and arbitrary number of directions are contracting or vice versa.
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2.3.2 Theorems for connecting orbits
In this subsection using covering relations and isolating segments we will provide abstract
topological theorems that can be employed for finding homoclinic orbits (and certain other
types of connecting orbits) for maps and differential equations. Homoclinic loops to a
hyperbolic point are in general a codimension one phenomenon, hence we need to include
some kind of shooting from the parameter space in the formulation of our theorems.
We focus on the case, where the unstable manifold of one equilibrium is one-dimensional
and the stable manifold of the other equilibrium can be multidimensional, say of dimension
s. If N is the dimension of the equation, then, generically, the “dimension gap” has to be
patched by N − s parameters. As an example, for the homoclinic to zero equilibrium in the
FitzHugh-Nagumo system (1.12), we have N = 3, s = 2 and we need one parameter – we
will use the wave speed θ. By reversing the vector field, one can readily apply our theorems
to treat the symmetric case of a one-dimensional stable manifold and a multidimensional
unstable manifold.
Certainly, without much effort similar theorems involving isolating segments can be
formulated for some other dimension combinations, e.g. the “stable” codimension zero
scenarios of transverse connecting orbits (such as a connection from a saddle with two-
dimensional unstable manifold to a saddle with two-dimensional stable manifold in a 3D
phase space). However, formulation of such theorems is postponed to later research, once
we find good example applications.
Throughout this subsection we assume we only work in the max norm. This is to
facilitate the exposition as in this norm a product of two balls is a ball. Given an h-set X
we will denote by piu(X) : Ru(X)×Rs(X) → Ru(X) the projection onto first u(X) coordinates
and by pis(X) : Ru(X) × Rs(X) → Rs(X) the projection onto the last s(X) ones.
Definition 2.3.6. Let X,Y be h-sets of not necessarily the same dimensions. We define
the h-set X × Y by setting
• u(X × Y ) = u(X) + u(Y ) and s(X × Y ) = s(X) + s(Y ),
• |X × Y | = |X| × |Y |,
• cX×Y = (piu(X) ◦ cX , piu(Y ) ◦ cY , pis(X) ◦ cX , pis(Y ) ◦ cY ).
We now extend the definition of the covering relation to cases where the covering set
has a lower entry dimension than the set to be covered, by adding dummy variables to the
domain. It will be used for coverings by an h-set of parameters, which will have zero entry
dimension. We remark that there exists a more general definition of a covering relation,
which allows the covering h-set also to have a higher dimension than the h-set to be covered,
introduced by Wilczak in [69] (Definition 2.2). Our ad-hoc extension is a special case of
the definition given by Wilczak. We chose against using Wilczak’s definition throughout all
the thesis to avoid reproving certain theorems which we cited, in particular Lemma 2.1.10.
Definition 2.3.7. Let X,Y be h-sets with u(X) = u(Y ), s(X) < s(Y ) and let n =
u(Y ) + s(Y ) and s = s(X) − s(Y ). Let g : |X| → Rn. We say that X g-covers Y with
degree w, and write
X
g,w
===⇒ Y (2.108)
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iff
X ×Bs(0, 1) g˜,w===⇒ Y, (2.109)
where g˜ : |X| × Bs(0, 1) → Rn is given by g˜(x, y) = g(x) ∀x ∈ |X|, y ∈ Bs(0, 1) and
by Bs(0, 1) in (2.109) we denote (with a slight abuse of notation) an h-set given by the
quadruple (Bs(0, 1), 0, s, id).
We now state a basic topological theorem which can be used to find connecting orbits
for maps.
Theorem 2.3.8. Let Z, and X0, . . . , Xk, k ≥ 0 be h-sets with u(Z) = u(X1) = · · · =
u(Xk) = u, s(X1) = · · · = s(Xk) = s, s(Z) = 0 and set n := u + s. We assume the
following:
• b : Bs(0, 1) × |Z| → |Xk| is continuous and for each z ∈ |Z| the map b(·, z) is a
vertical disk in Xk;
• there exists a map W : |Z| → Rn such that Z W -covers X0 with degree w0 ∈ Z∗;
• there is a sequence of maps gi : Ωi × |Z| → Rn, Ωi ⊂ Rn, i = 1, . . . , k such that for
all i ∈ 1, . . . , k we have
Xi−1
gi(·,z),wi⇐=====⇒ Xi, ∀z ∈ |Z|. (2.110)
Then, there exists a z¯ ∈ |Z| such that
W (z¯) ∈ |X0|,
(gi(·, z¯) ◦ · · · ◦ g1(·, z¯))(W (z¯)) ∈ |Xi|, i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
(gk(·, z¯) ◦ · · · ◦ g1(·, z¯))(W (z¯)) ∈ b
(
Bs(0, 1), z¯
)
.
(2.111)
Let us now comment on what is the meaning of objects in the statement of this theorem
in the context of application to finding connecting orbits of ODEs. The set Z will be
the set of parameters we need to fix to obtain a connection and the role of W will be to
assign to a parameter the point of intersection of a branch of the unstable manifold of
one equilibrium with some transversal section. The maps gi will be defined as a sequence
Poincare´ maps that will allow to propagate the unstable manifold up to the last section
where we will have control over the stable manifold of the second equilibrium (equal to
the first equilibrium for the case of a homoclinic orbit), given by b. This theorem is a
modified version of Theorem 3.3 in [69], in particular we allow backcoverings and we allow
the vertical disk to vary with the parameters.
The following Theorem on intersection of horizontal and vertical disks will be used as a
lemma when proving Theorem 2.3.8:
Theorem 2.3.9 (Theorem 3 in [71]). Let Xi, i ∈ {0, . . . , k} be h-sets with u(X0) = · · · =
u(Xk) = u, s(X0) = · · · = s(Xk) = s. Let b0 be a horizontal disk in X0 and be be a vertical
disk in Xk. Assume that we have the following chain of covering relations:
X0
g1,w1⇐==⇒ X1 g2,w2⇐==⇒ X2 g3,w3⇐==⇒ . . . gk,wk⇐==⇒ Xk, (2.112)
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for some integers wi ∈ Z∗. Then there exists a point x ∈ int |X0| such that
x = b0(p), for some p ∈ Bu(0, 1),
(gi ◦ gi−1 ◦ · · · ◦ g1)(x) ∈ int |Xi|, i ∈ {1, . . . k},
(gk ◦ gk−1 ◦ · · · ◦ g1)(x) = be(q), for some q ∈ Bs(0, 1).
(2.113)
Proof of Theorem 2.3.8. We will apply Theorem 2.3.9 to a sequence of h-sets Z × ZT ,
X0 × ZT , X1 × ZT , . . . , Xk × ZT and disks b0, be, which we will define later. Observe
that these h-sets have dimension 2u+ s with u exit and u+ s entry directions, except for
Z × ZT , which has u exit and s entry directions.
Let δ ∈ [0, 1]. We define Aδ : Ru → Ru to be a map given by
Aδ(z) = c
−1
Z (δcZ(z)) . (2.114)
The role of Aδ for δ ∈ [0, 1) is to generate an artificial covering between the “parameter”
h-sets ZT . Later in the proof we will pass with δ to 1. For the purpose of this proof we
will overload our notation and denote by Aδ also the map (x, z)→ Aδ(z), x ∈ Rn, z ∈ Ru.
Assume that for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k} we have a covering relation Xi−1 gi(·,z)===⇒ Xi for all
z ∈ |Z|. We will construct a homotopy that establishes a covering relation
Xi−1 × ZT (gi,Aδ),wi======⇒ Xi × ZT (2.115)
for all δ ∈ [0, 1). The required homotopy h˜i : [0, 1]×Bu+s(0, 1)×Bu(0, 1)→ R2u+s will be a
composition of a deformation retraction of Zc onto 0 with the homotopy hi = hi(ξ, x, z)|z=0
from the definition of covering by gi(·, z). The formula for h˜i is given by
h˜i(ξ, x, z) =
{
(gc (x,A1−2ξ(z)) , (1− 2ξ)δz) , for ξ ∈ [0, 1/2],
(hi(2ξ − 1, x, 0), 0) , for ξ ∈ [1/2, 1].
(2.116)
It is clear that h˜i satisfies condition (2.13), (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16), since hi(·, ·, z)
does for all z ∈ |Z|.
By the same argument we obtain a covering relation
Z × ZT Wδ,w0====⇒ X0 × ZT . (2.117)
with Wδ : Z × ZT → R2u+s given by Wδ(z1, z2) = (W (z1), Aδ(z1)).
Now assume that δ ∈ (0, 1) and for some i we have a backcovering Xi−1 gi(·,z),wi⇐==== Xi for
all z ∈ |Z|. We now want to verify a backcovering relation
Xi−1 × ZT (gi,Aδ),wi======⇒ Xi × ZT . (2.118)
In other words we need to construct a homotopy h˜i that establishes a covering relation
Z×XTi
(A 1
δ
,g−1i ),wi
======⇒ Z×XTi−1. Let hi be a homotopy for the covering relation XTi
g−1i (·,z),wi======⇒
XTi−1. It can be easily checked that the homotopy given by h˜i(ξ, x, z) = (
1
δ z, hi(ξ, x))
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satisfies conditions (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), and condition (2.16) follows from the product
property of the Brouwer degree (A7).
From the above considerations we obtain a following chain of covering relations
Z × ZT Wδ,w0====⇒ X0 × ZT (g1,Aδ),w1⇐=====⇒ X1 × ZT (g2,Aδ),w2⇐=====⇒ . . . (gk,Aδ),wk⇐=====⇒ Xk × ZT . (2.119)
We define a horizontal disk b0 in Z×ZT by b0(p) =
(
c−1Z (p), c
−1
ZT
(0)
)
, p ∈ Bu(0, 1) and
a map be : Bs(0, 1) × Bu(0, 1) → Xk × ZT by be(q1, q2) =
(
b
(
q1, c
−1
Z (q2)
)
, c−1
ZT
(q2)
)
. The
map be is a vertical disk and the required homotopy hˆe is given by
hˆe(ξ, q1, q2) =
{
(bc(q1, (1− 2ξ)q2), q2) , for ξ ∈ [0, 1/2],
(he(2ξ − 1, q1, 0), q2) , for ξ ∈ [1/2, 1],
(2.120)
where he(·, ·, 0) is the homotopy from the definition of the vertical disk b
(
q1, c
−1
Z (0)
)
.
By Theorem 2.3.9, for all δ ∈ (0, 1) there exists a solution
x(δ) = (z−1, z0, . . . , zk, x0, . . . , xk−1, xs)(δ) (2.121)
in int |Z|k+1 × int |X0| × · · · × int |Xk| ×Bs(0, 1) to the following system
W (z−1)− x0 = 0,
Aδ(z−1)− z0 = 0,
g1(x0, z0)− x1 = 0,
Aδ(z0)− z1 = 0,
g2(x1, z1)− x1 = 0,
Aδ(z1)− z2 = 0,
. . .
gk(xk−1, zk−1)− b(xs, zk) = 0,
Aδ(zk−1)− zk = 0.
(2.122)
Denote the right-hand side of (2.122) by Fδ. Clearly Fδ depends continuously on the
coefficients, hence for δ = 1 there exists a solution x¯ := x(1) ∈ |Z|k+1× |X0| × · · · × |Xk| ×
Bs(0, 1) of the following system
W (z−1)− x0 = 0,
g1(x0, z0)− x1 = 0,
g2(x1, z1)− x1 = 0,
. . .
gk(xk−1, zk−1)− b(xs, zk) = 0,
z−1 = z0 = z1 = · · · = zk.
(2.123)
Setting z¯ := z−1 proves our assertion.
Our next theorem is designed for connecting orbits of vector fields and allows for use of
isolating segments.
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Theorem 2.3.10. Let
x˙ = f(x, z), x ∈ RN , z ∈ Ru (2.124)
be an ODE given by a smooth parameter-dependent vector field f : RN+u → RN , u < N .
Let Z be an h-set in Ru such that u(Z) = u, s(Z) = 0. Let x1 = x1(z), x2 = x2(z) be (not
necessarily distinct) equilibrium points of (2.124). Assume that we are given a sequence
{Σi}ki=0, k ∈ N of transversal sections for (2.124) for all z ∈ |Z| and a family of h-sets
X = {Xi : |Xi| ⊂ Σi, i = 0, . . . , k}, (2.125)
with u(X0) = · · · = u(Xk) = u and s(X0) = · · · = s(Xk) = s. Moreover, we assume that
the unstable manifold of x1 has an intersection point with Σ0, denoted by W
u
x1,Σ0
(z), that
varies continuously with z ∈ |Z| and Z W ux1,Σ0-covers X0 with degree w0 ∈ Z∗; and that for
each z ∈ |Z| there is a vertical disk b(·, z) in Xk, such that all points in the image of b(·, z)
belong to the stable manifold of x2, and b is continuous as a map from Bs(0, 1)× |Z| to
|Xk|.
Suppose that for each two consecutive h-sets Xi−1, Xi ∈ X we have one of the following:
• there exists a (parameter-dependent) Poincare´ map Pi(·, z) : Ωi−1 × |Z| → Σi with
Ωi−1 ⊂ Σi−1 and an integer wi ∈ Z∗ such that
Xi−1
Pi(·,z),wi⇐=====⇒ Xi ∀z ∈ |Z|. (2.126)
• there exists a segment Si between Σi−1 and Σi, such that XSi,in = Xi−1 and XSi,out =
Xi and Si is an isolating segment for all z ∈ |Z|.
Then there exists a z¯ ∈ |Z|, such that the solution x(t) to (2.124) with parameter z set to z¯
and initial condition W ux1,Σ0(z¯) satisfies the following
• x(t) passes consecutively through the supports of all Xi’s,
• whenever Xi−1 and Xi are connected by an isolating segment as its front and rear
faces, respectively, x(t) passes through S0i ;
• the image of x(·) intersects with the image of b(·, z¯),
In other words, x(t) forms a connecting orbit between x1 and x2 and a homoclinic orbit iff
x1(z¯) = x2(z¯).
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 2.3.2. We apply Theo-
rem 2.2.10, and for each z ∈ |Z| we obtain a chain of covering relations
X0
g1(·,z),w1⇐=====⇒ X1 g2(·,z),w2⇐=====⇒ X2 g3(·,z),w3⇐=====⇒ . . . gk(·,z),wk⇐=====⇒ Xk, (2.127)
where gi(·, z) = Pi(·, z) or gi(·, z) = Ri(·, z), Ri being the diffeomorphism given by Theo-
rem 2.2.10 associated with the segment Si.
Observe that each Pi appearing in the chain is continuous on Σi−1 × |Z| as a Poincare´
map with parameter dependence as we can add the parameter as an additional variable
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of zero velocity to the vector field; same considerations hold for maps P−1i and Ri (by
the proof of Theorem 2.2.10 Ri’s are Poincare´ maps of a vector field). In particular, the
degrees wi are independent of z, by continuity of the Brouwer degree (A3). Theorem 2.3.8
can be now applied to the chain (2.127), the family of vertical disks b(·, z) and the map
W ux1,Σ0 (which takes the role of W in assumptions of Theorem 2.3.8).
From assertion of Theorem 2.3.8 we obtain a z¯ ∈ |Z| and a sequence {xi : xi ∈ |Xi|, i =
0, . . . , k} such that
W ux1,Σ0(z¯) = x0,
gi(xi−1, z¯) = xi for i ∈ 1, . . . , k,
xk ∈ b(Bs(0, 1), z¯).
(2.128)
Now we need to show that x0, x1, . . . , xk are consequent points of a true solution to
x˙ = f(x, z¯). We will repeat the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.2. Suppose
that for certain i’s we have gi = Ri. Since xi−1 ∈ |Xi−1| and xi ∈ |Xi|, we obtain that
xi−1 ∈ S0i−1, hence, by assertion of Theorem 2.2.10 the points xi−1 and xi indeed belong
to a solution of x˙ = f(x, z¯).
Similarly as in the case of Theorem 2.3.2 for periodic orbits, Theorem 2.3.10 is stated
only for future reference. We will now state and prove the theorem which is applicable to
the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation and uses the fast-slow switch (see Subsection 2.2.1.1).
Theorem 2.3.11. Let
x˙ = f(x, z), x ∈ R3, z ∈ R (2.129)
be an ODE given by a smooth parameter-dependent vector field f : R3 × R→ R3. Let Z
be an h-set in R such that u(Z) = 1, s(Z) = 0 and let x1 = x1(z), x2 = x2(z) be (not
necessarily distinct) equilibrium points of (2.129). Assume that we are given a sequence
{Σi}ki=0, k ∈ N of transversal sections for (2.129) for all z ∈ |Z| and that we have a family
of h-sets
X = {Xi : |Xi| ⊂ Σi, i = 0, . . . , k}, (2.130)
with u(X0) = · · · = u(Xk) = 1 and s(X0) = · · · = s(Xk) = 1. Moreover, we assume that
the unstable manifold of x1 has an intersection point with Σ0, denoted by W
u
x1,Σ0
(z), that
varies continuously with z ∈ |Z| and Z W ux1,Σ0-covers X0 with degree w0 ∈ Z∗; and that for
each z ∈ |Z| there is a vertical disk b(·, z) in Xk, such that all points in the image of b(·, z)
belong to the stable manifold of x2, and b is continuous as a map from Bs(0, 1)× |Z| to
|Xk|.
Suppose that for each two consecutive h-sets Xi−1, Xi ∈ X we have one of the following:
• there exists a (parameter-dependent) Poincare´ map Pi(·, z) : Ωi−1 × |Z| → Σi with
Ωi−1 ⊂ Σi−1 and
Xi−1
Pi(·,z),wi⇐=====⇒ Xi ∀z ∈ |Z|. (2.131)
• there exists a segment Si between Σi−1 and Σi, such that XSi,in = Xi−1 and XSi,out =
Xi and Si is an isolating segment for all z ∈ |Z|.
• there exists a segment Si between Σi−1 and Σi such that XSi,in = Xi−1, the segment
Si is an isolating segment for all z ∈ |Z|, and either XSi,lu = Xi or XSi,ru = Xi;
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• there exists a segment Si between Σi−1 and Σi such that XSi,out = Xi, the segment
Si is an isolating segment for all z ∈ |Z|, and either XSi,ls = Xi−1 or XSi,rs = Xi−1.
Then there exists a z¯ ∈ |Z| such that the solution x(t) to (2.129) with parameter z set to z¯
and initial condition W ux1,Σ0(z¯) satisfies the following
• x(t) passes consecutively through the supports of all Xi’s,
• whenever Xi−1 and Xi are connected by an isolating segment as its front and rear
faces, respectively, x(t) passes through S0i ;
• the image of x(·) intersects with the image of b(·, z¯),
In other words, x(t) forms a connecting orbit between x1 and x2 and a homoclinic orbit iff
x1(z¯) = x2(z¯).
Proof. We perform the same replacement procedure as in the first part of the proof of
Theorem 2.3.5, but the new isolating segments and covering relations have to be valid for
the whole range of parameter z ∈ |Z|. This is possible, since |Z| is compact.
We apply Theorems 2.2.10, 2.2.15, 2.2.16 and obtain a chain of covering relations
X˜0
g1(·,z),w1⇐=====⇒ X˜1 g2(·,z),w2⇐=====⇒ X˜2 g3(·,z),w3⇐=====⇒ . . . gk(·,z),wk⇐=====⇒ X˜k, ∀z ∈ |Z|, (2.132)
where for each gi we have one of the following:
• gi = Pi,
• gi = Ri, with Ri given by Theorem 2.2.10,
• gi = ESi ,
• gi = E−1STi ,
for each z ∈ |Z|.
From now the proof continues in the same way as the proof of Theorem 2.3.10. We obtain
a z¯ ∈ |Z| and a sequence of points {xi : xi ∈ intXi, i = 1, . . . , k} such that gi(xi−1, z¯) = xi,
W ux1,Σ0(z¯) = x0 and xk ∈ b
(
B1(0, 1), z¯
)
. By the same argument as in Theorem 2.3.10 the
sequence lies on a true trajectory of the flow, hence it forms a connecting orbit.
Similarly as with Theorem 2.3.5, the formulation of Theorem 2.3.11 is not aimed at full
generality and one can produce similar theorems for one expanding and arbitrary number
of contracting directions or vice versa.
3
Traveling waves in the FitzHugh-Nagumo
model
3.1 Local estimates for the stable and the unstable manifold of
the zero equilibrium
The purpose of this section is to give proofs of existence and rigorous local bounds
on the position of the stable manifold and the unstable manifold of the zero equilibrium
in the FitzHugh-Nagumo system (1.12). For  > 0, θ > 0 and other parameters given
in (1.13) this equilibrium is hyperbolic, with one repelling and two attracting directions.
For such parameter choices x0 = (0, 0, 0) is a saddle point of the fast subsystem, hence
the second entry direction is spanned by the slow part of the vector field (more precisely,
by the direction tangent to the slow manifold at the equilibrium, as we will observe in
Remark 3.1.3).
The abstract topological-geometric approach to computation of unstable and stable
manifolds of equilibria has been summarized in Subsections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3.2. Eventually
we want to apply Theorem 2.1.25 and conclude that the unstable manifold W uBu(x0) and
the stable manifold W sBs(x0) are horizontal and vertical disks for some isolating blocks Bu,
Bs. Observe that by this theorem a single isolating block satisfying the cone conditions
gives information about both the stable and the unstable manifold. However, it is more
profitable to construct separate blocks for each of them. For example, for the unstable
manifold it is desirable to have the size of the block in the entry direction small, as this
gives tighter bounds. At the same time we would like the block to be wide in the exit
direction, so we can propagate the manifold far from the equilibrium point. An analogous
principle applies to the stable manifold block.
For a hyperbolic equilibrium point of an ODE it is reasonable to expect that verification
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of assumptions of Theorem 2.1.25 in interval arithmetics will succeed, see Theorem 26
in [77]. However, our parameter range of interest is  ∈ (0, 0] and a direct evaluation of
cone conditions and isolation inequalities in interval arithmetics for such range will fail, as
for the adjacent parameter value  = 0 the equilibrium loses hyperbolicity and the stable
manifold degenerates to one dimension. Therefore we need to prepare the equations and
factor out  from the slow part of the vector field before applying interval verification. For
the isolation inequalities we do this in a similar way as for the isolating segments – we
divide the slow velocity by  before checking isolation on the faces given by fixing the slow
direction coordinate. To verify the cone conditions we use an -dependent cone field, which
amplifies the slow velocities to be of magnitude of the fast ones.
We will formulate the assumptions in a semi-general setting. Consider a fast-slow
system given by
p˙ = f(p, q),
q˙ = g(p, q)
(3.1)
where p = (p1, p2) ∈ R2, q ∈ R, f , g are smooth functions of (p, q) and 0 <   1
is the small parameter. We will denote the vector field by F = (f, g). We do not
assume the dependence of f , g on  as it is not the case in the FitzHugh-Nagumo system
and it would obscure the exposition; however the method can certainly be adapted to
the -dependent case, under some additional assumptions. Let (0, 0, 0) be an exact or
approximate equilibrium of interest of (3.1) – this is not a restriction as we can always
move other equilibria to the origin by a translation of the coordinate system.
Suppose the equilibrium appears to have the following properties:
(E1) (0, 0) is a hyperbolic equilibrium of the fast subsystem p˙ = f(p, 0), in particular
df
dp(0, 0) has one positive eigenvalue λu and one negative eigenvalue λs,
(E2) Let ~T be a vector tangent to the slow manifold at (0, 0). To focus our attention let
us choose ~T in a way that its last coordinate is equal to 1. Then the directional
derivative ∇~T g(0, 0) := 〈∇g(0, 0), ~T 〉 is negative.
We will argue that the above conditions imply the existence of a two-dimensional stable
and one-dimensional unstable manifold of the zero equilibrium point for  ∈ (0, 0], 0 small
enough. We emphasize that we do not actually verify rigorously neither (E1) nor (E2);
for our proofs we only need to check isolation inequalities and cone conditions for blocks
around the equilibrium. However, throughout this section we will argue that if these two
conditons hold, then verification of isolation inequalities and cone conditions will succeed
for  > 0 and block sizes small enough. As a consequence, if nonrigorous computations
suggest that (E1) and (E2) hold, then we expect to succeed with our methods.
In further considerations it will be important that the slow direction remains unchanged
in the block coordinates. Therefore we introduce the concept of an admissible linear change
of coordinates.
Definition 3.1.1. Let A = {ai,j}3i,j=1 be a 3× 3 matrix. We say that A is admissible if
detA 6= 0 and a3,1 = a3,2 = 0.
Let us observe that in isolating segments we employ a similar, affine condition (2.58)
for changing coordinates in the central direction.
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Remark 3.1.2. If A is an admissible matrix then A−1 is admissible.
Our goal is to define an h-set B (in the max norm), which will form the isolating block
with cones, as follows. We will set u(B) = 1, s(B) = 2 and require that the change of
coordinates cB is linear, admissible and brings the linear part of (3.1) with  = 0 to an
approximate diagonal form. In other words cB will satisfy
cB ◦DF0|(p,q)=(0,0) ◦ c−1B ≈
 λu 0 00 λs 0
0 0 0
 . (3.2)
Remark 3.1.3. To comply with (3.2) the columns of c−1B should be chosen as the (ap-
proximate) eigenvectors of DF0|(p,q)=(0,0). The two eigenvectors corresponding to the two
non-zero eigenvalues can be formed by adding zeros to the approximate eigenvectors of
Df |p=0, which, via Remark 3.1.2, implies the admissibility of cB. Assuming the equilibrium
is at (0, 0), the third eigenvalue is 0 and ~T is the corresponding eigenvector. This follows
from taking the derivative ddq on both sides of the equality
(F0 ◦ C0)(q) = 0, (3.3)
where C0(q) = (p(q), q) is the local parametrization of the slow manifold near the equilib-
rium, given by the implicit function theorem.
Let us emphasize at this point that the h-set B, which will form an isolating block is
independent of  and will serve for the whole range  ∈ (0, 0]. However, the associated
cone field will depend on .
In further considerations, without loss of generality we will assume that cB and c
−1
B
have the form
cB =

1
δu
0 0
0 1δs 0
0 0 1δy
 ◦
 . . .
0 0 1
 .
c−1B =
 . . .
0 0 1
 ◦
 δu 0 00 δs 0
0 0 δy
 ,
(3.4)
where δu, δs, δy ∈ R+ are some constants which emphasize that we can adjust the size
proportions between the directions of the block.
From now on the new coordinates will be denoted by [xu, xs, y]
T = cB([p1, p2, q]
T ) and
we will label the projections onto xu, xs, y by piu, pis, piy, respectively.
3.1.1 Verification of isolation inequalities
Lemma 3.1.4. Let  be greater than 0, B be an h-set with u(B) = 1, s(B) = 2 and let cB
be admissible. Assume the following conditions hold
±piu(cB ◦ F ◦ c−1B )
({±1} × [−1, 1]2) > 0 (3.5)
±pis(cB ◦ F ◦ c−1B ) ([−1, 1]× {±1} × [−1, 1]) < 0 (3.6)
±(g ◦ c−1B )
(
[−1, 1]2 × {±1}) < 0. (3.7)
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Then the h-set B is an isolating block for (3.1).
Proof. It is immediately clear that conditions (3.5), (3.6) and the following condition
± piy(cB ◦ F ◦ c−1B )([−1, 1]2 × {±1}) < 0. (3.8)
are the isolation inequalities (B1), (B2), with xu serving as the exit variable, and xs, y as
the entry variables. Inequalities (3.8) are equivalent to (3.7) since cB is admissible and ,
δy are greater than 0.
Remark 3.1.5. For the choice of cB described in Remark 3.1.3 verification of (3.5)
and (3.6) will be easy for small ranges of , as in new coordinates the system is approximately
diagonalized. From admissibility of cB it follows that the condition (3.7) will hold if δy,
the ratios δu/δy, δs/δy and the (range of) parameter  are small enough – then the first
order approximation of the left-hand side of the inequalities for 0 is 〈∇g(0, 0), δy ~T 〉 < 0,
see Condition (E2). Observe that inequality (3.7) is independent of , unlike (3.8) which
does not hold for  = 0. In consequence, all six inequalities (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) are robust
with respect to  and possible to verify in interval arithmetics by setting  to an interval of
the form [0, 0].
3.1.2 Verification of cone conditions
Lemma 3.1.6. Let  be greater than 0, B be an isolating block with u(B) = 1, s(B) = 2,
cB be an admissible linear map and let Q be a quadratic form given by Q(xu, xs, y) =
x2u − x2s − 1y2. Consider the interval matrix
J := Q[DF,c(Bc)] + (Q[DF,c(Bc)])
T , (3.9)
where F,c = cB ◦ F ◦ c−1B , Bc = [−1, 1]3.
Assume that all three principal minors of J are positive. Then, there exists a unique
x0 = (p0, q0) ∈ int |B| such that F(x0) = 0. Moreover, W uB(x0) is a horizontal disk in
B satisfying the cone condition and W sB(x0) is a vertical disk in B satisfying the cone
condition.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1.25.
Remark 3.1.7. The last row of Q[DF,c(Bc)] is independent of , since cB is admissible
and g is independent of . This observation is crucial during computation of principal
minors of J in interval arithmetics, as we can evaluate directly the first two rows of
Q[DF,c(Bc)] for  ∈ [0, 0] and the last row is replaced by the last row of (for example)
Q1[DF1,c(Bc)]. Therefore, to check the assumptions of Lemma 3.1.6 for a half-open range
of the form  ∈ (0, 0], it is enough to perform computations on a closed range  = [0, 0].
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Remark 3.1.8. For the choice of admissible cB described in Remark 3.1.3, for small , δu,
δs, δy the matrix J can be approximated as follows
J ≈
 2λu 0 O(
δu
δy
)
0 −2λs O( δsδy )
O( δuδy ) O(
δs
δy
) −2∇g(0, 0) · ~T
 . (3.10)
Due to (E2) and for small ratios δu/δy, δs/δy we therefore expect all three principal minors
to be positive.
Remark 3.1.9. To verify the existence of the homoclinic orbit in the FitzHugh-Nagumo
system (1.12) we will perform a “shooting” with parameter θ procedure, given by Theo-
rem 2.3.11. For that reason, we will need to verify the existence of stable and unstable
manifolds in a single block, not only for a half-open range of , but simultaneously for a
(small) range [θl, θr]. To achieve that, we will build a suitable block based on diagonalization
of F0 for just one value of θ ∈ [θl, θr]. For such block, and the range [θl, θr] small enough,
we expect conditions (3.6), (3.5), (3.7) and (3.9) to persist, since they are based only on
an approximate diagonalization of the system, and given by strong inequalities.
3.2 Model examples
The purpose of this section is to discuss model examples of fast-slow systems, which share
some qualitative properties with the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations. In our examples we will
carry out a pen-and-paper construction of the chains of covering relations and isolating
segments necessary to prove periodic and homoclinic orbits.
The contents of this section are by no means necessary to prove the main Theorems 1.2.1,
1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.2.4; the proofs of these theorems are computer assisted and described in
Section 3.3. Instead, our goal is to argue that an approach based on Theorem 2.3.5 and
Theorem 2.3.11 will succeed, thanks to the analytical properties of the singularly perturbed
system.
3.2.1 The periodic orbit
The model example for the periodic orbit is given by a fast-slow ODE
x˙ = f(x, y, ),
y˙ = g(x, y, ),
(3.11)
where x ∈ R2, y ∈ R, f, g are smooth functions of (x, y, ) and 0 <   1 is the small
parameter. We will also write x = (x1, x2) to denote the respective fast coordinates. We
will denote the projections onto x1, x2, y by pix1 , pix2 , piy, respectively.
We will use the notion of the unstable/stable manifold of branches of the slow manifold
in (3.11) for  = 0; by that we will mean the union of unstable/stable manifolds of the
equilibria forming a given branch.
We make the following assumptions:
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(P1) we have two branches of the slow manifold Λ±1, that coincide with {0} × {1} × R
and {0} × {−1} × R respectively1. Both are hyperbolic with one expanding and
one contracting direction, and the vector field in their neighborhoods U±1 is of the
following form:
f(x, y, 0) = A±1(y)(x∓ [0, 1]T ) + h±1(x, y), (3.12)
∃˜0 > 0 : 0 < δ±1 ≤ ±g(x, y, ) ≤ δ−1±1 , (x, y) ∈ U±1,  ∈ (0, ˜0]. (3.13)
The functions A±1, h±1 are assumed to be smooth and to have the following properties
A±1(y) =
[
λu,±1(y) 0
0 λs,±1(y)
]
, (3.14)
−δ−1±1 ≤ λs,±1(y) ≤ −δ±1 < 0 < δ±1 ≤ λu,±1(y) ≤ δ−1±1 , (3.15)
h±1(x, y)
||x− (0,±1)||
x→(0,±1)−−−−−−→ 0 ∀y. (3.16)
The values δ±1 > 0 are some constant bounds, which in particular do not depend on
neither  nor y.
(P2) For the parameterized family of the fast subsystems we have two parameters y∗, y∗,
without loss of generality assumed to be equal to ∓1, for which there exists a
transversal heteroclinic connection between the equilibria (0,−1) and (0, 1) in the
first case, and (0, 1) and (0,−1) in the second. That means: given any two one-
dimensional transversal sections Σf,±1 for the fast subsystems for y = ±1 which have
a nonempty, transversal intersection with the heteroclinic orbits, the maps Ψ±1 given
by
Ψ±1 : y →W u±1,Σf,±1(y)−W s∓1,Σf,±1(y) ∈ R (3.17)
have zeroes and a non-zero derivative at y = ±1.
Here W u±1,Σ(y) and W
s
±1,Σ(y) denote the first intersections between the appropriate
branches2 of the unstable/stable manifolds of the equilibria (0,±1) with a given
section Σ in the section coordinates.
(P3) Denote the points (0,−1,−1), (0, 1,−1), (0, 1, 1), (0,−1, 1) by Γα, α ∈ I = {dl,
ul, ur, dr}3, respectively and set  = 0. For each α ∈ I there exists a neighborhood Vα
of Γα, such that if Λ±1∩Vα is the part of the slow manifold contained in Vα, then the
part of its unstable manifold contained in Vα coincides with the plane R× {±1} ×R,
and the part of the stable manifold contained in Vα - with the plane {0} × R × R.
Without loss of generality we can have
⋃
α∈I Vα ⊂ (U−1 ∪ U1).
1One expects that the branches would actually connect with each other, but we bear in mind that this
is a model example and the fold points are of no interest to us.
2To not complicate further the notation, we make an implicit assumption that only one pair of branches
cross in each of the two subsystems and only refer to them.
3 Index letters in I stand for up/down and left/right and refer to positions of the points in the (y, x2)
plane, see Figure 3.1.
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Assumptions that provide us with straightened coordinates are used mostly to simplify
the exposition. It is our impression that the Fenichel theory, and in particular the
Fenichel normal form around the slow manifold are well-suited for verifying such conditions,
see [23,44].
Theorem 3.2.1. Under assumptions (P1)-(P3), there exists an 0 > 0 and six sets forming
isolating segments for (3.11) for  ∈ (0, 0]:
• Su, Sd - two “long” isolating segments positioned around the branches Λ±1 of the
slow manifold;
• Sα, α ∈ I - four short “corner” isolating segments, each containing the respective
point Γα;
along with the associated transversal sections of the form ΣS∗,in,ΣS∗,out, with
u(Sdl) = s(Sdl) = u(Sdr) = s(Sdr)
= u(Sul) = s(Sul) = u(Sur) = s(Sur)
= u(Su) = s(Su) = u(Sd) = s(Sd)
= 1.
(3.18)
Moreover, for the h-sets defined by isolating segments we have
XSu,out = XSur,in, (3.19)
XSdr,out = XSd,in, (3.20)
XSd,out = XSdl,in, (3.21)
XSul,out = XSu,in, (3.22)
and the collection
XFHN,P =
{XSu,in, XSu,out, XSur,lu, XSdr,rs,
XSd,in, XSd,out, XSdl,ru, XSul,ls, XSu,in}
(3.23)
satisfies assumptions of Theorem 2.3.5 for  ∈ (0, 0]. In particular we have the following
covering relations among the h-sets not connected by an isolating segment:
XSdl,ru
PL===⇒ XSul,ls, (3.24)
XSur,lu
PR===⇒ XSdr,rs, (3.25)
where P∗ are Poincare´ maps between the respective h-sets and transversal sections containing
the next h-set.
As a consequence there exists a periodic solution of the system for these parameter
values.
The conclusion of the theorem is portrayed in Figure 3.1. We break the proof into
two parts, first we prove the existence of the corner isolating segments and coverings as a
separate lemma.
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Λ1
Λ−1
PL PR
Su
Sd
Sur
Sul
Sdl
Sdr
y∗ y∗y
x1, x2
Figure 3.1: Isolating segments and Poincare´ maps in the model example for the periodic
orbit, the sequence of h-sets plotted in red.
Lemma 3.2.2. Consider the system (3.11). For  ∈ (0, ¯0], ¯0 > 0 small there exist two
transversal sections of the form
ΣL := {(x1, x2, y) : x2 = 1− εL} ∩ V˜ul ⊂ Vul,
ΣR := {(x1, x2, y) : x2 = −1 + εR} ∩ V˜dr ⊂ Vdr,
(3.26)
V˜ul, V˜dr being neighborhoods of Γul and Γdr and four isolating segments Sdl, Sul, Sur, Sdr
as specified in Theorem 3.2.1 such that
|XSul,ls| ⊂ ΣL,
|XSdr,rs| ⊂ ΣR,
(3.27)
and there are coverings
XSdl,ru
PL===⇒ XSul,ls, (3.28)
XSur,lu
PR===⇒ XSdr,rs. (3.29)
Moreover, the sections Σ∗ and the segments S∗ are -independent, and given a maximal
diameter diammax > 0 they can be chosen so that
diam(S∗) < diammax . (3.30)
Proof. We focus first on the “left” part of the picture, since all arguments for the “right”
part are symmetric and independent. Without loss of generality we can assume the crossing
of the unstable and stable manifolds near the point Γul occurs for x2 − 1 negative and
take εL > 0. For εL and  small enough, condition (P1) implies that the linear part of the
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vector field dominates the higher order terms h±1, so after having set a sufficiently small
neighborhood V˜ul the section ΣL is transversal.
The construction of the isolating segments Sul, Sdl is also enabled by (P1). Because we
already work in straightened coordinates, their supports can be chosen to be of the form:
|Sdl| = [−εL, εL]× [−1− δs,dl,−1 + δs,dl]× [−1− δu,dl,−1 + δu,dl],
|Sul| = [−δu,ul, δu,ul]× [1− εL, 1 + εL]× [−1− δs,ul,−1 + δs,ul],
u(Sdl) = s(Sdl) = u(Sul) = s(Sdl) = 1,
(3.31)
where the constants δs,dl, δu,dl, δs,ul, δu,ul will be fixed later in the proof. The changes
of coordinates cSdl , cSul are defined as a translation of the cuboids to the origin of the
coordinate system composed with rescaling to [−1, 1]2× [0, 1]. We label the first coordinate
as exit, second as entry, third central. Again, if εL, δs,dl, δu,dl, δu,ul, δs,ul are small, then
the linear part of the vector field dominates the nonlinear part and conditions (S2b), (S3b)
are satisfied for  = 0 and for  > 0 small. Since our change of coordinates is of the form
as in (2.58), for  > 0 small (S1a) follows from the inequalities (3.13).
We can now move on to proving the covering relation (3.28). The supports of the h-sets
XSdl,ru, XSul,ls are of the form:
|XSdl,ru| = {εL} × [−1− δs,dl,−1 + δs,dl]× [−1− δu,dl,−1 + δu,dl],
|XSul,ls| = [−δu,ul, δu,ul]× {1− εL} × [−1− δs,ul,−1 + δs,ul].
(3.32)
In XSdl,ru the x2 variable takes the role of the entry variable and y takes the role of the
exit one; in XSul,ls the variable x1 is exit and y is entry.
Since covering relations are robust with respect to perturbations of the vector field (see
Theorem 13 in [80]) it is enough to show them for  = 0. From (P2) and (P3) we know that
PL(εL,−1,−1) = (0, 1− εL,−1),
d
dy
pix1PL(εL,−1,−1) 6= 0,
(3.33)
and without loss of generality let us assume that pix1PL is increasing in the neighborhood
of the point (εL,−1,−1). That is already enough to generate two h-sets with a covering
relation between them. The procedure is as follows:
• fix some δs,ul > 0.
• To comply with the covering condition (C1) from Lemma 2.1.10 choose δs,dl > 0 and
δu,dl > 0 so that
piyPL(|XSul,ls|) ⊂ (−1− δs,ul,−1 + δs,ul). (3.34)
Now, provided δs,dl and δu,dl were chosen small enough, from (3.33) there exists
εul > 0 such that
pix1PL ({εL} × [−1− δs,dl,−1 + δs,dl]× {−1− δu,dl}) < εul < 0,
pix1PL ({εL} × [−1− δs,dl,−1 + δs,dl]× {−1 + δu,dl}) > εul > 0.
(3.35)
• To fulfill (C2) it is enough to choose δu,ul ≤ εul.
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It is clear that we can choose εL small enough and then perform the procedure above with
δ’s small in a way, that the diameter constriction (3.30) is satisfied.
The same procedure is repeated for the isolating segments Sur, Sdr; we will only
introduce the notation for these segments, as they will be used later in the main part of
the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. Similarly to the left side segments, we define them by giving
the cuboid supports
|Sur| = [−εR, εR]× [1− δs,ur, 1 + δs,ur]× [1− δu,ur, 1 + δu,ur],
|Sdr| = [−δu,dr, δu,dr]× [−1− εR,−1 + εR]× [1− δs,dr, 1 + δs,dr],
u(Sur) = s(Sur) = u(Sdr) = s(Sdr) = 1,
(3.36)
and the coordinate changes cSur , cSdr are again simple translations and rescalings to
[−1, 1]2 × [0, 1], so the first variable in the supports is the exit one and the second is entry.
The supports of h-sets of interest XSur,lu, XSur,rs are as follows:
|XSur,lu| = {−εR} × [1− δs,ur, 1 + δs,ur]× [1− δu,ur, 1 + δu,ur],
|XSdr,rs| = [−δu,dr, δu,dr]× {−1 + εR} × [−1− δs,dr,−1 + δs,dr].
(3.37)
We will not go into details of determining δu,ur, δs,ur, δu,dr, δs,dr and εR - the procedure is
exactly the same as for the left side segments. The variable y is the exit variable and x2 is
the entry variable in XSur,lu; as for XSdr,rs, x1 is the exit one and y is entry.
By taking the minimum of all upper bounds on ’s throughout this lemma we obtain ¯0
and the proof is complete.
We can now return to proving Theorem 3.2.1. We import all the notation from the proof
of the Lemma 3.2.2 and in particular assume that the isolating segments Sdl, Sul, Sur, Sdr
and the respective h-sets can be chosen to be of the form given therein.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. From Lemma 3.2.2 for any given maximal corner segment diameter
diammax > 0 we obtain a bound ¯0 on ’s and four isolating segments Sdl, Sul, Sur, Sdr
containing the respective points Γα with covering relations between their respective faces.
We set diammax small enough to have
f(x, y, 0) ≈ A1(y)(x− [0, 1]T ), (x, y) ∈ conv(|Sul| ∪ |Sur|), (3.38)
f(x, y, 0) ≈ A−1(y)(x+ [0, 1]T ), (x, y) ∈ conv(|Sdl| ∪ |Sdr|), (3.39)
so the higher order terms h can be assumed negligible when checking the isolation inequali-
ties in these neighborhoods.
Given our four corner isolating segments we are left with construction of two isolating
segments Su and Sd which connect the pairs Sul, Sur and Sdr, Sdl respectively. We will
only construct Su, the case of Sd is analogous. The strategy is to first connect the pairs by
segments, then, if necessary, decrease ¯0 to some smaller 0 to obtain isolation.
We introduce the following notation for rectangular sets around the upper branch of
the slow manifold:
Lu(δu, δs, y) := [−δu, δu]× [1− δs, 1 + δs]× {y}. (3.40)
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We set
au := −1 + δs,ul,
bu := 1− δu,ur,
(3.41)
and we can assume that au < bu. Now, we can define Su as a cuboid stretching from
XSul,out to XSur,in as follows. For the support we put
|Su| :=⋃
ξ∈[0,1]
Lu ((1− ξ)δu,ul + ξδu,ur, (1− ξ)δs,ul + ξδs,ur, (1− ξ)au + ξbu) . (3.42)
We also set u(Su) = s(Su) := 1. There is no need for description of cSu by precise formulas,
so we only mention that it is a composition of
• a diffeomorphism which rescales each fiber Lu(·, y), given by fixing y ∈ [au, bu], to
[−1, 1]× [−1, 1],
• a rescaling in the central, y direction from [au, bu] to [au, au + 1],
• a translation to the origin of the coordinate system.
As with the corner segments, x1 is labeled as the exit direction, x2 as entry, and y as the
central direction. Then one sees that equalities (3.19) and (3.22) are true. Condition (S1a)
is a consequence of inequalities (3.13) for small  , as the change of variables cSu in the
central direction takes the form (2.58). The upper bound for ’s given by ¯0 may need to
be decreased at this step.
It remains to check (S2b) and (S3b) and for that purpose we may need to further
reduce ¯0. Normals to S
−
u pointing outward of |Su| are given by
n−(x, y) =
(
sgnx1, 0,−δu,ur − δu,ul
bu − au
)
. (3.43)
From (3.38), (3.43) and (3.14), (3.15) for (x, y) ∈ S−u we have
〈(f, g), n−〉(x, y, ) ≈ λu,1(y)|x1| − g(x, y, )δu,ur − δu,ul
bu − au
> δ1|x1| − 
δ1
|δu,ur − δu,ul|
bu − au
(3.44)
and the right-hand side is greater than 0 for  ∈ (0, ¯0], ¯0 small enough, see Figure 3.2.
This proves (S2b).
Verifying (S3b) goes along the same lines, the expression for outward normals is
n+(x, y) =
(
0, sgn(x2 − 1),−δs,ur − δs,ul
bu − au
)
, (3.45)
and one readily checks that
〈(f, g), n+〉(x, y, ) ≈ λs,1(y)|x2 − 1| − g(x, y, )δs,ur − δs,ul
bu − au
< −δ1|x2 − 1|+ 
δ1
|δs,ur − δs,ul|
bu − au < 0,  ∈ (0, ¯0],
(3.46)
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dy
dt
dx1
dt
y
x1
Figure 3.2: Isolation in segments around the slow manifold for small . The fast component
of the vector field dominates the slow one and offsets the influence of the slope on isolation
inequalities.
decreasing ¯0 if necessary.
We remark that our proof effectively relies on the fact that the fibers Lu(·, y) form
suitable isolating blocks in the fast subsystem.
The only difference in the construction of Sd is that the recipe for cSd has to include a
flip in the y direction so we can have XSd,in = XSdr,out and XSd,out = XSdr,in. By taking
minimum of all upper bounds for ¯0 throughout the proof we obtain the desired 0.
3.2.2 The homoclinic orbit
We are looking for a codimension one situation, hence we add an additional parameter
θ ∈ R. Our model example is now given by a family of fast-slow systems
x˙ = f(x, y, θ, ),
y˙ = g(x, y, θ, ).
(3.47)
where x ∈ R2, y ∈ R, f, g are smooth functions of (x, y, θ, ) and 0 <   1 is the small
parameter. As in the previous example we will write x = (x1, x2) to denote the respective
fast coordinates and use the symbols pix1 , pix2 , piy to denote the respective projections.
As in the case of the periodic orbit, by the unstable/stable manifold of a branch of the
slow manifold we will mean the union of the unstable/stable manifolds of the equilibria
forming it.
The counterparts of conditions (P1)-(P3) for the existence of a homoclinic orbit of (3.47)
(in the vicinity of θ = 0 in the parameter space) are as follows:
(H1) we have two branches of the slow manifold Λ±1, that coincide with {0} × {1} × R
and {0} × {−1} ×R, respectively, and their position does not depend on θ. Both are
hyperbolic with one expanding and one contracting direction, and the vector field in
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their neighborhoods U±1 is of the following form:
f(x, y, θ, 0) = A±1(y, θ)(x∓ [0, 1]T ) + h±1(x, y, θ), (3.48)
∃˜0, θ˜0 > 0 : 0 < δ1 ≤ g(x, y, θ, ) ≤ δ−11 , (x, y) ∈ U1, (3.49)
−δ−1−1 < g(x, y, θ, ) < δ−1 < 0, (x, y) ∈ U−1, (3.50)
−δ−1−1 <
∂g(x, y, θ, )
∂y
< −δ−1 < 0, (x, y) ∈ U−1,
∀  ∈ (0, ˜0], θ ∈ [−θ˜0, θ˜0].
(3.51)
The functions A±1, h±1 are assumed to be smooth and to have the following properties
A±1(y, θ) =
[
λu,±1(y, θ) O(θ)
O(θ) λs,±1(y, θ)
]
, (3.52)
−δ−1±1 ≤ λs,±1(y, θ) ≤ −δ±1 < 0 < δ±1 ≤ λu,±1(y, θ) ≤ δ−1±1 , (3.53)
h±1(x, y, θ)
||x− (0,±1)||
x→(0,±1)−−−−−−→ 0, ∀y, θ (3.54)
The values δ±1 > 0 are some constant bounds, which in particular do not depend on
neither , θ, nor y.
(H2) For the parameterized family of fast subsystems, for θ = 0 and y = ∓1 there exist
heteroclinic connections between the equilibria (0,−1) and (0, 1), in the first case,
and (0, 1) and (0,−1) in the second. The connection between (0,−1) and (0, 1) for
y = −1 is assumed to be transversal with respect to θ, and the connection between
(0, 1) and (0,−1) is assumed to be transversal with respect to y. That means: given
any two one-dimensional transversal sections Σf,±1 for the fast subsystems for y = ±1
which have a nonempty, transversal intersection with the heteroclinic orbits, the
maps Ψ±1 given by
Ψ1 : (y, θ)→W u1,Σf,1(y, θ)−W s−1,Σf,1(y, θ) ∈ R,
Ψ−1 : (y, θ)→W u−1,Σf,−1(y, θ)−W s1,Σf,−1(y, θ) ∈ R
(3.55)
satisfy the following:
Ψ1(1, 0) = 0, (3.56)
∂Ψ1
∂y
(1, 0) > 0, (3.57)
Ψ−1(−1, 0) = 0, (3.58)
∂Ψ−1
∂θ
(−1, 0) > 0. (3.59)
Here W u±1,Σ∗(y, θ) and W
s
±1,Σ∗(y, θ) denote the first intersections between the appro-
priate branches of the unstable/stable manifolds of the equilibria (0,±1) with a given
section Σ in the section coordinates.
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(H3) Denote the points (0,−1,−1), (0, 1,−1), (0, 1, 1), (0,−1, 1) by Γα, α ∈ I = {dl,
ul, ur, dr}, respectively. For  = θ = 0, for each α ∈ I there exist respective
neighborhoods Vα of Γα, such that if Λ±1 ∩ Vα is the part of the slow manifold
contained in Vα, then the part of its unstable manifold contained in Vα coincides with
the plane R× {±1} × R, and the part of the stable manifold contained in Vα - with
the plane {0}×R×R. Without loss of generality we can have ⋃α∈I Vα ⊂ (U−1 ∪U1).
(H4) The point Γdl is an equilibrium of the system (3.47) for all θ ∈ R and  ∈ [0, 1]4.
Moreover, its unstable manifold W uΓdl varies continuously with parameters  and θ.
We also assume, that there exists a compact set B containing Γdl in its interior, which
is of the form of a rectangular cuboid [−δx,dl, δx,dl] × [−δx,dl, δx,dl] × [−δy,dl, δy,dl]5,
and satisfies the following:
– given any maximal diameter diammax > 0, the set B can be chosen to satisfy
diam(B) < diammax.
– After fixing its size, B forms an isolating block for (3.47) with u(B) = 1,
s(B) = 2, for all + |θ| small enough and  positive. Its exit direction is spanned
by x1 and its entry directions are spanned by x2, y (so the coordinate change
cB is given by a translation and rescaling).
– W sB(Γdl) is a vertical disk in B varying continuously with  and θ.
Out of these conditions, only the second part of (H4) may seem artificial. In fact,
such conditions can be deduced by equipping B with an -dependent cone field from more
qualitative assumptions (E1) and (E2) given in Section 3.1. For an -independent f and
g the construction of a required block with cones of the form (B,Q) in such scenario is
presented in Subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.
We will denote by XB the two-dimensional rectangular h-set with u(XB) = 1, s(XB) =
1 formed on the face of the block given by [−δx,dl, δx,dl] × [−δx,dl, δx,dl] × {δy,dl}. By
Lemma 2.1.30 applied to the vertical disk W sB(Γdl) ∩ |B| one obtains that W sB(Γdl) ∩ |XB|
is a vertical disk in XB.
For two real numbers θl, θr with θl < 0 < θr, let Z[θl,θr] be a parameter h-set given by
u(Z[θl,θr]) = 1, s(Z[θl,θr]) = 0, |Z[θl,θr]| = [θl, θr] (the coordinate change cZ[θl,θr ] is given by
a rescaling to [−1, 1]).
Theorem 3.2.3. Under assumptions (H1)-(H4), there are values of 0 > 0, θl < 0 < θr,
such that for all  ∈ (0, 0] and θ ∈ [θl, θr] the system (3.47) contains the following ( and
θ-independent) objects:
• an isolating block B given by (H4),
• Su, Sd - two “long” isolating segments positioned around the branches Λ±1 of the
slow manifold;
4It corresponds to the (0, 0, 0) equilibrium of the FitzHugh-Nagumo system (1.12).
5We note, that the witdth in x1 direction is assumed to be the same as in x2 – this will be important
later in view of Remark 3.2.4.
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• Sα, α ∈ I\{dl} - three short “corner” isolating segments, each containing the
respective point Γα;
along with the associated transversal sections of the form ΣS∗,in,ΣS∗,out, with
u(Sdr) = s(Sdr)
= u(Sul) = s(Sul) = u(Sur) = s(Sur)
= u(Su) = s(Su) = u(Sd) = s(Sd)
= 1.
(3.60)
We have the following relations among the h-sets on faces of the respective isolating
segments/blocks:
XSul,out = XSu,in, (3.61)
XSu,out = XSur,in, (3.62)
XSdr,out = XSd,in, (3.63)
XSd,out = XB. (3.64)
The collection of h-sets
XFHN,H =
{Z[θl,θr], XSul,ls, XSu,in,
XSu,out, XSur,lu, XSdr,rs,
XSd,in, XSd,out, XB}
(3.65)
together with the vertical disk satisfies assumptions of Theorem 2.3.5 for  ∈ (0, 0]. In
particular we have the following covering relations among the h-sets not connected by an
isolating segment:
Z[θl,θr]
WuL===⇒ XSul,ls ∀ ∈ (0, 0], (3.66)
XSur,lu
PR===⇒ XSdr,rs ∀ ∈ (0, 0], θ ∈ [θl, θr], (3.67)
where
• W uL : |Z[θl,θr]| → ΣL is a map of argument θ, which (for fixed ) assigns the intersection
point of the appropriate branch of the unstable manifold of Γdl
6 with a section ΣL
containing XSul,ls
• PR is a Poincare´ map from XSur,lu to a transversal section containing XSdr,rs.
As a consequence, there exists a homoclinic loop to Γdl for these parameter values.
The proof is significantly more involved than the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, due to
θ-dependent off-diagonal terms in the diagonalization of the fast subsystem A±1(y, θ)
assumed in (3.52). We need to include these terms, as our model system is assumed to
reflect the qualitative properties of a suitable diagonalization of the FitzHugh-Nagumo
6That means the same branch as in (H2) for  = 0.
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Λ1
Λ−1
WuL PR
Su
Sd
Sur
Sul
(B,Q)
Sdr
y∗ y∗y
x1, x2
Figure 3.3: A schematic drawing for the model example for the homoclinic orbit. An
isolating block with cones (B,Q) gives bounds on the unstable and stable manifold of
the zero equilibrium. The manifolds are connected by a sequence isolating segments and
Poincare´ maps, which forces the existence of the homoclinic orbit; the h-sets forming the
sequence are plotted in red.
system at a particular value of θ. We note, that we have to be careful with decreasing the
range [θl, θr], as it has to be wide enough to generate the covering (3.66).
Due to these difficulties, and because this theorem is not necessary to prove any of the
main theorems in this thesis, we will only sketch its proof without being very formal. We
will focus on these parts, where it significantly differs from the proof of Theorem 3.2.1.
Therefore we suggest to the reader to get acquainted with the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 first.
We start with the following technical remark.
Remark 3.2.4. In the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 isolating segments are essentialy given by
unions of isolating blocks for the fast subsystem x˙ = f(x, y, 0), over the slow variable y.
The isolation inequalities (B1), (B2) (implying (S2b), (S3b) for the segment) are guaranteed
to be satisfied for any rectangular blocks with supports of the form7
(0,±1) + ([−a(y), a(y)]× [−b(y), b(y)]) (3.68)
on compact ranges of y, with a(y), b(y) small, due to the diagonalized form of f .
In our current model example the diagonalization of f at Λ±1 given by A±1 in (3.52)
contains off-diagonal elements, which are small for θ small enough. However, later in
the proofs we will need to decrease the sizes of the blocks after having already fixed the
range θ ∈ [θl, θr]. Whether the isolation inequalities persist will then depend on the ratio
a(y)/b(y); for example when the block is too thin in the exit direction, then (B1) may be
easily violated by the off-diagonal O(θ) term. To prevent that, we a priori restrict ourselves
7The change of variables is given by translation and rescaling, first coordinate exit, second entry.
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to ranges θ ∈ [θl, θr] small enough such that the blocks of the almost square form
(0,±1) + ([−a, a]× [−b, b]) , b ≈ a e.g. |b− a| ≤ a/4 (3.69)
are isolating blocks for a, b small for the fast subsystem
x˙ = f(x, y, θ, 0) (3.70)
for a (wide enough for our further constructions) compact range of y ∈ Y and all θ ∈ [θl, θr].
In fact, given compact ranges A ⊂ R+, Y ⊂ R, we can always find values θl < 0, θr > 0,
such that for all θ ∈ [θl, θr], all y ∈ Y and all (a(y), b(y)) sufficiently small, with
a(y)/b(y) ∈ A, (3.71)
the sets (3.68) form isolating blocks for (3.70), as described above.
First we prove the existence of the corner isolating segments and the proposed covering
relations as a separate lemma.
Lemma 3.2.5. For  ∈ (0, ¯0], ¯0 > 0 small, there exist real numbers θl, θr with θl < 0 < θr
such that for θ ∈ [θl, θr] the system (3.47) possesses:
• two transversal sections of the form
ΣL := {(x1, x2, y) : x2 = 1− εL} ∩ V˜ul ⊂ Vul,
ΣR := {(x1, x2, y) : x2 = −1 + εR} ∩ V˜dr ⊂ Vdr,
(3.72)
V˜ul, V˜dr being neighborhoods of Γul and Γdr;
• three isolating segments Sul, Sur, Sdr, as specified in Theorem 3.2.3 such that
|XSul,ls| ⊂ ΣL,
|XSdr,rs| ⊂ ΣR,
(3.73)
and the following covering relations hold
Z[θl,θr]
WuL===⇒ XSul,ls ∀ ∈ (0, ¯0], (3.74)
XSur,lu
PR===⇒ XSdr,rs ∀ ∈ (0, ¯0], θ ∈ [θl, θr]. (3.75)
Moreover, the sections Σ∗ and the segments S∗ are  and θ-independent and given a
maximal diameter diammax > 0, they can be chosen so that
diam(S∗) < diammax, (3.76)
and the segment Sul is formed by almost square isolating blocks of the fast subsystem, as
described in Remark 3.2.4. In addition, the numbers θl, θr can be chosen to be arbitrarily
small in absolute value, and can be fixed after defining the segments Sur, Sdr.
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Proof. To create the segments Sur, Sdr and generate the covering (3.75) we repeat the
same construction as for the periodic orbit, for θ = 0 and some small range  ∈ (0, ¯0].
Covering relations and isolating segments will persist for |θ| small enough, hence from now
on whenever we consider a small range of θ’s containing 0, we implicitly assume, that it is
taken to be small enough for the above to hold.
Now we will roughly sketch how to construct Sul and generate the covering (3.74). Let
us consider the θ-dependent fast subsystem
x˙ = f(x,−1, θ, 0). (3.77)
From (H1) it follows, that for |θ| small enough the set given by
Σ˜L := {(x1, x2) : x2 = 1− ε˜L} ∩ Vˆul, (3.78)
is a transversal section for some small neighborhood Vˆul of (0, 1), for ε˜L small. Without
loss of generality we can assume the crossing of the unstable and stable manifolds near the
point Γul occurs for x2 − 1 negative and take ε˜L > 0. Moreover, we take ε˜L small enough,
so for all |θ| small and all x in the set B˜ul := (0, 1) + ([−ε˜L, ε˜L]2) the following two hold
• the forward trajectory of x either belongs to the stable manifold of (0, 1) or escapes
B˜ul via the set B˜
−
ul := (0, 1) + ({−ε˜L, ε˜L} × [−ε˜L, ε˜L]).
• the backward trajectory of x either belongs to the unstable manifold of (0, 1) or
escapes B˜ul via the set B˜
+
ul := (0, 1) + ([−ε˜L, ε˜L]× {−ε˜L, ε˜L})
In fact, B˜ul forms an isolating block. The proof that fulfillment of these properties
is possible for a small range of θ follows e.g. from arguments in [77], by equipping B˜ul
with a suitable cone field. In particular, a detailed proof of these properties would use the
characterization of the unstable and stable manifold of a hyperbolic equilibrium as the
forward invariant set of an isolating block with cones, given therein (Lemma 9).
In addition, for |θ| small enough we may ensure that the unstable and stable manifolds
of (0, 1) do not intersect the diagonals {(0, 1) + (±λ, λ) : λ ∈ R} ∩ B˜ul.
We now proceed to construct a range θ ∈ [θl, θr] and a smaller isolating block Bul such
that
• the isolation inequalities for the block hold for all θ’s in the range, so the block Bul
will later be extended to the desired isolating segment Sul;
• the range is wide enough so the θ-dependent unstable manifold W u(0,−1) covers (as
a map of θ ∈ [θl, θr] = |Z[θl,θr]|) the bottom boundary h-set of Bul for θ = θl – this
will generate the covering relation (3.74).
Our reasoning is depicted in Figure 3.4.
First, let us consider the function Ψ−1(−1, ·) given by (H2) for the section Σ˜L .
Without loss of generality we may assume that there exist arbitrarily small in absolute
value parameters θ˜l < 0 and θ˜r > 0 such that Ψ−1(−1, ·) is increasing for θ ∈ [θ˜l, θ˜r].
Therefore W u(0,−1) ∩ B˜ul is in the bottom left quadrant of B˜ul for θ = θl and in the
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W s(0, 1)
Wu(0, 1)
(0, 1)
θl θrθ˜l θ˜r
Wu(0,−1) for fixed θ
D− D+
Bul
B˜ul
x2
x1
Figure 3.4: Shooting with W u(0,−1) to the diagonal of B˜ul.
bottom right quadrant for θ = θr, where the quadrants are the four connected components
of the set B˜ul \ (W uB˜ul(0, 1) ∪W
s
B˜ul
(0, 1)), see Figure 3.4.
We choose two points D± from the two half-diagonals {(0, 1)+(±λ,−λ), λ ∈ R+}∩B˜ul
defined by setting λ := λul, with λul > 0 taken to be small enough such that both of these
points lie closer to (0, 1) than the intersection points of W u(0,−1) with the half-diagonals
for θ = θ˜l, θ˜r.
Let us now consider the bottom left quadrant. The first intersection point of W u(0,−1)
with the section Σ˜L varies continuously with θ ∈ [θ˜l, 0], as does the intersection of the
backward trajectory of D− with Σ˜L (which exists from our previous considerations about
dynamics in B˜ul). However, as θ varies from θ˜l to 0 these two points have to meet, as for
θ = 0 the unstable manifold W u(0,−1) intersects W s(0, 1). Therefore, there must exist a
θl with θ˜l < θl < 0, such that W
u(0,−1) passes through D−. By the same argument there
must exist a θr with 0 < θr < θ˜r such that W
u(0,−1) hits the half-diagonals at D+.
Now we are ready to define an h-set Bul, which will form an isolating block for all
θ ∈ [θl, θr] and give rise to the segment Sul, by setting
|Bul| := (0, 1) + [−λul + εul, λul − εul]× [−λul, λul],
u(Bul) := s(Bul) := 1,
εul > 0 small,
(3.79)
with x1 serving as the exit variable, x2 as entry and the change of coordinates given by a
translation to the origin and rescaling. Indeed, Bul is an isolating block for the whole range
of θ, as it can be chosen to be in an almost square form, as described in Remark 3.2.4.
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We now add the variable y and consider the full system for  = 0, in which the fast
subsystem is embedded. Let us observe, that for a given θ the previously considered
unstable manifold W u(0,−1) from the fast subsystem at y = −1 coincides now with the
unstable manifold W u(Γdl).
We define the section ΣL by setting x2 := 1− λul (i.e. εL := λul). Since Bul forms an
isolating block, this will indeed be a transversal section, when intersected with some small
neighborhood V˜ul of Γul containing [−λul + εul, λul − εul]× {1− λul} × {−1}.
By Definition 2.3.7, Lemma 2.1.10 and previous considerations about the behavior of
W u(0,−1), the h-set Z[θl,θr] W uL -covers the h-set formed from the set
[−λul + εul, λul − εul]× {1− λul} × [−1− δu,ul,−1 + δu,ul] ⊂ ΣL,
δu,ul > 0 small,
(3.80)
by setting the first variable as exit, third as entry, and the change of coordinates as
translation and rescaling. If we define a segment Sul by
|Sul| := |Bul| × [−1− δu,ul,−1 + δu,ul],
u(Sul) := s(Sul) := 1
(3.81)
and the change of coordinates cSul as a translation and rescaling (so x1 is the exit direction,
x2 entry and y is the central one), then the covered h-set is precisely the h-set XSul,ls.
Since Bul is an isolating block for θ ∈ [θl, θr], the segment Sul will form an isolating
segment for any  ∈ (0, ¯0], ¯0 small enough and all θ ∈ [θl, θr], and the covering (3.74) will
persist.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.3. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. We use
Lemma 3.2.5 to perform the following steps:
1. First we construct two isolating segments Sur and Sdr and the isolating block B (for
 > 0 small enough, |θ| small enough), as specified in the statement of the theorem.
The diameters of these sets have to be small enough, so the higher order terms of the
vector field can be assumed to be negligible for checking the isolation inequalities in
convex hulls of
• the segment Sdr and the h-set B,
• the segment Sur and any choice of a small enough segment Sul given by a union
of almost square isolating blocks for the fast subsystem, as in Remark 3.2.4.
2. Then, we fix the range [θl, θr] such that
• the segment Sd connecting Sdr and B and constructed as a union of isolating
blocks, like in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 is an isolating segment for θ ∈ [θl, θr]
and  > 0 small enough;
• for all choices of the isolating segment Sul small enough in diameter, and given
by a union of almost square isolating blocks of the fast subsystem, the segment
Su constructed as a union of isolating blocks (as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1),
connecting Sul and Sur would satisfy the isolation inequalities (S2b) and (S3b)
for θ ∈ [θl, θr] and  = 0 – see Remark 3.2.4.
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3. By possibly further decreasing the range [θl, θr], we construct Sul as specified above
such that Sul forms an isolating segment for  > 0 small, θ ∈ [θl, θr], and the covering
relation (3.66) holds.
4. We connect Sul and Sur by Su, as in the proof Theorem 3.2.1; by previous considera-
tions Su will form an isolating segment for θ ∈ [θl, θr] and  > 0 small enough.
5. Finally, we take the minimum of all upper bounds ¯0 on  to get the desired range
 ∈ (0, 0].
3.3 Descriptions of the computer assisted proofs
Most of the numerical values in this section are given as approximations with 8 significant
digits. An exception to that are the equation parameters, which are exact. Therefore,
computations that are described below are not actually rigorous, but the programs execute
rigorous computations for values close to the ones provided. Actual values in the program
used for rigorous computations are intervals with double precision endpoints – we decided
that writing their binary representations would obscure the exposition. If needed, exact
values can always be retrieved by the reader from the programs. If interval is very narrow
and used to represent only one particular value, such as a coordinate of a point, we just
write a single value instead.
Rigorous and nonrigorous integration, computation of enclosures of Poincare´ maps
defined between affine sections and their derivatives, linear interval algebra and interval
arithmetics is handled by routines from the CAPD library [1] and we do not discuss it here.
For rigorous integration we used the Taylor integrator provided in CAPD.
The source code executing the proofs is available at the author’s webpage [16]. Our
exposition loosely follows what is performed by our programs. The best way to examine
the proof in detail is to look into the source code files. For most objects we use the same
notation in the description as in the source code, however occasionally these two differ. In
such cases identifying the appropriate variables should be easy from the context and from
the comments left in the source code files.
For a given vector object x, by x[i-1] we denote the i-th coordinate of x. We will
denote the right-hand side of (1.12) by F .
We recall that the fast subsystem of (1.12) is given by:
u′ = v,
v′ = 0.2(θv − u(u− 0.1)(1− u) + w). (3.82)
Unless otherwise specified, the half-open parameter intervals  ∈ (0, 0] is treated in
computations by enclosing it in a closed interval [0, 0]. The assumption  6= 0 is utilized
only in verification of condition (S1a) for isolating segments (see Subsection 3.3.1.2) and in
the verification of existence of isolating blocks satisfying the cone conditions around the
zero equilibrium (see Section 3.1).
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3.3.1 General remarks
3.3.1.1 H-sets and covering relations
Almost every h-set X appearing in our program is two-dimensional with u(X) = s(X) := 1
and can be identified with a parallelogram lying within some affine section. The only
exceptions to this rule are three isolating blocks BU, BUext, BS and the parameter h-
set theta, all defined in Subsection 3.3.5.
Verification of covering relations is performed exclusively by means of Lemmas 2.1.10,
2.1.12 (see also Remark 2.1.11). The procedure is relatively straightforward and has been
described in detail in several papers, see for example [70], therefore we do not repeat it here.
We only mention that, if needed, the procedure may include subdivision of h-sets. This
reduces the wrapping effect, but greatly increases runtimes (note that wrapping is already
significantly reduced by use of the Lohner algorithm within the CAPD integration routines).
Given an h-set X we want to integrate with subdivision, we introduce an integer parameter
div. It indicates into how many equal intervals we divide the set in each direction. For
example, setting div = 20 means that we integrate 20 pieces of X−,l, X+,r and 400 pieces
of |X| to evaluate the image of the Poincare´ map. In the outlines of our proofs we will
indicate the values of div to emphasize which parts of the proof involved time-consuming
computations.
3.3.1.2 Segments
Our segments are cuboids placed along the slow manifold C0 so that a part of it belonging
to the singular orbit is enclosed by them. For each segment S we have u(S) = s(S) = 1.
All of the segments have the property (2.58), with the slow variable w serving as the central
variable. Therefore, to establish (S1a) it is enough to show (2.59), which is equivalent to
verifying either u > w or u < w for all points of the segment. This in particular allows us
to handle half-open ranges  ∈ (0, 0] computationally, as at this point we effectively factor
out the small parameter.
Confirming (S2b) and (S3b) is simple, as all of the faces lie in affine subspaces. As the
exit/entry directions we take the approximate directions of the unstable/stable bundles of
C0. Similarly as for verification of covering relations, we subdivide the sets S
−, S+ before
evaluating isolation inequalities. The normals are constant within a face, the actual benefit
is in reduction of wrapping in evaluation of the right-hand side of the vector field over a
face.
Our segments are rigid and the stable and unstable bundles of C0 actually slightly
revolve as we travel along the manifold branches. By using a single segment to cover a
long piece of the branch we could not expect conditions (S2b), (S3b) to hold anymore.
Therefore we use sequences of short segments, the position of each is well-aligned with
the unstable/stable bundles of C0 - we call them chains of segments. They are simply
sequences of short segments placed one after another, so a longer piece of the slow manifold
can be covered. We require that each segment Si from a chain is an isolating segment and
that for each two consecutive segments Si, Si+1 in the chain the transversal section Σi,out
containing the face Si,out coincides with the section Σi+1,in containing Si+1,in and there is
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a covering relation by the identity map
XSi,out
id |Σi+1,in
======⇒ XSi+1,in. (3.83)
In other words, the covering relation is realized purely by the change of coordinates
cXSi+1,in ◦ c
−1
XSi,out
. For purposes of checking the assumptions of Theorem 2.3.5, we treat
the identity map as a special case of a Poincare´ map, see Subsection 2.1.3.1.
A topic we think is worth exploring, is whether chains of segments are a viable alternative
to numerical integration in computer assisted proofs for differential inclusions arising from
evolution PDEs; or of stiff systems where one has a good guess for the orbit from a
nonrigorous stiff integrator. In future we plan to conduct numerical simulations to get
more insight on that matter.
3.3.1.2.1 Representation of segments Each segment S in our programs can be repre-
sented by
• two points Front, Rear ∈ R3, serving as approximations of points on C0,
• a 2x2 real matrix P representing the rotation of the segment around the slow manifold
(this does not need to be a rotation matrix) – it will contain approximate eigenvectors
of the linearization of the fast subsystem (3.82) at a selected point from C0 ∩ S,
• four positive numbers a, b, c, d > 0 – the pair (a, b) describes how to stretch or narrow
the exit and the entry widths of the front face of the segment, respectively, and the
pair (c, d) does the same for the rear face.
For a pair of points (a, b) and a 2x2 matrix A we define an auxiliary linear map
Πa,b,A : R2 → R3 by
Πa,b,A(xu, xs) =
[
A
0
] [
axu
bxs
]
. (3.84)
Our segment is then defined by
c−1S (xu, xs, xµ) = (1− xµ)(Front + Πa,b,P(xu, xs))
+ xµ(Rear + Πc,d,P(xu, xs)).
(3.85)
For such segments one can define their front & rear faces and the left/right entrance/exit
faces XS,in, XS,out, XS,ls, XS,rs, XS,lu, XS,ru as in Section 2.2.
3.3.1.2.2 Construction of chains of segments Our recipe for creating a chain of seg-
ments S={Si}i∈{1,...,N} along a branch of the slow manifold is as follows. We assume we
are given two disjoint segments S0, SN+1 positioned along the slow manifold C0 that we
would like to connect by a chain. Without loss of generality we may assume that we are
on the upper branch of C0, so |S0| is to the left of |SN+1| in terms of variable w.
For each segment Si we will use its representation
(Fronti, Reari, Pi, ai, bi, ci, di) (3.86)
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given in Paragraph 3.3.1.2.1. Wherever we mention an identity map id between two h-sets,
we mean the identity map restricted to the common transversal section.
Our chain will connect the segments S0, SN+1 in the sense that
XS0
id
===⇒ XS1,in, (3.87)
XSN,out = XSN+1,in. (3.88)
We remark that we connect the faces of two segments as this is what we later do in the
proof of Theorem 1.2.1, but with little changes these could as well be any two parallelogram
h-sets placed on sections crossing C0.
Creating a chain is a sequential process akin to rigorous integration with a fixed time
step; to construct the segment Si we need to know the representation of the segment Si-1,
If 1 ≤ i < N we define the segment Si as follows
• we set Fronti := Reari-1.
• The point Reari is constructed by locating an (approximate) equilibrium of the fast
subsystem (3.82) with Newton’s method for
w := Fronti[2] + 1/N, (3.89)
and then embedding it into the 3D space by adding the value of w as the third
coordinate.
• Columns of the matrix Pi are set as approximate eigenvectors of linearization of (3.82)
at Reari.
• For (ai, bi) we put
ai := ci-1/factor,
bi := factor× di-1
(3.90)
where factor is a real number greater than 1. In our case hardcoding factor := 1.05
gave good results.
• For (ci, di) we put
ci :=
i
N
aN+1 +
N-i
N
c0,
di :=
i
N
bN+1 +
N-i
N
d0.
(3.91)
For the segment SN we proceed by the same rules with the exception that we set
RearN := FrontN+1,
PN := PN+1,
(3.92)
to comply with (3.88).
For such Si we check the conditions (S1a), (S2b), (S3b) and the covering relation
XSi-1,out
id
===⇒ XSi+1,in. Then, we proceed to the next segment.
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For N large it is easy to satisfy (S2b), (S3b) for each short segment Si, as each Pi
approximates the directions of the unstable and stable bundle of C0. Moreover, because
Reari-1, Reari are close, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , N} we have
Pi ◦ Pi-1 ≈ id . (3.93)
Thus, for the identity map in the h-sets variables we get
ids = cXSi,in ◦ c−1XSi-1,out ≈
[
factor 0
0 1
factor
]
, (3.94)
and there are good odds that by use of Lemma 2.1.10 we can succeed in satisfying the
conditions (3.87) and (3.83).
3.3.2 Proof of Theorem 1.2.1
To deduce the existence of a periodic orbit we check the assumptions of Theorem 2.3.5.
Our strategy resembles the one given for the model example in Subsection 3.2.1, which
was portrayed in Figure 3.1. The main modifications are due to numerical reasons:
• we introduce two additional sections on the trajectories of the fast subsystem hetero-
clinics, in some distance from the corner segments,
• instead of the “long” segments Su, Sd we place two chains of segments along the slow
manifold connecting the corner segments – see Paragraph 3.3.1.2.2.
We divide the parameter range  ∈ (0, 1.5 × 10−4] into two subranges (0, 10−4] and
[10−4, 1.5× 10−4]. The procedure is virtually the same for both ranges and the only reason
for subdivision is that the proof would not succeed for the whole range  ∈ (0, 1.5× 10−4]
in one go, due to an accumulation of overestimates. Following steps are executed by the
program for both ranges:
1. First, we compute four “corner points”
GammaDL = (−0.10841296, 0, 0.025044220) ≈ (Λd(w∗), w∗),
GammaUL = (0.97034558, 0, 0.025044220) ≈ (Λu(w∗), w∗),
GammaUR = (0.84174629, 0, 0.098807631) ≈ (Λu(w∗), w∗),
GammaDR = (−0.23701225, 0, 0.098807631) ≈ (Λd(w∗), w∗).
(3.95)
This computation is nonrigorous; in short we perform a shooting with w procedure
for the fast subsystem (3.82) from first-order approximations of stable and unstable
manifolds of the equilibria to an intermediate section; this is an approach like in [35].
The matrices given by the approximate eigenvectors of the linearization of the fast
subsystem at points GammaDL, GammaUR, GammaUL, GammaDR are
PDL = PUR =
[
1 1
0.34113340 −0.21913340
]
,
PUL = PDR =
[
1 1
0.46313340 −0.34113340
]
,
(3.96)
respectively.
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2. We initialize four “corner segments” DLSegment, ULSegment, URSegment and DRSegment
with data from Table 3.1 as described in Paragraph 3.3.1.2.1 and check that they are
isolating segments. For checking the isolation formulas (S2b), (S3b) we subdivide
enclosures of each of the respective faces of the exit and the entrance set into 1502 equal
pieces.
Segment Front, Rear P (a, b) = (c, d)
DLSegment GammaDL± (0, 0, 0.005) PDL (0.015, 0.012)
ULSegment GammaUL∓ (0, 0, 0.005) PUL (0.01, 0.015)
URSegment GammaUR∓ (0, 0, 0.005) PUR (0.029, 0.019)
DRSegment GammaDR± (0, 0, 0.005) PDR (0.007, 0.03)
Table 3.1: Initialization data for the four corner segments. The pair (a, b) determines
the exit/entry direction widths of the segments and the difference |Front[2]− Rear[2]|
the central direction width.
3. Unlike in the model example – Lemma 3.2.2, we do not place the transversal sections we
would integrate to as supersets of the left/right exit faces of the corner segments. Instead,
two sections leftSection and rightSection are positioned in some distance from the
corner segments. We move away from the segments because rigorous integration too
close to slow manifolds poses a numerical problem - the vector field slows too much and
the routines for verifying transversality fail.
The section leftSection is placed on the integration path between the segments
DLSegment, ULSegment and the section rightSection on the path between URSegment
and DRSegment. We define the following Poincare´ maps:
• pmDL is the Poincare´ map from XDLSegment,ru to leftSection,
• pmUL is the Poincare´ map from a subset of leftSection to the affine section
containing XULSegment,ls,
• pmUR is the Poincare´ map from XURSegment,lu to rightSection,
• pmDR is the Poincare´ map from a subset of rightSection to the affine section
containing XDRSegment,rs.
Let now us briefly describe what covering relations we verify.
We integrate the h-set XDLSegment,ru to leftSection and create an h-set midLeftSet ⊂
leftSection so that it is pmUL-covered by a small margin by XDLSegment,ru, see Lemma
2.1.10. Then, we integrate the h-set XULSegment,ls backward in time to leftSection and
verify that midLeftSet pmUL-backcovers XULSegment,ls.
The h-set XURSegment,lu is integrated to rightSection, and, as in the previous case, we de-
fine an h-set midRightSet ⊂ rightSection, such that it is pmUR-covered by XURSegment,lu.
Then, we integrate the h-set XDRSegment,rs backward in time to rightSection and verify
that midRightSet pmDR-backcovers XDRSegment,rs.
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Altogether, we have the following covering relations:
XDLSegment,ru
pmDL
===⇒ midLeftSet pmUL⇐=== XULSegment,ls,
XURSegment,lu
pmUR
===⇒ midRightSet pmDR⇐=== XDRSegment,rs.
(3.97)
Parameter div describing partitioning of h-sets for the rigorous integration was set to
20.
4. To close the loop, we connect the h-sets XULSegment,out and XURSegment,in by a chain
of segments UpSegment and XDRSegment,out and XDLSegment,in by a chain of segments
DownSegment as described in Paragraph 3.3.1.2.2. The number of isolating segments
in each chain N is set to 80. For verification of the isolation conditions (S2b), (S3b) in
each chain we partition the enclosures of each of the faces of their exit and entrance
sets into 1102 equal pieces.
Many choices of program parameters were arbitrary; of most importance are the
exit/entry/central direction widths of the corner segments given in Table 3.1. For very
small  ranges (such as  ∈ (0, 10−8],  ∈ (0, 10−7]) various reasonable guesses would yield
successful proofs, due to the eminent fast-slow structure of the equations (cf. Section 3.2.1).
However, the range of possibilities would diminish as the upper bound on  was increased,
and finding values for our final  ranges was a long trial-and-error process. This can be
explained as follows. For large ’s the periodic orbit moves away from the singular orbit,
around which we position our sequence of segments and h-sets. Moreover, the hyperbolicity
of the slow manifold, which plays a vital role in the creation of the periodic orbit near the
singular limit , decreases as  increases. Each time a value of a program parameter was
adjusted in an attempt to succeed with a particular part of the proof, it was possible that
another part would fail. For example, increasing the central direction widths of the corner
segments facilitated the verification of covering relations for the Poincare´ maps; but too
much of an increase made isolation checks for the corner segments fail; increasing the exit
direction widths of ULSegment, DRSegment made the exit direction isolation checks (S2b)
in segments of UpSegment, DownSegment easier to satisfy but had a negative effect
on the covering relations; etc. It was particularly difficult to simultaneously obtain both
isolation for the corner segments and covering relations in the fast regime.
By repeating the process of
• trying to slightly increase the  range,
• executing the program with given parameters,
• should the proof fail, changing the parameters in favor of the inequalities which were
not fulfilled, at the cost of the ones where we still had some freedom,
we obtained a relatively large range of  ∈ (0, 1.5× 10−4], for which the inequalities needed
in our assumptions hold by a very small margin. In particular, the right bound 1.5× 10−4
was large enough to include it in a continuation-type proof of Theorem 1.2.2, performed in
reasonable time and without using multiple precision.
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It would certainly be helpful to have that procedure automated. As one can see, we are
effectively dealing with a constraint satisfaction problem (see [67]) where variables, given
by the program parameters have to be chosen to satisfy constraints given by inequalities
coming from covering relations and isolation conditions. In addition, verification of whether
constraints are satisfied requires execution of the program and is fairly expensive computa-
tionally. A suitable algorithm for adjustment of parameters to satisfy the constraints would
allow to extend the range of the small parameter  ∈ (0, 0] even further. We remark that
obtaining a large value of 0 in this proof is crucial for achieving this parameter value with
further validated continuation algorithms (like the one in Theorem 1.2.2) This is due to
the fact that the period of this unstable orbit is roughly proportional to 1 (see Table 3.2)
which makes it virtually impossible to track the orbit by numerical integration methods
for very small .
3.3.3 Proof of Theorem 1.2.2
Our strategy is to check the assumptions of Theorem 2.3.1 for a sequence of h-sets placed
along a numerical approximation of an actual periodic orbit (not the singular orbit). This
can succeed for a very small range of , then we need to recompute our approximation,
ending up with a continuation procedure.
We start by generating a numerical approximation vector of 212 points from the periodic
orbit for  = 0.001 obtained from a nonrigorous continuation with MATCONT [32]. From
there we perform two continuation procedures, down to  = 1.5×10−4 and up to  = 0.0015.
Each step of the continuation consists of a routine proveExistenceOfOrbit performed on
equation (1.12) with an interval currentEpsRange of width incrementSize substituted
for . It can be described by the following steps.
1. Given an approximation vector initialGuess of pm count points of the periodic orbit
obtained from the previous continuation step (in the first step this is the MATCONT-
precomputed approximation), we initialize a Poincare´ section sectioni for each of the
points initialGuessi by setting the origin of the section as the given point and its
normal vector as the vector as the difference between the current and the next point of
the approximation. Then, we refine the approximation by a nonrigorous C1 computation
of Poincare´ maps and their derivatives and application of Newton’s method to the system
of the form (1.15). Note that we set the normal vector to be the difference between the
current and the next point on the orbit rather than the direction of the vector field,
as the latter can be misleading close to the strongly hyperbolic slow manifold. Let us
denote by correctedGuess the Newton-corrected approximation.
2. Each sectioni is equipped with a coordinate system used for the purposes of covering
by h-sets as described in Subsection 3.3.1.1. The first column corresponding to the exit
direction is obtained by a nonrigorous C1 integration of any non-zero normalized vector
by the variational equation of (1.12) along the approximated orbit until it stabilizes;
and then propagating it for each i by one additional integration loop. Similarly,
the second column (corresponding to the entry direction) is computed by backward
integration of any non-zero normalized vector until it stabilizes and further propagation
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by inverse Poincare´ maps for each i. Then, we project these columns onto the orthogonal
complement of normali.
3. Let pmi be the Poincare´ map between (a subset of) sectioni and sectioni+1 mod pm count.
We initialize a sequence of h-sets Xi on sections sectioni by specifying X0 and sequen-
tially generating the sets X1, . . . , Xpm count−1, so the covering relations Xi
pmi===⇒ Xi+1,
i ∈ {0, . . . , pm count − 2} hold by a small margin. The periodic orbit is strongly
hyperbolic and the h-sets will quickly grow in the exit direction. Therefore we put an
additional upper bound on the growth of h-sets in that direction to prevent overestimates
coming from integrating too large h-sets. For rigorous integration of h-sets the parameter
div was set to 5.
4. We check that the following covering relation holds
Xpm count−1
pmpm count−1
======⇒ X0. (3.98)
This implies the existence of the periodic orbit of for  ∈ currentEpsRange, by Theo-
rem 2.3.1.
5. We produce a new initialGuess for the next step of continuation by removing the
points from the approximate orbit where the integration time between the respective
sections is too short and adding them where it is too long. This way we can adapt the
number of sections to the period of the orbit.
6. We move the interval currentEpsRange and proceed to the next step of the continuation.
The continuation starts with incrementSize = 10−6 and the size (diameter) of the
h-set X0 of order 10
−6 and both of these parameters vary throughout the proof. If any
step of proveExistenceOfOrbit fails - for example Newton’s method does not converge
or there is no covering between the h-sets, the algorithm will try to redo all the steps for
a decreased incrementSize and proportionally decrease the size of the initial h-set. If
the algorithm keeps succeeding, the program will try to increase incrementSize and the
diameter to speed up the continuation procedure. The theorem is proved when bounds of
currentEpsRange pass the bounds of  we intended to reach. Values of incrementSize
for several different currentEpsRange can be found in Table 3.2 along with periods of the
periodic orbit and amounts of sections given by pm count.
currentEpsRange incrementSize period pm count
[0.0014933550, 0.001499146] 5.7918161× 10−6 [201.35884, 207.17313] 179
[0.001, 0.001001] 10−6 [283.37351, 292.02862] 212
[4.9947443, 5.0200138]× 10−4 2.5269501× 10−6 [521.07987, 557.55718] 301
[1.5057754, 1.5132376]× 10−4 7.4621539× 10−7 [1593.3303, 1846.4787] 671
Table 3.2: Sample values from the validated continuation proof of Theorem 1.2.2. As one
can see, the period increases significantly as → 0, making it necessary to introduce more
sections and lengthening the computations.
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3.3.3.1 Further continuation
We have decided to stop the validated continuation at  = 0.0015. Above that value
our continuation algorithm encountered difficulties in its nonrigorous part, and needed
many manual readjustments of the continuation parameters. As we later checked with
MATCONT, this seemed not to have been caused by any bifurcation, so, most likely, it
was just a defect of our ad-hoc method of continuing approximations of the periodic orbit
by computation of Poincare´ maps between sections. Nonrigorous continuation methods
implemented in continuation packages such as MATCONT are based on approximation of
the orbit curve by Legendre polynomials and seem more reliable than our approach. Such
a good nonrigorous approximation with a large number of collocation points would be
enough to have a rigorous part of the continuation based on Poincare´ maps succeed, making
further continuation only a matter of computation time. We did not implement it though,
as we have decided that we are satisfied with how wide our  range is. By Theorem 1.2.3
we have already reached the value where the standard interval Newton-Moore method
applied to a sequence of Poincare´ maps succeeds, and we think it is clear that a proof for
higher values of  will pose no significant theoretical or computational challenges.
3.3.4 Proof of Theorem 1.2.3
Recall the interval Newton-Moore method for finding zeroes of a smooth map F : Rn → Rn:
Theorem 3.3.1 (The interval Newton-Moore method [2, 56, 60]). Let X = Πni=1[ai, bi],
F : Rn → Rn be of class C1 and let x0 ∈ X. Assume the interval enclosure of DF(X),
denoted by [DF(X)] is invertible. We denote by
N (x0, X) := −[DF(X)]−1F(x0) + x0 (3.99)
the interval Newton operator. Then
• if N (x0, X) ⊂ intX, then the map F has a unique zero x∗ ∈ X. Moreover x∗ ∈
N (x0, X).
• If N (x0, X) ∩X = ∅, then F(x) 6= 0 for all x ∈ X.
We applied the interval Newton-Moore method to a problem of the form (1.15) given
by the sequence of 179 Poincare´ maps obtained from the last step of the continuation
procedure described in Subsection 3.3.3, i.e. the step, where currentEpsRange contains
0.0015. Let Bmax(0, r) denote an open ball of radius r centered at 0 in maximum norm.
We obtained the following inclusion
N
(
0, Bmax (0, 10−6)
)
⊂ Bmax
(
0, 4.7926638× 10−14) , (3.100)
which, by Theorem 3.3.1, implies the existence and local uniqueness of the periodic orbit.
Remark 3.3.2. We report that we have succeeded with a verified continuation based on
the interval Newton-Moore method for the whole parameter range of Theorem 1.2.2, that is
 ∈ [1.5× 10−4, 0.0015]. Although we got a little extra information on the local uniqueness
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of the solution of the problem (1.15), we have decided to discard this result, as it was
vastly outperformed in terms of computation time by the method of covering relations8.
It seems that the sequential covering process in the method of covering relations benefits
more from the strong hyperbolicity than the interval Newton operator, hence allowing to
make wider steps in the parameter range for such type of problems. However, for ranges of
higher values of  the interval Newton-Moore method was only several times slower than
the one of covering relations (e.g. ≈ 7 times in the range [0.001, 0.0015]), so we decided to
state Theorem 1.2.3 in its current form to show that we have achieved a parameter value
where the more widespread tool is already adequate to the task.
3.3.5 Proof of Theorem 1.2.4
Our main tool in deducing the existence of the homoclinic orbit will be Theorem 2.3.11,
together with Lemmas 3.1.4, 3.1.6 and 2.1.30. The strategy loosely resembles the one given
for the model example in Subsection 3.2.2, which was portrayed in Figure 3.3. However,
the involved methods of shooting to diagonals, employed in the construction of the segment
Sul in Lemma 3.2.5 are not necessary, and not used in practice.
Similarly, as in the proof of Theorem 1.2.1 we introduce additional sections crossing
the fast subsystem heteroclinics and we use chains of segments instead of “long” segments
Su, Sd. An additional modification we need to apply, is to construct a set alike an isolating
segment, which allows to propagate the unstable manifold of the zero equilibrium, starting
from one of the faces of the isolating block containing the equilibrium. This is because
rigorous integration was not accurate enough to propagate this manifold in the close
proximity of the equilibrium.
We now proceed to describe the proof in details. Contrary to the case of the periodic
orbit, we consider the whole range  ∈ (0, 5 × 10−5] without subdivision, as attempting
subdivisions did not allow us to significantly increase its upper bound. The following steps
are executed after fixing the  range, to verify the assumptions of Theorem 2.3.11:
1. first, we perform a nonrigorous shooting with θ procedure in the fast subsystem (3.82),
alike the one in Subsection 3.3.2, for w := 0, to find the value of the parameter θ equal
to
thetaC = 1.26491106 ≈ θ∗, (3.101)
near which there exists a suitable connecting orbit. The two “corner points” on the left
can be computed directly and are given by
GammaDL = (0, 0, 0) = (Λd(0), 0),
GammaUL = (1, 0, 0) = (Λu(0), 0).
(3.102)
The point GammaDL is the stationary point for the homoclinic orbit of the full system.
8Substituting the interval Krawczyk operator for the interval Newton operator did not resolve this issue,
i.e. did not allow for greater widths in the parameter steps.
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After having set θ := thetaC we compute the other two points by shooting with w, as
in Subsection 3.3.2:
GammaUR = (0.73333334, 0, 0.12385185) ≈ (Λu(w∗), w∗),
GammaDR = (−0.26666667, 0, 0.12385185) ≈ (Λd(w∗), w∗).
(3.103)
The matrices given by the approximate eigenvectors of the linearization of the fast
subsystem at points GammaUR, GammaUL, GammaDR are given by
PUR =
[
1 1
0.31622777 −0.063245553
]
,
PUL = PDR =
[
1 1
0.56920998 −0.31622777
]
,
(3.104)
respectively.
2. We set the range of parameter θ to
theta := thetaC + [−0.0025, 0.0025]
= [1.26241106400572, 1.26741106400572].
(3.105)
The interval theta forms a one-dimensional h-set with one exit direction and the change
of coordinates given by a translation and rescaling to [−1, 1]. It serves as the h-set Z in
Theorem 2.3.11.
3. We initialize three “corner segments” ULSegment, URSegment and DRSegment with data
from Table 3.3 as described in Paragraph 3.3.1.2.1 and check that they are isolating
segments for all θ ∈ theta. For checking the isolation formulas (S2b), (S3b) we subdivide
enclosures of each of the respective faces of the exit and the entrance set into 1502 equal
pieces.
Segment Front, Rear P (a, b) = (c, d)
ULSegment GammaUL∓ (0, 0, 0.001) PUL (1.8× 10−4, 0.0021)
URSegment GammaUR∓ (0, 0, 7× 10−4) PUR (0.003, 0.005)
DRSegment GammaDR± (0, 0, 0.002) PDR (8× 10−4, 0.013)
Table 3.3: Initialization data for the three corner segments. The pair (a, b) determines
the exit/entry direction widths of the segments and the difference |Front[2]− Rear[2]|
the central direction width.
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4. We initialize two h-sets BU and BS, which will form isolating blocks for F, by setting
u(BU) := u(BS) := 1,
s(BU) := s(BS) := 2,
c−1BU :=
 2.4× 10−5 8× 10−6 −10−47.5794685× 10−6 −5.0663182× 10−7 0
0 0 10−5
 ,
c−1BS :=
 2× 10−4 2× 10−4 −0.00136.3162238× 10−5 −1.2665795× 10−5 0
0 0 1.3× 10−4
 .
(3.106)
The first two columns of each of the matrices are formed by suitably rescaled eigenvectors
of the fast subsystem, and the last one is the suitably rescaled tangent vector to the
slow manifold – see Remark 3.1.3. The norm of each column gives an indication of the
size of the block in each direction, and is one of the program parameters that can be
adjusted in order to complete the proof.
We verify assumptions of Lemmas 3.1.4, 3.1.6 for θ ∈ theta to conclude that BU and
BS are isolating blocks satisfying the cone condition, and in particular W uBU(GammaDL)
and W sBS(GammaDL) are, respectively, a horizontal and a vertical disk satisfying the
cone condition, for all θ ∈ theta. In view of Theorem 2.1.28 we can assert that these
manifolds vary continuously with the parameter θ.
From Lemma 2.1.30 we obtain that the intersection W sBS(GammaDL) ∩ |XBS,3| forms a
vertical disk in the boundary h-set XBS,3 (see Definition 2.1.29), which varies continuously
with θ.
From the definition of the horizontal disk it follows thatW uBU(GammaDL) has an intersection
point with the first boundary h-set |XBU,1|, which we will denote by W u1 (θ). The point
W u1 (θ) is still too close to the equilibrium to reliably compute its trajectory by rigorous
integration. To patch this numerical problem, we perform a simple phase space analysis
to propagate it further from GammaDL. Namely, we construct an h-set BUext such that
u(BUext) := 1,
s(BUext) := 2,
cBUext :=
 0.3 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 · cBU, (3.107)
and verify that it is an isolating block. The block BUext is simply an extension of
the block BU in the exit direction by a factor of 10/3. Then, we verify the following
Lyapunov-like condition:
〈piu(cBUext(x)), F (x)〉 > 0 for x ∈ c−1BUext([0.3, 1]× [−1, 1]2), (3.108)
where ϕ is the local flow induced by x˙ = F (x) and piu is the projection onto the first
(exit) variable. We observe that the left-hand side of the inequality (3.108) is equal to
d
dt(piu ◦ cBUext)(ϕ(t, x)).
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The condition (3.108) implies that all trajectories starting in c−1BUext([0.3, 1]× [−1, 1]2)
leave it in finite time. In particular, since BUext is an isolating block, they can only
leave the aforementioned set via the following face of the boundary of BUext:
|XBUext,1| = c−1BUext({1} × [−1, 1]2). (3.109)
This in turn implies, that the forward trajectory of the point W u1 (θ) ∈ |XBU,1| =
c−1BUext({0.3} × [−1, 1]2) has to intersect |XBUext,1|. Consequently, the unstable manifold
W u(GammaDL) has an intersection point with |XBUext,1|, that varies continuously with θ,
and which we will denote by W u2 (θ).
The reasoning above could be replaced by construction of a suitable isolating segment
with support given by c−1BUext([0.3, 1]× [−1, 1]2), two entry directions given by the entry
directions of BUext and the central direction given by the exit direction of BUext. In
theory we could avoid this analysis by verifying that BUext satisfies the cone condition,
but in practice the set was too large and this evaluation failed.
5. As in the case of the periodic orbit, two intermediate sections leftSection and
rightSection are positioned in some distance from the slow manifolds.
The section leftSection is placed on the integration path between the block BUext and
the segment ULSegment and the section rightSection on the path between URSegment
and DRSegment. We define the Poincare´ maps pmUL, pmUR and pmDR as in the proof for
the periodic orbit:
• pmUL is the Poincare´ map from a subset of leftSection to the affine section
containing XULSegment,ls,
• pmUR is the Poincare´ map from XURSegment,lu to rightSection,
• pmDR is the Poincare´ map from a subset of rightSection to the affine section
containing XDRSegment,rs.
We will now briefly describe which covering relations are verified.
We integrate the face |XBUext,1| to leftSection to enclose the image of WuL, defined
as the map that assigns to the value of the parameter θ the first intersection point of
W u(GammaDL) with leftSection. In particular, such map is continuous as a composition
of a Poincare´ map with the map W u1 = W
u
1 (θ). The integration is performed three
times:
• for θ set to the whole interval theta,
• for θ set to the left bound of interval theta (that is θ := thetaC− 0.0025),
• for θ set to the right bound of interval theta (that is θ := thetaC + 0.0025).
Based on this calculation, we create an h-set midLeftSet ⊂ leftSection so that it is
WuL-covered by a small margin by the h-set theta (see Definition 2.3.7 and Lemma 2.1.10).
We reset the parameter θ to the whole interval theta and proceed.
We integrate the h-set XULSegment,ls backward in time to leftSection and verify that
midLeftSet pmUL-backcovers XULSegment,ls.
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The h-set XURSegment,lu is integrated to rightSection, and, as in the case of the pe-
riodic orbit, we define an h-set midRightSet ⊂ rightSection, such that it is pmUR-
covered by XURSegment,lu. Then, we integrate the h-set XDRSegment,rs backward in time to
rightSection and verify that midRightSet pmDR-backcovers XDRSegment,rs.
Altogether, we have the following covering relations:
theta
WuL
===⇒ midLeftSet pmUL⇐=== XULSegment,ls,
XURSegment,lu
pmUR
===⇒ midRightSet pmDR⇐=== XDRSegment,rs,
(3.110)
where the coverings by pmUL, pmUR, pmDR hold for all θ ∈ theta.
Parameter div describing partitioning of h-sets for the rigorous integration was set to
25, except for the h-set theta, for which no subdivision was needed.
6. To close the loop, we connect the h-sets XULSegment,out and XURSegment,in by a chain of seg-
ments UpSegment and XDRSegment,out and XBS,3 by a chain of segments DownSegment
as described in Subsection 3.3.1.2.2. The number of isolating segments in UpSegment
is set to 200 and in DownSegment to 400. For verification of the isolation conditions
(S2b), (S3b) in each chain we partition the enclosures of each of the faces of their exit
and entrance sets into 1102 equal pieces. As with blocks and corner segments, this
verification is performed for all θ ∈ theta.
Same remarks about the choices of set sizes hold as for the computer assisted proof of
Theorem 1.2.1. The wider the  range is, the harder it is to verify the assumptions, since
they follow from properties of the singular limit equation at  = 0 (see Subsection 3.2.2).
In addition theta has to be chosen wide enough to generate the covering relation of WuL,
but narrow enough so all the other covering relations and all of the isolation conditions
persist.
Our upper bound on , equal to 5× 10−5, is three times smaller than the upper bound
for existence of the periodic orbit in Theorem 1.2.1, mainly due to the fact, that we have to
include a small range of θ’s in most computations. We did not attempt further continuation
of the homoclinic orbit alike the one for the periodic orbit in Theorem 1.2.2. We think that
a “brute force” continuation using covering relations only (i.e. by means of Theorem 2.3.8),
would still be possible, perhaps with use of multiple precision interval arithmetic. However,
we would like to find a more elegant continuation method, that would bypass the numerical
instability of the problem.
3.3.6 Technical data and computation times
All computations were performed on a laptop equipped with Intel Core i7 CPU, 1.80 GHz
processor, 4GB RAM and a Linux operating system with gcc-5.2.0. We used the 568th
Subversion revision of the CAPD library. The programs were not parallelized.
Verification of assumptions of Theorem 1.2.1 took 236 seconds. Over 95% of the
processor time was taken by verification of isolation for the chains of isolating segments.
Proofs of Theorems 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 were executed by the same program. The validated
continuation in Theorem 1.2.2 was the most time consuming part – it took 4153 seconds.
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Theorem 1.2.3 is formulated for a single parameter value; the proof here was instantaneous
– it finished within 2 seconds.
Verification of assumptions of Theorem 1.2.4 took 443 seconds. This time, over 98% of
the processor time was taken by verification of isolation for the chains of isolating segments,
mainly because it was necessary to include a high number of 400 segments in the lower
chain to obtain isolation – see Subsection 3.3.5.
We remark that the successful attempt to check the assumptions of Theorem 1.2.1 also
for the range  ∈ [10−4, 1.5× 10−4] (119 seconds) saved us a lot of computation time. In
theory we could have tried to use a validated continuation approach like in Theorem 1.2.2
for this range. We tried it later for a subrange  ∈ [1.1× 10−4, 1.5× 10−4] (for the whole
range execution of Newton’s method for the problem (1.15) within the nonrigorous part of
the continuation algorithm failed due to enormous sizes of matrices to invert) – it took
2571 seconds, that is over 20 times longer. This indicates that construction of isolating
segments around slow manifolds can be a valuable tool for proofs for “regular” parameter
ranges (i.e. not including the singular perturbation parameter value) in systems with a
very large separation of time scales.
4
Concluding remarks
In this thesis we proved the existence of a periodic orbit and a homoclinic orbit in a fast-slow
system for an explicit range of the small parameter of the form  ∈ (0, 0], where previous
results in literature were given only for 0 “small enough”. For the periodic orbit we also
showed that the range is wide enough to succeed with a validated continuation based
on topological or C1 methods at its upper bound. Even though we restricted ourselves
to analysis of the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations, our methods are general and should be
applicable to other fast-slow systems of similar structure.
An intrinsic advantage of our techniques is that, once the topological theory is in
place, it relies on simple quantitative assumptions, such as enclosures of the vector field
or estimates on solutions over some compact sets, which can be verified on a computer
without much effort. Contrary to ours, the methods of GSPT require qualitative, sometimes
very involved arguments for tracking suitable invariant manifolds and their transversal
intersections. We admit that the analytical methods of GSPT give more insight into the
nature of a given problem, however it may be easier to deal with unproved hypotheses
using a quantitative approach.
Results presented in this thesis can also be of interest to researchers working in rigorous
numerics, as by successfully adapting isolating segments into a computational framework
we managed to deal with a stiff, structurally unstable problem. We have some hopes
that isolating segments can replace rigorous integration for certain systems with strong
expansion of error bounds, such as ill-posed PDEs (see Subsection 1.1.3.1).
Below we propose several other problems from multiple time scale dynamics, that
perhaps could be possible to tackle in such explicit ranges of the small parameter, by
extensions of methods developed in this thesis.
1. Higher-dimensional slow manifolds. So far we have dealt with the case of one-
dimensional slow manifolds. By a suitable generalization of the concept of an
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isolating segment one could attempt to find closed orbits in equations with several
slow variables such as the fast-slow predator-prey system [30] or the Koper model [47].
This would involve rigorous shadowing of orbits of the slow subsystem computed
with a nonrigorous integrator.
2. Loss of normal hyperbolicity. We suspect that it would be possible to give topological
arguments for a transition between the slow and the fast dynamics at fold points,
where the slow manifold loses its normal hyperbolicity. For such setting, blow-up
techniques were used to prove that FitzHugh-Nagumo system exhibits pulses with
oscillatory tails for  > 0 small [10].
3. Chaotic dynamics. Another open question is to show the existence of horseshoes
for explicit ranges of the small parameter. For  > 0 small such dynamics was
demonstrated in e.g. the periodically forced van der Pol system [36] and in the
fast-slow predator-prey system [29]. We expect that inclusion of isolating segments
in proofs of existence of horseshoes based on covering relations (like the one given
in [28]) should be relatively straightforward.
4. Uniqueness and stability. The questions of uniqueness and stability remain, both as
orbits of ODEs, and as waves in the respective PDEs. Local uniqueness, stability and
some bounds on stable and unstable manifolds of orbits can probably be achieved by
the C1 method of cone conditions [8] adapted to the fast-slow structure of the system.
For stability of waves a computational version of the Evans function approach at the
singular limit would most likely be necessary (cf. Subsection 1.2.5.1).
Let us add to this list the numerical issues of further validated continuation to some
macroscopic values of ; in this thesis we have performed it only for the periodic orbit. We
think that our upper bound on  for the homoclinic orbit should also be achievable in near
future. Since computer assisted methods for “regular” ODEs are already well developed,
such continuation problems do not pose new theoretical challenges; the main concern is
how to design suitable continuation algorithms efficiently. To this end, one could try do
adapt algorithms from nonrigorous continuation packages (see Subsection 3.3.3.1), which
usually reduce the dynamical question to one or several two-point boundary value problems
and solve them on a suitable mesh. Such methods seem more reliable for tracking and
nonrigorous continuation of unstable orbits, than an approach based on integration.
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